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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

APRIL 19, 1972

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
MEMBER OF ASSOCIATED.PRESS
# UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

Program Planned At
Public Library For
Senior Citizens

"Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
That was not Art Lee's Azalea.
It's right next door at Ralph
Woods' house,
Roger Smith writes in to say
that the bird that broke his wing
is a Snowy Egret. Roger lives on
-Murray Route Two. • —
Now to the business world.
Governor Ford pushed a bill
which removes the Federal
Income Tax for corporations as
a business expense. This will
result in the state bringing in
$18. million dollars. Formerly
the Federal Income Tax was a
deductible item when figuring
the state income tax. After
December 31, 1972 at can no
longer be used as such. Thanks
- Governor,is nice to know that
the Governor is a friend of
business which provides most of
the jobs in the state. By
removing the Federal tax as
deduction, this means a greater
expense of doing business which
means in turn that somebody is
going to lose their job to make
up for it.

-

Edwin Garrett, center, son of Mr. and Mn. Coy Garrett took first place in the 1972 Murray Optimist Club Oratorical contest. The contest was held Tuesday night at the club's regular meeting at
the Southside Restaurant. Second place in the contest went to Steve Howard, right, son of Mr. and
Mrs.Ted Howard.Both Garrett and Howard are freshmen at Murray High School. Ron Beshear,left,
ischairman al the Oratorical easiestfor the Optimistanb.Beshear ts the coach of the Speech Club at
Murray High School, and is also the speech teacher.

"Let us bavelaith ... that right
makes might; and irethat faith
let us to the end, dare to do out
duty as we understand
it". ..Abraham Lincoln.
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"I think Hubert's Bible reads
"And there abideth faith, hope
and parity, Of these the greatest
Earl L. Butz
on Sen. Hubert
campaigning in
the farm parity

Comedian Marty Allen at a
Hollywood party to Jean
Stapleton who plays Mrs. Archiellunker on-TV • "I sit there
every Saturday night watching
a half hour of hate, racial slurs
and distorted political beliefsbut it's worth sitting through
CBS News to see "All in the
Family".

Thoilairray High Speeeh Club held its annual year-end banquet Tuesday night at the Southside
Restaurant. Award-winning club members are, left to right, David Garrison, President's award,
Wanda McNabb, Drama, Martha McKinney, Oratory , I.ezlee Bartholomy, Most Valuable Member,
and Roderick Reed, Outstanding Student.

Survey Shows 25 Per Cent Of
MSU Students Sampled Drugs

A program just for senior
citizens has been planned for
Friday, April 21, at 3:30 p.m. in
the Calloway Public Library
Auditorium.
"You're A Good Man, Charlie
Brown," a musical entertainment, will be presented
by the Reader's Theater of
Planning
Murray
The
Murray State University under
Commission voted last night to
the direction of Polly Zanetta
delay action on a controversial
and Judy Medford-.
plat of land just outside the
The cast includes_ Mark _
south City limits until the ofTinsley as Charlie Brown, Jan
ficial ownership of the land
Hammond as Lucy, Nancy-- could be determined, according
Merrell as Patt4, Joe Spicelant,
63 Robert Moyer,- chairtilan of
as Luttis, Gary Hopkins as the Commission. .
and
Schroeder
Jeanie
The land is the proposed site
Dressman as Snoopy. Gail
Rochelle is the pianist and Mike for a used car lot, to be owned
by Jerry Stations.
Rayan plays the drums.
National Library Week, is
A law
being Celebrated during this Circuit Court against Howard
time and this event has been Brandon seeking to bring an
planned to honor all senior injunction against him to
citizens of the community. The prevent the sale of about five
theater group' has already acres of land from Brandon to
presented this production three Stallons just south of the
nights on campus.
Brandon home on the Hazel
highway. The transfer of the
land has been accomplished and
the deed has been recorded.

Mrs. Harold ( Mary Fones of
the Penny community has been
selected as the Calloway County
chairwoman for the 1972 Red
Cross Fund Drive, according to
ah announcement by Sid
Easley, Fund Chairman:
Mrs. Fones is wide' known
ving been active in many
civic and educational projects.
She has been president of the
Kirksey P.T.A. for two years,
currently serving as vicepresident, Kirksey Chairman
for the cancer fund, a 4-H
the
in
active
leader,
Homemakers Clubs and the
-Methodist Church.
-Her hasbeind
Buck's Body Shop. The couple
has three children, Michael, 15,
Kathy 11, Laura, 9, who attend
county schools.
Mrs. Fones said she had been
a "believer in Red Cross" for
personal reasons since she was
the recipient of several pints of
blood during surgery in the
past. She also expressed concern that the county had not
been given the opportunity to
give to Red Cross as much as
she believed they wete willing
to participate.
"After all," she said, "The
American Red Cross gave over
$14,000 in aid following a tornado which hit my community
(Kirksey) in 1964. Almost $5,000
was disbursed in Almo and New
Concord.after the 1968 tornado.
The many children who have
received swimming lessons
through Red Cross, 293 in 1971
alone, were, in the majority,
children who live in the country.
Countless military emergency
messages have been sent in our
behalf. I believe the rural
community will wish to contribute its share."
Workers will be named in
each area of the county to
solicit. Any one not contacted
may mail a donation to Red
Cross, Box 488, Murray. The
goal for this year is $9453.

Research results at Murray
He pointed out that the 25 per have tried drugs and quit using
State University indicate that cent who admitted having used them:
-Amphetamines such as pep
about 75 per cent of the students marijuana, hallucinogens,
on the campus have never used barbiturates, amphetamines or pills or "uppers", 10 per cent.
drugs of any type.
opiates includes students
-Barbiturates, 5 per cent.
Conducted this spring by ranging from one-time to
Senator George McGovern says Gary Feger of Louisville, a habitual users.
-Hallucinogens such as LSD
if he is elected president he graduate student in psychology,
Feger, who conducted the or "turn-on drugs," 3 per cent.
would eliminate the $750 the study shows that among the research as the basis for a
-Opiates such as heroin,
personal income tax exemption. 25 per cent who admitted drug mater's degree thesis, polled
(Continued on Page Eight)
This, he said, would raise $64 use, 12 per cent have used 262 students representing a
billion dollars. Guess it would at marijuana only and 13 per cent broad cross-section
of the
that.
have used marijuana in can- student population. He said the
bination with other forms of campus public he used is a
drugs.
"stratified sampling" of the
Sen. Bob Dole has called for the
Dr. Bernard Segal, associate sexes, the classes and the
resignation of Federal Com- professor of psychology and academic departments.
munications Commission board director of the psychological
Segal, who worked with Feger
member Nicholas Johnson after center at Murray, said the as a faculty advisor and conJohnson said that leading survey reveals "that drug use sultant on the research project,
The Drug Education team
executives of U. D. television on the campus is not of said the research demonstrates from the Clinical Research
networks are.a "vicious, evil epidemic proportions."
that "the great percentage of Center at Lexington spoke at
influence" and compared them
students who experiment with the assembly of students at
to child molesters. Dole said the
non-prescription drugs reject Murray High School this
question is "whether a man who
morning. This afternoon the
them."
reveals a virtually irrational
Noting that -we have every team will speak to the Middle
hatred of this Nation's combelief that students reported School students and on Friday
munications media is qualified
honestly in the anonymous at 8:30 a.m. at the Calloway
to sit on a commission which
survey," he gave this -break- County High School.
supervises these -Media."
down of the percentages who
Members of the team are
Sally Lipscomb, psychaitric
Murray State University will
TURKEY SHOOT.
nurse, Bobbie Bustos, ex-addict
host a Special Olympics for the
A turkey shoot will be held Kentucky Association for
therapist aide, Cory Severson.
Sunday, April /3, starting at one Retarded Children,' according
resident, and Ann Reid,
p.m. at the Jackson Purchase to Allen Beane and Clayton
resident. They were introduced
Gun Club, located off Highway
by
Willard Ails, chairman of
Hargrove, coordinators for the
121 near Coldwater.
the Murray-Calloway County
event.
The Murray State University Drug Council.
The event is tentatively
Bound program will
Upward
At Murray High, they anscheduled for May 20. and will
be composed of 21 Western receive a grant of $109,368.00, swered questions from the
according- to a telegram from, student body. In response to'one
Kentucky counties.
U.S. question one ex-addict said.
The purpose of the Special Frank A. -Stubblefield,
not
Jackson Purchase
does
Olympics is not only to assist Representative from Kentucky. "Marihuana
The telegram reads as necessarily lead to use of hard
Showers and thunderstorms the physical development of the
today, possibly locally heavy retarded, but also their social follows:
drugs such as heroin, but people
continuing and psychological development, 'Congressman Frank A. smoke grass ( marihuana in
afternoon,
this
Stubblefield has been advised order to get high and if your
tonight, diminishing and turn- the coordinators said.
of dealer or pusher is out of grass,
ing cooler Friday. Highs today
Volunteers provide the by the commissioner
in mid to upper 70s. Lows manpower for the Olympics. education of a special services he may offer another drug. If
tonight near 60. Highs Friday Fund
coaches, grant of $109,368.00 to Murray you are in the habit of getting
raisers
Upward high on grass,then you may buy
in mid to upper 60s.
chaperones, guides, organizers, State University for the
A chance of showers and publicists, parade marshalls, Bound, special services for the hard drug and begin\to Use it
cooler Saturday. "
entertainers, sports officials disadvantaged students to "get your high".
program. Representative
Parents and the genera)
A chance of showers and and other positions are
Stubblefield reports this federal public are invited to the comthundershowers Saturday, be- available in the Olympics for
cornrnittment ..of funds has an munity
meeting., tonight
coming clear to partly cloudy
indicatintkof the good job done ( Thursday) at eight p.m. in the
Persons interested in helping
Sunday and Monday. Little
by project Upward Bound at' Middle School Auditorium
change in temperature Satur- with the Olympics may call 762Murray State in preparing These programs are sponsored
day through Monday. .I.ows 2446 from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. or
qualified low-income students
from the upper 408 to mid 50s 753-4= after 5 p.m.-or write to for enrollmerlt,in inStitations of .by the Murray-.Calloway
Education
County
Drug
and bighs In the upper 60s and" the'Depattment 'of Special`
higher education "
Council.
Education at Murray State.
low 70s.
-•

Drug Education
Team Appears
At School

Murray State

To Host Special
Olympics In May

Upward Bound
Receives Grant

Bulldozer work has been
agricultural purposes. No lots
started to clear. the land for the may be sold from land outside
erection of a used car lot by the radius unless the plat is--Stations.
approved by the Commission,
Nat Ryan Hughes has been according to the State Statutes.
_
hired by the city to pursue the
A large number of residents
case. The suit alleges that the
sale Of the land is in violation of of the area Ihitileation attended
Subdivision last night's- Meeting. The
the - Murray
Planning Commission deterregulations. These regulations
mined that they would delay
state that land must be subconfirmation of the subdivided
divided and a plat submitted to
plat submitted by Brandon until
.the Murray Planning CornOf ther7.17
JITISsion TbrifiteiroVal, even Alte-etterenCwwwerstrip
land could be determined ofthe
outside
is
though the land
ficially, Moyer said. There was
city limits. Under the Kentucky
also some discussion regarding
Statutes, a third class city may
the availability of utilities to the have jurisdiction over sublot.
division regulations within a
Moyer indicated that as soon'
four mile radius of the city. A
portion of land of at least five as the ownership of the lot was
acres may be sold without determined officially, a special
Planning Commission approval meeting of the Commission
if the land is to be used for would be called.

Large Amount Of Jewelry
Stolen At Cook Jewelers
Jewelry valued at from $1,000
to $2,000 was stolen from Cook
Jewelers in the Central Shopping Center on Wednesday
about 436-p.mw-according to
the report filed by the in-

Miss Robin Bayles

Robin Bayles
Joins Youth
Impact Team

Murray Police Department.
Mr. alai Mrs. Alvin _Cook.
owners and operators of the
store, said one display tray
containing twenty engagement
and wedding ring diamond sets
was taken from the store. The

sets were in the diamond section of the store located near
the front, according to Mrs.
Cook.
Only a small portion of The
value of the diamonds was
ore
an e
owners. said.
Reports are that a man and
women came into the store and
while the man was being shown
watches in the rear of the store,
the woman apparently took the
display tray.

Jesse Stuart and Mrs. Hodges To
Speak, Library Science Banquet

Miss Robin Bayles, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. David Foley of
Murray, has joined the Kentucky Youth Impact Team of
the Church of the Nazarene.
The team is an organization of
young people from throughout
the state of Kentucky who
travel the state giving religious
programs. They conducted
services of song, testimonies,
and witnessing at the Murray
Church of the Nazarene, Doran
Road, on April 14 and 15 and it
was at these services that Miss
Bayles made the decision to join
the group.
Miss Bayles, age fourteen, is
an eighth grade student at the
(Continued on Page Eight)

Special Program Planned
At Walnut Grove Church
Barney Barrow and the
Victory Quartet of Granite City,
will present 'a special
program at the Walnut Grove
Baptist Church in Stewart
county, Tenn., on Sunday, April
23, at ten a.m.
Rev. Max Bailey of Murray
Route One, pastor Of the Walnut
Grove Church, urges the public
to attend.

The Weather

•

Vol. LXXXXIII No, 94

Action Deferred.
On Controversial
Plat Outside City

Mrs. Fones
Named As
Chairman

"He who begins life by stifling
his convictions is in a fair way
of ending it without any convictions to stifle".. John
Viscount Morley.

Agriculture
commenting
Humphrey's
Wisconsin on
issue.

10* Per Copy

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, April 20, 1972

In Our 93rd Year

Mrs. Harold (Mary) Pones, left, of the Penny t ommnnity has
been named as Calloway County Chairwoman for the 1972 Red
Crosi *Fund Drize. On the right is Ski Easley,( allovi ay County
Fund Chairman.

Jesse Stuart, Greenup fered a major heart attack in
County, Ky., author, educator 1954, Is considered a masterand lecturer, will speak to piece in the field -.of modern
Alpha Beta Alpha, Library recuperative therapy.
Mr. Stuart's stories, poems
Science fraternity, at its
and excerts from longer works
national convention at Ken Bar
Inn on Friday. April 21 at 7:00 have been reprinted in huntextbooks in this
dreds of
p.m.
Appearing with Mr. Stuart country and dozens of othe
Will be Mrs. Helen Hodges, countries on every continent of
(Continued on Page Eight,
locally and nationally known for
apspeaking
her public
pearances and literary interpretations.
Today one of the world's most
widely read living authors, Mr.
Stuart was born on a farm in
Greenup County where his
The Nashville Little Symparents were tenant farmers. phony Orchestra, under the
He bagan his education and direction of Dr. Thor Johnson,
teaching career in a one-room
and a rock band from Nashville
country school and wrote his named "Sweet Thunder" will
first stories and poems while a present a program at 8:00 p.im,
pupil in Greenup High School. tonight Thursday in the
He is a graduate of two Murray State University
universieree and honarary Auditorium. - •- •
doctor's degrees from thirteen
The concert is sponsored by
outstanding colleges and
the Gamma Delta Chapter of
universities. He has taught in Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia. The
rural elementary schools and in Chapter hopes to make this
high school, served as high concert an annual affair•as they
school principal and county have the musical production
superintendent, taught in the "Campus I.ights" produced
University of Nevada and the each year in February.
American University in Cairo,
The Little Symphony of NashEgypt, and has lectured in ville was formed in 1967 and
universities contains principal players from
colleges and
around the world.
the 85-piece Nashville SymThe author of some 40 books. phony Orchestra. "Sweet
he is recognized as one of the Thunder", will be featured as.a ,
outstanding poets of America; separate part of the program
his short stories are used as and with the I.ittle Symphony in
models by teachers in the field, the finale of the concert as the
one of his novels is called a combined .groups perform the•
masterpiece of satire and has World Premiere of Barry
sold more than a million copies; McDonaki's composition.
one autobiographical book is a
A merging musical styles is
classic in the teaching field and now reaching ie point where it
another, written after he suf- is feasible for an orchestra and
a rock band to merge from
BRUSH 'FIRE
The Murray Fire Department something totally new and
answered a call this morning at exciting, a'spokesman said.
The concert will be presented
3:15 to the corner of North 6th
and Chestnut Street. Someone in the MSU Auditorium and all
called the department and said seats-are reserved. Seats will be
a fire was at the location. The available at the door. Proceeds
firemen said a person was from the cowed will go to
ips
"- for ins -"burning brush at-tt* location prov e --.- tairh
freshman music
and the firemen stood by while coming
majors.
the fire burned itself out.

Concert Will
Be Held Here

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PUSLISUED ItY THE LEDGER
TIMES_PLIELLS141110 CDM4th St., Murray_, Kentucky 42071, Phone 75344+6.
PANY, Inc., 03Nt
W. P. Williams, President (1941-1943)
James C. Williams, Editor and Publisher
Gene McCutcheon, News editor and Production Manager
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not ter the best In- .
terest of our readers.
National Representatives: Wallace Witmer Co., 1509 Madison Ave.,
Memphis, Tn.; Tiff* & Life Bldg.. New York, N.Y.: Stephenson aiaa..•
Detroit, Mich.
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray: $.35 Per week,$1 -52 Per
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The Maryleo
of the WSCS of
Methodist Chu
monthly meetin
Mrs. C. C. Lowr
nine-thirty o'
morning. Refre
served precedin
meet.Mg.

_

—

Mrs. A. J.
chairman. open
The minutes we

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community

The Ensanble at the Mode Department the Murray Woman's Oub presented the entertainment
The iiikillinneheartarigrEartneky-Federationotinormalresswentios atthePhoenix Hotel hr Lexington this week. Mrs.Joe Prince directs and accompanies the ensemble which
has performedfor numerous clubs and organisations in Murray this year. Front row, left to right,
M-eirameisitar Kay,versosSOW; O.B.Banne, Jr.,Charles Si1110116, and
Theinpormo-beek- row,Mesdames Joe Prince,James Carlin,Donald Bureldield,Tommye Taylor, Keith Hays,and Max
Brandon.Not pictured are Mrs.Donald Story and Mrs.Kathryn Elliott.

William Donald Overbey and his father, Senator
George Ed Overbey,-have formed-a partnership for
the practice of law in Murray. Young Overbey has
just been granted a licensefor the practice of law by
the Kentucky Court of Appeals.

wihourb.
LETTERS"EDITORZ

_ The Murray Cjvitan Club celebrated family night
at the Triangle Inn with approximately 85 people
attending. Max Hurt was speaker.
A grass and brush fire extending over one hundred
acres was finally extinguished yesterday in the
Protemus area of the county, southwest of Lynn

Solzhenitsyn's Prize Annoys Kremlin
All people who believe that the
Kenlake Hotel was dedicated last night by top
freedom of legitimate expression is
dignitaries of the state and national goveriunent.
a fundamental right of all peoples
They included Gov. Lawrence Weatherby and
and the catalyst in search for truth
Senators Earle C. Clements and Tom Underwood.
must be saddened by the plight of
Dr. and Mrs. C.S. Lowry and Miss Zetta Yates, all'
the Soviet prize-winning author,
_
of Murray, have leading iules hi the-Murray State—f - Alexander L Solzhenitsyn.
Solzhenitsyn's writing has wont
Theatre's production of "You Can't Take It With
him fame throughout the world, but
You" scheduled to open April 24.
Prof. B.J. tillman will be,speaker at the meeting
of the Calloway County Branch of the Association of
Childhood Education at the Murray Training-School.
Mrs. Sterling Berg of Paducah s e on "Civil
enrthe meeting
the Murray Woman's Club.
Mrs. Lester Farmer of St. Louis, Mo., is visiting
her mother, Mrs. Calie Jones.

characteristic ruthlessness. To incarcerate its leading literary light,
whose Nobel Prize is a testimonial to

his sanitY, Would -riot btr-etisity- tits= missed by the cultured world which
speaks a language of its own regaidle s of The ethnic tongue.
It is to Solzhenitsyn's credit that
he chose to fight back, accusing the
he can look forward only to further Kremlin of ruling by violence, of-sticondemnation from his own mother- fling responsible expression and of

land, Russia, which he admires suppressingthe rights of its citizens.
greatly. Disturbed by the fame of - His-assertion_that Radio Liberty,
Solzhenitsyn abroad, and the threat which is finiiriced in pliT by the

Regulations are des
encourage the development of
residential, commercial, and
industrial subdivisions according to recognized standards
which provide for sound, RI!.
ficient - and
economical
development; to provide for
safe, convenient and .efficient
traffic circulation,to coordinate
land development to insure that
future growth will be orderly
and conductive to the provisio
onniiiimurn ontlaS, ofWIc
- private exprndityr€s in
providing„ seryieiés
to
developingreas- bo minimize
fire luttartIr to'provi
adequate-qight and air in
habitable structures; and -to
provide sound and efficient
guidelines ,for ttie overall
development of the area where
Subdivision Regulations are in
force.

The next
May 9 at the
James Byrn.

Mrs,Doi.
Visits Her
Forty-Two

FIND OUT YOURSELF
WHY EVERYONE'S TALKING ABOUT-

g) NO ONE UNDER 18 ADMITTED

r. Hobbs Takes A Vacation"

* James Stewart * Maureen O'Hara

-L7SI-MIES IN CAGES"

Over 18 Only

Winner of 2 Academy Awards

Police Department
Trend Toward School

We Salute the
BLACK ARTS FESTIVAL!!

Music by Academy Award 'Winner
Isaac Hayes

NOW OPEN
EVERY NITE

rare performance of "L'Afr.caine

Starts Sun.*"FOOL'S PARADE"2
,
94
lames 5-rewarfW
- Kennedy
eorge

--

1929.

First, "Grace!)-;
its TIlnIngf.
teslity's world.
,:- 'sloth", was de
of action for ov
given:

ciety, Russian authorities are cow „access to truth in the Soviet Union
intended to force a hardship on
anyone. The person owning land
sidering how best to prevent him should be a significant incentive for
has the right, by virtue of his
from receiving his 1970 Nobel Prize us to continue ,this vital program.
deed, to build one or as many
Solzhenitsyn probably will lose his
for literature' next month.
buildings as he sees fit outside
Ordinarily, this would present no case. Fewlnihe Soviet Union would
problem for Soviet authorities. They
The intent of the regulations '
would have just relegated Solzhenit- hinl'even if they sympathized with
is to improve the subdivision if
syn to a psychiatric ward as an un- -Ms PhilosoPbY because of the Pee- - -- - the-owner-ehooses-to subdividethe property.
bala nced-enenty-of-the state-and Oat derous_ inevitability . of the Politburo's retaliation.
Keep thy heart with all diligence; for out of it are
would have been the end of it.
In a few years Murray will
In the broader spectrum of histoHowever, this tactic of the Soviets
Ends Tue.,
the issues of life.—Proverbs 4:23.
extend out, in some directions,
more than four miles from the
is wearing thin. Morebv6r, the Sovi- ry, however, if Solzhenitsyn is re"Heart" in the Bible means "mind." The mind
central point. If subdivisions
et Union, which is,inrning a benign membered at all, it probably will be
governs our wills and our emotions as well as our
are constructed in an orderly
mufrom
counter
the
another
eroding
the
as
chip
face
to
o
reasoning. Hence it behooves us to ask God to
manner, there will be less
nist
is trying it? wall that the Communists have built
"keep" our minds obedient to His will.
problems than have oecurred in
level
0 suppress hvidence of its to keep the world from their people.
NEW YORK FILM CRITICS TRIPLE AWARD WINNER!
a few of the subdivision.s that
were annexed into the city.
The Subdivision Regulations.
SCREENPLAY
establish minimum standards
for street widths, right of ways,
BEST
SUPPORTING ACTRESS
and for street construction.
ELLEN BuRSTYN
Very obviously, these standards
are helpful and reduce the
BEST
When a mature man is looking for meone to
burden to city when the area is
SUPPORTING ACTOR
entertain his friends put out the cat a
time, darn
annexed.
BEN JOHNSON
his socks and rub his *aching )4tick, he may be
LOUISVILLE, Ky.-The odds
There
harmony
should
be
if
By MARTIN KRUMING
institute conducts two threeclassified as follows: if he has no money he is a are 3 to 2 in favor of fair
Associated Press Writer
month seminars each year to we are to make progress in the
weather
for
Derby
Day
1972,
matrimonial adventurer,
future as we have in the past.
if he is rich he is going and
LOUISVILLE,
police-administrators.
train
Ky.
(AP) even better for the race
We are all in the same county
to make some deserv. woman mighty happy.
"The trend in police departofficers
Some
the
3,375
from
itself, according to Doyle
whether we live within the city
ments
is
definitely
towards
"Noth,g4s more natural than
United States and 28 foreign
Cooke, assistant meteorologist
or not. Progress does not stop at
to marry."
at the National Weather Service more education," says the dean lands have graduated since the the city limit-many people live
7.7
of
the
school
of
police
adminis1951.
began
institute
in
in Louisville.
-7
—17th Century
outside the city and work in, or
However, if history is an tration * at the University of
The only other one of its kind own property in the city.
indicator, the odds against rain Louisville.
Judicial Opinion
"In time we'll see police de- in the country is the Southwest
What we are dbing in Murray
may be better than .Cook
Police Institute in Texas, much
partments
with more and more
is
not new. It has been done and
predicted.
smaller and drawing only from
A check of weather service college trained people," says surrounding states, says Klot- is being
-- done in most third-class
cities. A plat is necessary
records shows precipitation has John C. Klotter, 53, a graduate ter.
before land is subdivided and
been recorded during the 24- of the University of Kentucky
Courses and seminars range the plat must be presented to
hour period of Derby Day in 36 Law School and a former state
SHAFT% Ith name.SHAFT'i hit game.
the Planning Commission for its__
of the 97 Derbies and a trace of director of probation and pa- from organized crime to how
role.
black Americans and police see approval. Information in regard
rain has fallen six other times.
ncr,METROCOLOI?
There are a handful of de- each other, to polities of polic- to the plat may be obtained by
Rain has been recorded during
the police ad- Contacting the Building Inthe afternoon-evening hours 15 partments that require a col- ing or "how does
lege degree.
ministrator get along with the sPector or the Planning Comtimes, inaddition to the nine
About half, including Ken- politicians."
mission.
times there has been a trace.
Irt).0 dition to the institute the
The nine times Derby Day has tucky, require less than a high
This procedure has worked
school he. 109 future prison and
fallen on May 6, which is the school degree, he says.
well in other fast growing
"Some in the old school are law enforcement officers encase this year, measurable
(61
115)URRAY
our law.
" their be- rolled in an undergraduate_ pro- communities and
precipitation has been recorded reluctant to give up
the
saw
Frankfort,'
-makers,*
only once during the afternoon. lief that what counts most is gram.
need to pass a law giving cities
That was in 1967, when nearly .8 .what a cop learns on the block,
Four different seminars are thi&aUthority so we might enjoy
says
Klotter.
Open 6:30-Start 7:00-Adults1.25, Children Free
inch fell during the 24-hour
offered for policemen on recent More orderly development.
A native of Louisville and one
period and .3 inch fell during the
developments in police administo
intended
way
is
in
no
This
time FBI agent, Klotter is a
afternoon.
tration; homicide investigation cause hardships but to make
In 1961 a trace of rain fell firm believer in pushing young, of crime and demonstrations, the transition easier and More
during the afternoon and a educated and qualified officers bombings, assaults, ambushes workable.
along into executive positions.
quarter of an inch fell during
and murders of police.
"We still have a reluctance
The Mayor need not be
the entire day. In 1907, 1933, and
Lecturers include business- consulted in
obtaining approyal
1950 rain fell during the day, but on the part of many police offi- men, newspaper
reporters, po- of a plat. He does not have
the
not during the afternoon race. cials fo not let the qualified ad- lice chiefs, black
power advo- power to tell you what to do
vance as quickly as possible,"
or
More than an inch 9f rainfall
cates, psychologists and law- not do. He obligated
he says.
to work
is
for the 24-hour Period has been
"He should
required to yers.
For the orderly growth of the
recorded only three times: i012
serve
some
ti
on
the street
"We get anybody whO -has an city and county, and with your
( 1.04 inches), 1918 12.31 inches )
coopiration much good can be
and 1929 (1.19 inches). During j.ut after two oi three 'years if txpr.rtise in a parlicular
•
,10 regalliepaii#01,111111111411.001,1,4100111#0,811.14
the afternoon-evening hours
11
1m7-y
ro.mAirwrit3,•••immrtr'''''
7-410,
Tenor Richard Tucker and soprano
,
ore
s
on co
u ional law or •
those years, Ainch fell in 1912, has bear-doing
ItoAnn*.
4"P-**--rxwirrctrnrtfirsixt..al
hearse in Nev. York for a

IgAmvroAK—

Follow
Following
meeting, Mrs.
presented. the
dealt with two

fribtiiiK/Te.C

,Dear Editor:.
Recently we have heard much
about - the
Subdivision
Regulations enacted by the City
of Murray in 1962 and revised in
1971.

An initiation for Bonnie Williams and Diane
Taliaferro was held at the meeting of Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls with
Miss Pat Dill, worthy advisor, presiding.

Hendon,
rliCalj 4
"ie
se
members were
Johnnie Walk
gave her repo
nouncements
concerning the
meeting of the

Mrs. Cecil W
Dodds of Murr
were delightf
visit from
Ralph Lindsey
of Arvada, Co
weekend.
The last time
seen each othe
Illinois while a
and burial
grandfather,
Hurley of
22. Their fathe
and died wi
other in 1968.
Mrs. Lindse
Kentucky in 1
forgotten- the
dogwood and
en)oyed the
Dodd's farm
squirrels and
He is
free.
around Ken
hoping for a n
Educators
students who
college level
guided or
graduate edu

•

Mrs. Robert Burke
-Elected President
Of Women's Society

The -11dityleona Frost Cir-Cle
of the WSCS of the First United
Methodist Church held its
monthly meeting at the home of
Mrs. C. C. Lowry on April 11 at
nine-thirty o'clock in the
morning. Refreshments were
served preceding the business
meeting.

Phi met on
Tuesday •pril 11 at seven
o'cl
The evening in the
of Mrs. Anita Thomas for
regular business meeting
with Mrs. Martha Ails,
president, calling the meeting
to order followed by the
repeating iTthe opening r11
_
Mrs. A. J. Kipp, acting
The chapter agreed to send a
_chairman. Opened the Meeting.
contribution to the International
The minutes were read and the
-Office of-Beta Sigma Phi to beDEAR ABBY: We are a fad-illy of six. All healthy and
placed in the Endowment Fund.
_NILO")
Mrs,
---neernatz I think. Our *
19.. 111
Hendon,
-These- fueds are used forsecretary. Eleven ,
Last summer Bill staije6 putting on an act in public which
members were present. Mrs.
projects such as supporting
I have found uta4y disgusting. He puts his glasses on
Johnnie Walker, treasurer,
homes for underprivileged
askew, shakes,- rembles, crosses his eyes, slurps and gigMrs. Leonard Vaughn, president of the local J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the
gave her report. Several anchildren, homes for exceptional
gles and • tends; that he is retarded. This isn't a onceConfederacy, is pictured third from right with state officers of the UDC at the district meeting of the
nouncements were made
children,
giving
to
aid
cystic
in-a-w ' thing; he can't walk a half a block on the sidefibrosis research and cancer Cradle of Jefferson Davis District held April 8 at the Murray Woman's Club House.Others are,left to
concerning the April 4th general
w
without going into his act. His father thinks it is
meeting of the WSCS.
research, and other such right. Mrs. A.V. Hall, executive president general, Mrs. J.E. McCubbins, recording secretary, Mrs.
larious.
Wade Litterall, third vice-president, Lexington, Mrs.Inez Hardin,recorder of crates, Paducah, Mrs.
I think it is a cheap, sick way of getting attention. Last.. projects.
Following the busin
ohn Randolph Clark, division president, and Mrs. E.A. Deiss, honorary president general,
A thank you note was read
Saturday at the shopping center, Bill was so "retarded" he
Meeting, Mrs. C. C.
Lexington.
from
Connie
Oliver
expressing
could hardly get out of the car., and when he [Wally "get
presented, the program which
- her appreciation for the
everyone looking at him, he straightened up and acted
dealt with two
cal words.
tea that was held on Sunday;
normal.
•
,was discussed...
April 9, from 2:004:00 p.m. in
- If we attempt as,
a- family trysts% TV„_litillies prone
its meanjng, and our ability to
the home of Mrs. Ails to honor
on
the
chesterfield
with
eyes
his
crossed,
slurping
and
gigffnd nf the changing values of
the new pledges and the newgling until it's just a nightmare. Meanwhile his father it
tnday's world. The second word,
holding his sides. I think they are both sicker than they
Ritual of Jewelsmembers. Both
Thursday, April M.
7 sloth", was defined and a plan
the pledge ritual and the Ritual
know. Or is something wrong with my sense of humor?
The
Business
and
of action for overcoming it was
Perhaps I should till you that we have no retardation in the
of Jewels were observed during
Professionol-IVenien's.Club will
--•
--family anywhere. -What oft-earth- is the matter with this
she afternoon with candlelight
Williams Chapter of meet at the _Murray Woman's
Monday, April 24
boy?
ceremonies. Refreshments of the United Daughters of the Club House at
CANADIAN
The next meeting will be.on..
6:30 p.m.
Kirlcsey
and Hazer Men's and
punch
and
cake were served Confederacy was host for the
May 9 at the home of Mrs.
DEAR CANADIAN: He obviously doesn't realize that he'
from crystal and silver ap- district meeting of the Cradle of
Men's Stag Night wjll be held Women's Basketball teams will
James Byrn.
Is ridiculing the handicapped. But what's his father's
pointments.
Jefferson Davis District held on at the Calloway Country Club at -play a ball game at the Kirksey
excuse? I hope they both grow up soon.
Mrs. Ails read an invitation- Saturday, April 8,at the Murray 6:30 p.m. Reservations should gym at seven p.m. Admission
and all proceeds from refreshVitirnaft
'
S Club House.
'
WW1 Thursday with
..
_
_
" DEAFI—
ABRY-:-MY hiTnriaTeheen married for
ilL
Chapter in Frankfort Om ing
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn,
nearly four months. He is a wonderful man, but we have a
Usher family.
the group to attend a tea in- Murray
Rearoat,
or
George
Oakley.
•
chapter president,
problem. Our sex life has been nil.
honor of Founders Day at the welcomed
the group and the
The Horne Department of the
On our honeymoon, all we did was sleep, but I thought
The Creative Arts DepartGovernor's Mansion on April 23 pledges the
flags were given, Murray Woman's Club will ment of the Murray Woman's
to
we were just exhausted from the wedding.
from 2:00-4:00 p.m. Several
Mrs. Vaughn then presented meet at the dill) house at two Club will meet at the club house
We have never had sex. I consulted our minister and he
Mrs. Cecil W. Dodds and Mr.
members expressed interest in Mrs. John
said he was "amazed"—but he offered no solution.
Randolph Clark, p.m. with
Dodds of Murray Route Seven
Mesdames E.W. at 9:30 a.m. with Mesdames M.
attending.
president of the Kentucky Riley, Dwight Crisp and Arvis 0. Wrather, Ray Sinclair,
My husband is a very shy person. Could this have
were delightfully surprised by a
The program committee chapter,
anything to do with it? I am told I am nice looking. Could
who received reports Hendrifas hostesses.
visit from her cousin, Airs.
Charles Simons, Jack Beale
reported that Judy Wall will from
it be MY fault? Is this unusual? Can you help me? I would
the various - chapter ofRalph Lindsey and Mr. Lindsey
Kennedy
and Burton Young as
have the next program and
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
sure appreciate it.
ficers on their activities.
of Arvada, Colorado, over the
DON'T USE MYNAME
hostesses.
Martha Ails will be the hostess.
annual
dessert
and
card
party
Mrs. John Russell, president
weekend.
Mrs. Ails invited everyone to of the Paducah
DEAR DON'T: I am amazed that all your minister
chapter,showed 7:30p.m. Woodrnen of the World
The last time the "girls" had
her home for the meeting on
could do was tell_ptu that he was "amazed." You and your
bibs they were making for the Hall. Tickets $1.00 from any
seen each other was in 1930 in
April 25 at 7:00 p.m.
husband should see a doctor. Like IMMEDIATELY.
club -member or call Mrs..
Veterans Hospital. Mr.
Illinois while attending funeral
The Social
Committee Hall, Ex. President General of Thomas Muehleznan at 753-4126.
and burial service for their
reminded the group, of the Lexington, reported on
DEAR ABBY: For some months I have kept the letter
the Please bring your own cards.
grandfather, William Edward
planned
Founders
in your column signed. "NO NAME, PLEASE" who has
Day Randolph Relief Fund and
Hurley
Dr. Harvey Elder will speak
been land probably-atilrisl taking-care of an aging parent .--celebr0tion-on-aniardect22. Their fathers were brothers
at the riieeting
27, at 7:00 p.m.''zit the Holiday
l&T
She wants- to know why nobody offers to stay with the
Many -other projects were
and died within hours of each
Williams chapter of the UDC to
Inn. This year's celebration
parent so she herself can have a little break in her routine,
spent
as
Such
in
days
other in 1968.
Abby, nobody needs to be in such distress. I am / dinner is being hosted-by the Xi the VeterAs Hospitals aiding- be held at the *me of Mrs.
- Mrs. Lindsey had visited in
volunteer in a program 'which helps people in just siich, Alpha_ Gamma
Chapter, the patients by sewing on •Leonard Vaughn'at 12 noon..
Kentucky in 1927 and had nearlycircumstances. This woman has onlyto tell her story to her (Exemplar Degree), Murray. Suttons, writing letters, Mrs. J.T. Sammons and Mrs.
- --forgotten- the beauty of theNeva
pastor. He surely knovni_oLorganizatinns and agencies that
Waters
Mention was made of a Heart . feeding, etc
will
be
dogwood and redbud trees in
provide such services.
Clinic to be held in Murray for
A motion was made to protest cohostesses for the luncheon.
e is FISH also VOLUNTEER FRIENDLY VISI- one day. The chapter's The restriction .of giving a cross
enjoyed the wildlife at the
TORS, and others, ' ;
'
"V ,' '6.
,
Dodd's farm eking with the
or '"State of," followed by an appropriate title.
that day.
Senior Citizens Day program
soldiers as it is felt they should
, squirrels and quail miming
If I knew that that woman was in my neighborhood. I
The Ways and Means Com- be awarded the same privileges planned at the Calloway Public_
free.
He is learning his way
would go at once and offer to stay with her elderly parent mittee recommended that the
Library at 3:30 p.m. For
as soldiers in other wars.
around Kentucky Lake and
so she could get some relief. If we don't bear about these chapter have a concession stand
Mrs.
Josiah
Darnall transportation call 753-22.
hoping for a nice catch of fish.
people, their loneliness, and their related problems, we at the Sonny James Show on presented
a delightful musical
The First United Methodist
cannot offer to help.
Friday night, April 21. The program during the luncheon
Educators
say
some
Please
tell
her,
others
and
that
the world has many group accepted the committee's hour with three of her pupils Church will sponsor a Teen
students who have completed
Town for all youth in the age
willing, generous people who will come when they are need- report and agreed to work in
--undergraduate training-en-the-from Calloway County High
roim of _grades seven through
ed.
col
FLORENCE IN HADDONFIELD,NJ
level are not adequately
-that-capacity.
SChooTTSherrlclIticy,
twelve in the Murray area with
guided or pre-Weed -Mr-—Everyone
graduate education.
the closing ritual and Mizpah. sang favorite songs of.the south
Refreshments were served accompanied by Mrs. Darnall 11:30 p.m. with the Red Rock
compliments of Miss Frances on the piano and Gary Potts on . band. Admissioo will be 75 cents
per person.
Armstrong.
the audioharp.
Those attending the meeting
Members attending
Saturday. April 22
were: Mesdames Martha Ails, represented Lexington,
A bake sale will be held at
Paula
Duncan, Oatricia Paducah, Princeton, Hopkin- Say-Rite in the Bel Air Shopping
Nesbitt, Pat Hopkins, Sue sville, Cadiz, and Murray.
Center starting at nine a.m.,
Overbey, Linda Smothermon,
Coffee was served to the sponsored by Gamma Omicron
Anita Thomas, Sylvia Thomas, forty-seven members and Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi.
Judy Wall, Karen Bolls, Julia guests upon their arrival at ten
Cain, Pat McClurg, Melissa o'clock in the morning. Mrs.
The Alpha Department of the
Overbey, Connie Oliver, Libby Hess Crossland presided at the Murray
Woman's Club will
YOUR KEY' TO VALUE
Conley, Linda Rogers, Janice beautifully appointed table have its noon
luncheon with
Rnse, Edna Vaughn, and Miss decorated with red and white Mesdames Rue
Overbey, G. B.
MurraY
Beverly Herndon.
flowers on an embroidered Scott, Harlan Hodges, William
.white linen cloth over red.
F. Smith, and Miss Mary
Lassiter as hostesses.
The Spring 1)i.iice for ninth
A baby boy, Johnny, weighing
through 12th grades will be held
at the Calloway Country Club
eight pounds 8k2 ounces, was
from eight to eleven p.m. with
born to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Ftingstaff of Benton Route Six
on Monday, April 17, at 5:32
SCOPE
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
The
Gamma
Omicron
County Hospital.
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
$ 1 00
The new father is serving with
entertained the rushees with a
the Army in Vietnam.
party at the Community Room
Grandparents are Mr. and of the Murray Federal Savings
Mrs. MC.Ringstaff of Route
and Loan Association.
Miss Denise Kalberer, brideOne,Grand Rivers,and Mr. and
Opening the party was the elect of Max "Lowery, was
aglow
Mrs. Thomas Lofton of Benton
introduction of each person and honored with a bridal shower
Hetaik,
Route Six. Great grandparents
get...acquainted game. The held on Tuesday, April 11, at
Shoulders
a
are Mrs. Ellie
Higgins of sorority sisters held a "seance" seven o'clock
in the evening at
Paducah and Mrs. Mary
for their way of telling the story the home of Mrs.'Bobbie Evans
Campbell of Benton.
of Beta Sigma Phi. Spirits from on South Twelfth Street.
social, cultural, friendship,
The gracious hostesses for the
MCCORMICK BOY
Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth serviee, degrees, and traditions occasion were Miss Pat Evans,
7-oz
Wesley McCormick of Far- and the Spirit of Diatima spoke Miss Joyce Winchester, and
Shoulders.
Miss Irene Futrell.
mington, Mo., announce the to the guests present.
Refreshments were served by
The bride-elect chose to wear
birth of a baby 'boy, Keith
We4Py.,. weighing eight-pounds the members. The table was for the event a blue and white
virio
two ounces, born on Friday. overlaid with a green etoth With rerSey'-dig-ahd-Wak 451 SentEdApril 14, at 11:15 p.m. at thy a centerpiece of yellow roses with a corsage of household and
and
kitchen gadgets.
Farmington
Communit
A social hour was enjoyed
Games were played with Miss
Hospital.
The new father who received which also.included'i surprise Mary Doran and Mrs. Barbara
his Master's degree at Murray stork shower for Mrs. Dale Blackburn being the recipients
State is with an accounting Barrow at the conclusions of the of the prizes who presented
firm. The new mother received evening.
them to the bride-to-be. The
her Bachelor's degree at
Members-- present were honoree opened her. many gifts.
Murray and formerly taught Mesdames ,Jimmy Ragsdale,
Refreshments of cookies,
Mike Adaths, Jackie Fain, Gary nuts, and fruit punch were
business. ,
Grandparents are Mr. and Lamb, Dale Barrow, Franklin served from a beautifully ap.Mrs..Joseph W. McCormick of Carroll, Robert Houston, and pointed table,. decorated in
Dexter, Mo., and Mr. and ,Mrs. Miss Sherie Williams. Guests yellow and white
with the
Jerry Latham of Route One. were Mrs. Charles Vinson, Mrs, centerpiece being a miniature
Farmington, Ky. Great grand- Mike Todd, Mr&--Larry Rogers, bride doll. .•
W„Stmiliiiir
uegger,and
. anti Mrs,
rorty-fiair peisoz attended'
..athani of NItIN field
or sentt gas-.

dited Daughters
Of Confederacy
Meet In Murray
_

Forty-Two Years

a.--- afterre----de4une-

sPrinithincherf
The annual
the Women's Society of Murray
State University was held at the
Kenlake Hotel oti -Saturday,
April 8, at noon.
New officers elected at the
meeting were Mrs. Robert L.
Burke, president; Mrs. C.D.
Y/ilder, vice-president; Miss
Martha Guier, secreTary;- Mts.
Rex Galloway, treasurer.
- Mrs. ---- &AC - Matarazzo,
president,
presided at the
and-thanked_ the officers and members for their
help in the past year. Members
of The nominating committee
were Mrs. Joe Prince, chairman,Mrs. Rex Thompson, Mrs.
Donald Jones, and Mrs. W„.I.
Pitman.
ensemble from the
An
Society presented a program of
music at • the. luncheon. Members were Mesdames Eugene
Schanhacher, Vernon' Shown,
Reichmuth,
Roger
J.D.
Rayburn, Hugh Noffsinger,
William Swan,Lloyd Jacks, and
Douglas Abbott. Mrs. Joe
Prince wasthe
-pianist.

—Members- -of- the---socialcommittee were Mrs. Peter
Whaley,chairman, Mrs. I. Max
Reed, co-chairman, Mrs. Arlie
Scott, Mrs. J.D. Rayburn, and
Mrs.
-A.C-.
Harcourt, chairrtian, Mrs. Rex
Thompson, Mrs. Thoinas
Hoga nca mp, Mrs. Shirley
Spratt and Mrs. Robert Fox.
The tables were decorated
with lovely arrangements of
spring flowers. Seventy-five
persons were present.

VieWs

Sale
THE FASHION SHACK

-Evre-

8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Mon. thru Sat L

8 a.m.-8 p.m.
1 Friday

0-1 7-i 1 I) :
--_,1

,

516 Main-

lir
q114i1

/---

SCOPE

LILT

Family-18-oz.

SPECIAL

Denise Kalberer
Honored At Shower
At The Evans Home

Head &
Shoulders
LOTION
11 oz
50

Head &
Shoulders
SUPER TUBE

......

1
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• 1943 Derby Winner Still
Sprightly At Age Of 32
LOUISVILLE, Ky.---On maintained
that position for the
March 24, 1940, a brown colt, the
next 2:04 minutes, winning the
son of 1.928 Kentucky Derby
mile-and-a-quarter even by six
winner Reigh Count, was foaled
lengths. In six races and six
at the Stoner Creek Farm near
wins as a 3-year-old, that was
Paris, Ky.
the smallest win margin for/
Count Fleet, the second foal of
Count Fleet.
Quickly, by Haste, began a twoAfter wins in the Preakpss
year racing career in 1942 that
was to see him win 16 of 21 and Belmont Stakes/ the
starts, including all three jewels Kentucky-bred beias6e - the
sixth thoroughbred Ai racing
-Triple Crown.Still very much alive today, hIttcity -to win all three races.
Count Fleet like the outdoors
Count Fleet turned 32 years old
according to/farm manager
recently, a bit sway-backed but
still the sprightly, good-natured Kenney. "He gets out of the
barn in the' early morning and
thoroughbred he was in his
youth. And his durability has stays in the pasture until late in
enabled him to live longer than the afternoon," he said.
The horse throughout his life
any other Derby winner.
'had i5he-rear.'He was
"He's .hale and hearty,
always afraid of the dark," said
'according to Stoner Creek f
Kenney. "Mr. Hertz wouldn't
manager Charley Kenney,"and
let Count Fleet stay out atnight he's a majbr attraction for all
A RAFT OF TROUBLE— Thif fellow came to a
our visitors." The horse/ was even when he was much
younger."
raft race when he fell over backwards as his partner
retired to Stoner Creek after his
suddenly
Count Fleet's succsses as a
win in the 1943 Belmont Stakes,
sire are just as impressive' as
and he has remainedfhere ever
his racing career.
since, _
"A prominent sire," ac, Asa 2-year,4d, Count Fleet
started'15 race's, finishing with cording to Kenney, Count Fleet
10 wins wor9it more than $76,000 has to his credit foals that have
won more than $'7 million,
for his owner, Mrs. John D.
placing him in the top four per
Hertz. Although Occupation
cent of more than 3,000
took porse-of-the-Year honors
Georgia and Vanderbilt were lege baseball action, with VanNorth
thatyear because of his greater thoroughbreds in
the winners - Wednesday in dy posting its. 24th victory of
17nritley
larcattfehltjt
Southeast
. ern
_ COfilereswe
theththeeP44theirthiPlai.-thae-;he
rsemen agreed that Count -Throili1--1969,- 17 stakes
loser.
leet was the better thorough- winners were produced by
The Commodores walloped
Count Fleet, including Counter
/ bred.
visiting Murray State of KenMrs. Hertz set the Triple Point, Horse of the Year in 1951,
tucky 14-8. Vanderbilt's first six
Crown as the goal for Count Count Turf, who captured the
hitters got on base in an eight1951
Kentucky
Derby,
Kiss
Me
Fleet during his 3-year-old
run inning topped by a two-run
campaign. He carried the Kate, the champion 3-year-old
double and a three-run homer.
Stoner Creek colors to the in 1951, and One Count, 1952'a.
Vandy is now 24-8 while MurDave
Cowens
had
Horse
that
of
the
Year,
hun- tant 115-109 victory over the
number five position in the
'iffy look. He gobbled up Knicks in the National Basket- ray State is 22-11.
Churchill Downs starting gate
Count Fleet, was also a
Georgia rode the four-hitter
that Saturday, May 1. 29 years leading broodmare sire in 1963. rebounds. He gobbled up loose ball Association's Eastern Conballs. He gobbled up points. ference finals Wednesday night. of Gary Nevinger to a 3-1
ago.
That is, his daughters went on to
triumph over arch-rival GeorCount Fleet broke from the produce more money in 1963 Most important, he helped The Celtics, down 2-0 in the
gia
Tech.
gobble
up
the
New
York
best-of-seven series, needed the
gate as the lead horse and than females of other stallions.
Nevinger fanned - 11 and
Knicks.
victory and Cowens provided
walked three as the Bulldogs
The Boston Celtics' center did the spark.
held
on to three first-inning
everything in his team's imporIn the American Basketball
Association, Indiana defeated runs that came on three sinUtah 116-111 in the Western Di- gles, a "datible lay -Rick Groovet
vision final playoff series. Utah and a pair of Yellow Jacket errors.
leads the series, 2-1.
Ray Giuliani cracked a home
New York entertains Boston
Friday night, and Milwaukee is run for Tech in the second inhome against Los Angeles Sat- ning.
Memp_his State_umlin
urday afternoon in the NBA's
Western Conference_ series, attack and the relief pitithing of
freshman Steve 'Waldrop to
the-Laiteru-iumt3.8.,.
grna
ra i'ffity
Utah is at Indiana on Satur- overwhelm Mississippi 14-8.
and the Murray City Recreation
Waldrop came on the mound
Department are sponsoring a day night, while Virginia plays
the New York Nets at Union- in the fifth and finished the
bicycle rally for the residents of
Murray Staturday afternoon dale, N.Y., on Monday night in game without allowing a Rebel
game three of their ABA East- hit.
April 22.
Division series. The Squires
ern
To begin at 1:00 p.m., the
rally will be divided into four lead 2-0.
Jo Jo White scored 29 points
age groups-Pee Wees (8 and
under), Juveniles (9-1J), and John Havlicek had 26 but it
Juniors-,-(-14410)., and Seniors, was.Cowens_wbo made the dtfference for the Celtics.
20 and over),
Cowens got 16 rebounds and
The rally will be over a twomile course, starting on Payne scored 23 points, including
Street, turning south onto 8th
some timely baskets down the
St., then going west on Olive, stretch when the Knicks had
Murray State's golf team,
South on 15th, and encircling the pulled into the lead.
winner of the Kentucky Inmedian of the Murray State
"Cowens stood out," said Red tercollegiate Championship in
Administration
building Holzman, Knicks' coach. "He its last action, will play in the
parking lot.
played very well, his best game Chris Schenkle Intercollegiate
The participants will follow against us, for sure."
Tournament this weekend at
the same course back to the
The Celtics had a 55-47 lead Statesboro, Ga.
starting point. There will be one at halftime but the Knicks ralOLD-TIMER-Count Fleet a 32-year-old Kentuck
Twenty teams are entered in
y
checkpoint in the course where lied behind Bill Bradley's 14 the tournament, including
Derby winner, acknowledges the nose rubbing
• from
the
participants
must points in the third quarter. Mid- Wake Forest, Florida, Georgia,
Stoner Creek Stud farm manager Charles Kenney.
The
only living member of racing's eight Triple Crown demonstrate bicycle control. MI way through the final period Florida State, Miami, East
participants must follow bicycle Boston got hot I% Cowens and Tennessee, Middle Tennessee,
winners, Count Fleet gets out of the barn stall
everyday safety rules throughou
t the White tied the game with con- North Carolina, Georgia
and is the feature attraction for visitors to the
Bourbon rally, a spokesman
said. secutive field goals, then Cow- Southern, and South Carolina.
County farm. (Henry Craig Photo)
Scoring will be based on the ens put the Celtics ahead 99-96
The 54-hole tournmanet will
time taken to complete the' with a hook shot and a free begin with 18 holes Friday and
course, plus a thirty second throw.
continue with 18 holes both
penalty for failure to complete
Bradley finished with 29 Saturday and Sunday.
the course, a thirty second points, Walt Frazier with 28
Entries for Murray will be
penalty for failure to complete ,and Earl Monroe 17 for the Chris Pigott, Vernon Marthe control check and a five Knicks.
coullier, Mike Reitz, Johnny
second penalty for each traffic
Indiana went ahead of Utah Quertermous, Mike Hoyle, and
violation.
in the third quarter but needed
Wayne McGowan. Pigott is
Rally officials listed the rules four free throws by Freddie defending champion of the Ohio
as follows-All persons in the Lewis in the final 29 seconds to
Valley Conference for in-Pee Wee" group must attend wrap up the game.
dividuals. Marcoullier had the
the safety program held
Roger Brown scored 13 of his best round for Murray in the
Saturday morning at 10:00 a.m. 30 points in the third period. In- Kentucky Intercollegiate.
in the City Park; Instructions diana built its lead to 12 points
Coach Buddy Hewitt says his
will be given along the way as in the final period but Utah
team, defending champion of
where to turn; All safety traffic fought back behind Willie Wise, the OVC,must score better
than
procedures must be followed as who finished with 19 points. and
it has any time this spring to
listed in the safety program; A Ron Boone, who had 18. Wise
WINTIMSET $250 TO 673
finish among the leaders in the
five-second penalty will be and Jimmy Jones ran into foul
tournament.
CAR,OCA.,S350 TO 750
co RING 19 75 MAN'S 39 73
given for failure to signal a turn trouble arid sat out long por"We haven't scored as well as
or stop as listed by traffic laws. tions of the game.
we are capable all spring," but
and a thirty-second penalty will
Lewis had 15 points, while
we played nearly all our matbe given for knocking over any Mel Daniels had 16 points and
ches in atrocious weather, "
cones in the bicycle control led both teams _ . with 19
Hewitt said_ "We've had a good
check; Any rider that interfers rebounds.
, gip
week of practice and the
with
another
will
be
weather' looks promising so
disqualified.
When you see "Keepsake" in the ring and on the tag. you
Horse show Planned maybe this will be the weekend
A ribbon will be awarded to
can buy with confidence
. because Keepsake guarantees a
we put it all together."
each participant, and trophies
Al Silieston Arena
perfect diamond of superior cut and color You simply can t
In addition to facing most of
buy any finer diamond ring
will be given to first and second
the top teams in the South in the
SIKESTON. Mo., April 19-A
place winners in each age group
tournament, the Racers will
after all have completed the registered Appaloosa horse show
also
get a preview of next
will he presented Saturday at
course. _
month's OVC tournament as
the
.Iaycee
Rodeo
Arena
here.
Interested persons may sign
East Tennessee and Middle
The .'ow, which will feature
up at a table at the Park
Tennessee are generally given
41 classes, is sponsored by the
Saturday morning during the
Big River Appaloosa Horse the best'chances of succeeding
Bicycle Safety Program, betthem as
Club.
conference chamween 10 and 11:30 a.m.
The halter, classes will begin
pions. .
Officials of the program
at 10 a.m., youth classes will
ASTRODOME OPENS
urged motorists in the area be held that afternoon, and perApril 9, 1965, marked thç
designated for the rally to use formance classes begin at 8
extreme caution Saturday p.m. 0. J. Martens, Hutchinson, opening of the Houston
dome, a glass-domed, air-conKan., is judge.
aftespoontAgi the rally.
ditioned sports stadium.
•

Murray State Falls
To Vanderbilt 14-8

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Two first place efforts by
Murray State's Jim Krejci was
not enough Tuesday as the
Racers dropped a 79-65 meet at
Middle Tennessee,
: Krejci won
the mile and the three mile run
and in doing so sat a new school
-mark for the mile) • r.
Krejci covered the mile in
4:07.4 and whittled 1.6 seconds
off of the old record of Darrell
Remole. In the three mile run
the All-American from Edwardsville, Illinois finished with
a fine 13:59.6.

wet ending in Portland, Ore.,
got out on opposite side.

Murray High
To Host Tennis
Tourney Here

the 440 intermediate hurdles
and set a school mark with a
time of 53 flat. Verry picked up
five points for the Racers by
winning the 120 high hurdles
with a 14.9.
-Fred Sowell:OF WWI -1314f 7440- yard dash with a 48.2 while
teammate Ashman Samuels
was third with a 48.9. Freshman
Cuthbert Jacobs won the 220
with an effort of 214,--- ------In the field events, Herman
deMunnik won the javelin with
a throw of 200-4 while Mark
Michael won the pole vault by
going 14-6. The effort by
Michael matches his
own
personal record.

The surprise of the day came
when Middle won the mile
relay, turning in a 3:12 while the
Murray will be at Bowling
ktacers were one full second off Green
Saturday
for
a
the pace. The 440 relay was won quadrang
ular
meet with
by Murray in a time of 41.4 with Western,
Middle and Austin
Adell, Jacobs. Smith and Peay. Field
events start at 12:30
Sowerby each running a leg.
p.m. while the track events get
Pat Verry finished second in under way an
hour later.

The Murray High School
tennis team willJte the hostjor.,
the W.K.C. tournament this
weekends.
Teams from
Mayfield,
Caldwell County, Paducah
Tilghman, Bowling Green,
Hopkinsville, Christian County,
St. Mary's, and Murray will be
competing.
The competition will begin
Saturday morning at 9:30 at the
Murray State University tennis
courts.
The Murray High team,
defending W.K.C. Champions,
are favorites along with
Bowling Green to win the
TURNS HELMET MAKER
CHICAGO (AP) - The Chicago Black Hawks Stan Mikita
says he will begin manufacturing the protective hockey
helmet he designed for his own
use
Mikita, the all-star center of
the Hawks, said the new patented- h-einOt has a viel5b€8 sey
suspension system that separates the wearer's head from
the outer plastic shell and prevents direct blows

Milwaukee Bucks' Kareem Jabbar is put under
pressure
Tuesday night by Los Angeles Lakers' Witt Chamberla
in 113) and
Jim McMillian during their NBA playoff game
at Los Angeles
Ia"arpassed49-tatinktaittato ge4eittetjam.
Lakeradefeated-the-Bucks, 115 to 90, to grab a 3-2 lead in the best-of-seven
semi-final
series. The two play again Saturday.
(AP Wirephoto)

MSU Golf Team
_Compete I
Schenkle Meet

-•,-._,_-,.,
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Carlton Pitches Phillies To
Detroit Falls To Baltimore
Win Over St. Louis Cards 1-0In American League Action
Francisco Woman's Club To Sponsor
Basketball Benefit Game
At Murray Middle School

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Diego edged San Francisco 4-3,
Associated Press Spirts Writer Los Angeles
trimmed Atlanta 4Revenge is sweet, but win- 0 and
Houston downed Cincinning is the name of the game.
nati 7-5. The New York Mets
The source for that statement were rained
out in Montreal.
is left-hander Steve Carlton,
Carlton, a 20-game winner for
• who fired a.three-hitter at his St. Louis
last_ season, was
former St. Louis teammates traded to
the Phillies late in
Wednesday night, pitching the F-ebruary in
exchange for 17Philadelphia Phillies to a 1-0 game winner
Rick Wise. The
squeaker over Bob Gibson, the southpaw had
been holding out
Cardinals' ace.
for, mnre, money and G.ussie
"The incentive
to Win," Busch, the Cards' owner, reCarlton said after facing his portedly ordered
General Manformer teammates for the first ager Bing Devine to
deal him
time. "That's my incentive, not away.
beating any particular team.
The Phillies got their only
Sure, it's nice to come back run off Gibson in the
sixth inand beat the team that traded ning on a triple by Willie
Monyou and beat a pitcher like Gib- tanez and Deron
Johnson's
by. But it's just as nice beating single. Despite the defeat,
the
any team."
36-year-old St. Louis ace fanned
Although Carlton played five batters and climbed
past
down the revenge angle, fellow Bob Feller and Warren
Spahn
pitcher Joe Hoerner let every- into fourth place on the
all-time
one in on Carlton's true feel- strikeout list.
ings. "That," he said, flashing
The Pirates beat the Cubs
a sly grin, "is the last team in with four runs in the eighth inthe world Steve would like to ning, highlighted by Bob-tRobshut out." Treyou say-so, Joe.
ertson's two-run homer.
Elsewhere- in - the - -National- —PIttSbUrgh-added - two more
League, Pittsburgh rallied to runs before the inning was over
beat the Chicago Cubs 5-2, San on singles by Manny Sanguillen, Al Oliver,and Rennie Stennett, with Oliver scoring as
Stennett was_.__Ihrown out...sit»
lewiptirreevies&seeone---.
John Jeter's two-run homer
in the bottom of the ninth off
Juan Marichal turned things
around for San Diego. The
Padres were losing 3-2 before
National League

Today's.
Baseball

pressure'
(13) and
Angeles. ,
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East Division
W.. L... Pct..G.B.
Montreal
3 0 1.000 —
Philadelphia
3 2 .600 1
2 2 .500 11,2
Chicago
2
Pittsburgh
2 2 500
1
2 .333 2
New York
1
4 .300 3
St. Louis
West Division
4 2 667
Los Angeles
3 2 .600
Houston
3 2 600
San Dieg0
3 2 .600
San Francisco
,Cincinnati
1
3 .250 2
1
5 .167 3
Atlanta
Wednesday's Results
Philadelphia 1, 51. tw15-0-Los Angeles 4, Atlanta 0
Pittsburgh 5, Chicago 2
Houston 7, Cincinnati 5
San Diego 4, San Francisco 3
New York at Montreal, rain
Thursday's Games
Los Angeles .(Osteen 0-0), at
Atlanta (G. Store 1-0), night.
0.
--Chicago- --(Jerkins
Pittsburgh(Ellis 0 11, right.
San Francisco (McDowell 1
right.
Orly games scheduled
Friday's Games
Chicago at New York
Philadelphia
at
Pittsburgh
night
night
Montreal,
St. Louis at
Cincinnati at Atlanta, night
San Diego at Los Angeles.
night
Houston at Sari Francisco
nht

reaching the. San
ace.
The game-winning shot followed a single by Derrel Thomas and wiped out earlier heroics by.. the Giants' Ken Henderson. The teams were tied 2-2
until the eighth inning, when
Henderson hit a tie-breaking
single...
The Sigma Department of
Don Sutton hurled COB Ange-'
_les past Atlanta with a two-hit- Murray Woman's Club will
ter-Rico Calli's secolv34iming-- sponsor the Sigma Basketball
double and a bloop single in the Benefit Game on Friday, April
third by Marty Perez. The 21, at 7 p.m. at the Murray
Dodgers gave Sutton the only Middle Shool Gymnasium. The
run he needed when Maury proceeds of this "funtastic"
Wills opened the game with a athletic event will be used to
triple-his first hit of the sea- purchase a much needed 18 mm
son after 18 fruitless at-bats- projector for the children of the
and Bill Buckner's infield out. Murray Middle School.
The first event will be a game
Manny Mota singled two more
across in the-ninth.
- ------ - between two fairly new and
active
social
LA's Frank Robinson left the very
game with a slight groin pull organizations; the Newcomer's
but said he felt he could play Club and the Beta Sigma Phi
sorority. Homethade refreshtonight.
Another former St. Louis ments, Cokes, popcorn will be
lefty-Jerry Reuss, who was sold.
At the halftime, acrobatics
traded last Saturday-picked
tip- the victory as • -Houston and a ja4 eian. routine will be
turned back Cincinnati for the performed by Misses Donna
15th time in their last 20 meet- Keller, Sheila Foster, Jill
ings. The Astros scored all Austin, Lisa Hopkins, and
their runs in the first three In- Sandra Stom, young ladies
nings, most of ..the damage under the direction of Mrs.
Linda Cochran. -aosain,g agamst
-The second game', under the
Jack Billingham.
Cesar Cedeno had doubles in coaching of Mrs. Jean Hurt for
the first and third innings while Sigmas and Mrs. Barbara
Cincinnati's Tony Perez belted Brandon for the Music
Department of the Murray
a solo home run in the sixth.

By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
Billy Martin has stopped
fighting with his players. He's
now fighting with the fans.
The quick-fisted Detroit Tiger
manager, who made headlines
three seasons ago by knocking
out pitcher Dave Boswell,
mixed it up with a man on the
-Woman's club will have the street Wednesday night. - - —
following players; Sigma: Ellen
The fight, which ended in -no
Harrell-, Getwva-MeGage,-Betty -decision", mine after -the- TiGore, Martha Crawford, Sharon gers had been decked by the
Well, Sue Overbey, Jenne Sue Baltimore Orioles, 5-2.
Smock, Joy Waldrop, Lynn
"I wasn't mad about losing
Houston, Corine Stripling, Betty or mad about anything," exJo Purdom, Mildred Robert- plained Martin, whose playing
son, Melissa ,Easley, Edwina and managing days have been
Simmons, Martha Pittman, and studded with battles. "But this
Jackie Overbey. For the Music guy was blocking my way to
department; Kay Ray, Glenda the team bus. He was swearing
Boone, Jane Prince, Margaret and I told hini_to getaway. I
Porter, Martha erofton, Edith pushed him. He called me a
Noffsinger, Kathy Burchfield, name, dove at me and knocked
.Mary Beth Hays, Donna Story, me agains‘the bus."
Helon Carlin, and Cecilia
With several Detroit players
Brock. Water girl is Mrs. and a group of newsmen watchEuldean Robinson.
ing, the antagonists thudded to
Cheerleaders for the Sigma the hard ground with Martin's
Scooters- - are- Shirley- .• , fists swirling. The brawl lasted
Janice Austin. Lois Keller Lilly about a minute before memJohnson, and Debris Warner. bers of the Detroit group pried
Cheerleaders for the Music the two apart. The fan identified himself as
Tooters are; Polly Garland,
.Aaxburn...Ann.. Kent!. Jack Sears, 25, and said he has
Sandra Carman -awl-- Bgtly"-Men -a-red:hot -Detroit rooter
"from llialtiac, Mich., who has
Swann.
been living in Baltimore for 15
Tickets will be on sale at the years.
door and are 75 cents for adults
"All I said was, You guys
and 50 cents for children.
better win tomorrow night,said Sears. "He hit me first
and I grabbed his legs when we
went down because I'm not a
fighter."
Martin and the Tigers
weren't the only ones in action
Wednesday night.' Six other
American League games were
played as the Chicago White
Sox beat the Texas Rangers 21; the New York Yankees
trimmed the Milwaukee Brewers 3-2; the Cleveland- Indians
beat the Boston Red Sox 3-1;
the Minnesota Twins crushed
the California Angels 12-3 and
the Oakland A's took a pair
from the Kansas City Royals, 40 and 3-1.
Before'The- fireworks outside
Baltimore's Memorial Stadium,
-114:es,-Jemes-Roesereact-Mrs.-.1olia----Mrs-lantes_PArke.4-Alemtler stlh_e SigmaDtpartmentot.,the 413.
UriGiee ovploded fnr f.hrPP
McCage are getting -warmed up" for the Sigma Basketball
Murray Woman's Club, is bakIngtrownies to be sold at the Sigma
runs
in the eighth inning to deBenefit to be held at the Murray Middle Schooly gym on Friday,
Basketball Benefit to be held at the Murray Middle School gym on
feat the Tigers. Boog Powell's
April 21, at seven p.m.
Friday, April 21, at seven p.m.
opposite-field double to left

LOUISVILLE Ky. ( AP)
k
The list of touring pros who
will appear in the 1972 Kentucky Thoroughbred Pro-Celebrity Golf Tournament May 29
has grown to 14, Larry Jones,
tournament chairman, said.
Jones announced Wednesday
the addition_ of_ Gay Brewer.
Miller Barber and Bruce
Crampton to the list.
Defending champion Bob
Charles and Kentuckians Bobby
Nichols'and Frank Beard will
also appear.
Others already signed include
Gary Player, George Archer,
Jerry Heard, Hale Irwin, Dave
Eichelberger, Charles Coody.
J.C. Snead and John Miller.
This assures us of one of the
most outstanding fields ever."
Jones said.
The event is presented in cooperation with , the Louisville
Area Chamber of Commerce.,
with the proceeds going to Ko.• 4Ait Crippler) plikirvnIs UVtal here

Billie Jean, Vickie
Berner Win Doubles
TUCSON, Ariz.
AP America's top-rated women's
tennis player, Billie Jean King,
and Vickie Berner of Canada
overpowered Ceci Martinez „..of
San Francisco and Mona
Schallau of Iowa City, Iowa, 61, 6-4 in the $18,000 Virginia
Slims Conquistadores Women's
Professional Tennis tournament
matches.
In the first round of the doubles matches Wednesday Kerry
Harris
and
Karen
Krantzcke, both of Australia,
defeated Joy and Jill Schwikert
of Las Vegas, Nev., 6-4, 6-1.
_ The _final doubles match on.
Wednesday saw Viéki
of Arcadia', Calif. and Tucson's '
Marilyn Greenwood triumph
over Cynthia Seiler of Australia
and Janet Newberry of La Jolla, Calif., 6-3, 6-4.
In the singles matches,
America's second-rated women's tennis player Rosemary
Casals of .San Francisco defeated Pam Teeguarden of Los
Angeles, 6-0, 6-3 to move into
the third round.
Third-seeded Francoise Durr
of France. put herself in the third round by a 6-3, 6-0 victory
over Mona Schallau.
,
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CASH and CARRY

15% Cash Discount On All Prescriptions

BUFFERIN
LOVING
CARE

100's

REGUTAL

Regular 5 1.67

Regular 8 1.39

Johnson's

FOOT
SOAP

SOO,ftf

'.'.4

r

•IF

Regular '2.00

Tourney List
Grows To 14

bombed,California. Darwin
turned a close game into a rout
when he drilled a three-run
shot in the seventh inning.
Ken Holtzman, formerly of
the Chicago Cubs, won his initial American League game
with a five-hitter as Oakland
downed Kansas City in the
opener of their twi-night doubleheader. Reggie Jackson
gave the A's a sweep with a •
tit-breaking_sin,glein the eighth
inning of the nightcap.

Continuance of
OVER STOCK SALE!!

American

League
East DiviiiOW
W. L. Pct. G.8.
3 1 .750 —
Baltimore
2 1 .667 '2
Detroit
2 2 .500 1
Cleveland
2 2 .500 1
New York
2 .333 1',
1
Milwaukee
3 ..250 2
.1
Boston
West Division
4 1 800 -Oakland
2 2 500 12
California
3 3 500 1 1/2
Kansas City
/
2
2 2 .500 11
Minnesota
2 3 .400 2
Chicago
1
3. 250 21.1
Texas
Wednesday's Results'.
Cleveland 3, Boston 1
New York 3, Milwaukee 2
Chicago 2, Texas 1
Baltimore 5, Detroit 2
Minnesota 12, California 3
Oakland 4 3, Kansas City 0 1
Thursday's Games
Milwaukee (Parsons 1-0) at
New York (Hinton 001
Detroit (Timmerman 0-01 at
Baltimore (Dobson I 0), right
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Balt i mor e at Cleveland.
twilight
New York at Boston, right
Detroit at Milwaukee, right
- California at Texas, right
Kansas City at Chicago, right
Only games scheduled,

knocked in the tie-breaking run
and Paul Blair added tOo TIP
surance runs with a single that
chased Detroit ace Mickey Lolich.
An error by second baseman
Lenny Randle in the ninth inning enabled 'Carlos May to
score the winning run as Chicago beat Texas.
"It was sure good to win my
first game with a new club
Said Bahnsen, who was acquired during the winter from
the New York Yankees. "And I
especially was happy to get by
the first few innings. I used to
get hurt in the early going
because it always takes me a
while to get in the groove."
Light-hitting Gene Michael
lashed a three-run triple in the
fifth inning to give the Yankees
the runs they needed.
"He hit the ball over my
head-that's all there was to
it," said outfielder Joe Lahoud
of Michael's triple. "I was
playing in about four steps
shorter than usual put then,
where would you play Gene Mi-.
chaeI?"
Michael, known more for his
glove than bat, lined the ball
over Lahoud's outstretched
glove_andiolo the left field cos,
ner. It was.the shortstop's first
triple in nearly two seasons.
Gaylord Perry gained his
first American League victory
when he pitched Cleveland over
Boston. The 33-year-old Perry,
who played 10 years in the National League with San Francisco before moving to the Indians in a winter trade, checked the hard-hitting Red Sox on
five hits, until relieved by Steve
Mingori with one out in the
ninth.
Rookie Bobby Darwin drove
in five runs with a homer,
double and single as Minnesota •

All

LOVE COSMETICS

20% Off

LANACAN Ee,eene

METAMUCIL
Reg. '3.50

$ 1 99
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LOTION

PRELL
SHAMPOO

4.07.
Regular 82.59

Urge 16-oz. Size

MYLANTA
LOTION BY ,,,

LIQUID

COPIIIITONE
EVEN TANS WHEN IT RAINS!
Gives you a real tan in 3 to
5 hours, with or without sun!
Quick Tanning Lotion by-' Coppertone

$1

7
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Regular 81.98
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BEAUT
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Subdivisi
on the in
priced a

91.4.

TREE

Donald-R. Tucker, Realtor

STEAK 'KNIVES

Is Extensively

One with the purchase

FOUR B
home
living r

of eight gallons

WCW

Remodeling His Office

or more of gasoline!

Top grade Steak Knives of
stainless steel with Rosewood handles and serrated
cutting edge . . . 5-year-imconditional guarantee.

There Will Be A Slight Inconvenience To Our Customers
For About 10 Days
We are _enlarging and remodeling our facilities in order to
better serve the people of Murray and Calloway County.
LLYieltriLlicceptintemievis ftriales People

At All

Participating

502 Maple Street

Phone 753-4342-

•

(The

ATTENTION: WHITE Cold- HOUSE AND yard sale, rain
water bank gravel,$6.00 per load. shine at 1103 Mulberry, April 21
• Phone 753-5343 or see Roden and 22, Friday and Saturday,
Bogard 1634 Miller Avenue. 10:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m. Uprigh
Delivet ni anywhcicin
•piano, antique groan,
A19C condition, $75.00. Three piee
brown sectional couch and chair
to match,$75.00. Box springs and
mattress and odd bed, $20.00.
Guitar $20.00. Black tind white
photo developing set $10.00.
Barber-set,-$5:00. Wall pictuies,
clothes and numerous other

Air Force is for Nurses)
who want to go places.

WATE
Barkley
perfect
property

GOOD

SHELL STATIONS

floor pin
block fr
and 3 u
utility
desiring

PIANO tuning-repair-rebuilding. FURNITURE REFINISHING,
Prompt expert service. 15 years all work guaranteed. Free pick
experience. Ben W. Dyer, up and delivery. Free estimate.
MaYlleld,-Kentudry;- phoM • 24T; Aritique or naturtI/IniSh. -*Jerry
8072.
Apri126C McCoy,753-3045.
April MC

'
l WHEN ARE 1)4EY GOING TO START TELL4NdU SCillEallN6. AND HOW ARE WE
Glittell'014NOW-IT WI4E44,1 T-SE-st-1)01:"._
FOR SALE

DONALD R. TUCKER, Realtor

has ca
Owner i

FOR SALE

BRICK
living r
owner's
ceramic

WILL MOW yards, anytime all I WILL fix your lawn mower,
summer long.Phone 753quick service. Phone 753TRIUTifraRtitirtlifiliiiliarr
cleaning in your home. Dr- GARDEN BREAKING. Phone perienced. Phone 4924190. A22C 489-2651.
A20P

PAR
Shores
the f'

Spring Special
PONTOON: 2811. x U ft. Fiberglass canopy top with side
curtains. Torginol top picnic table. I* H.P. Johnson
motor with electric starter. Leatherette foam cushion
seats. Boat will seat U people. Excellent condition.

FOUR
shingles
but it
atmosp
cerami
built;

Contact. . . Tommy Carroll
Phone-Days 753-8850; Nights 753-2723

45 ACE
at $125

INTERNATIONAL HAR- UPRIGHT PIANO,
antique. Good
ER riding mower vnth
• • ,reeently
H.P. This vehicle was bought two
A20C
weeks age and cost $1,153 plus _
tax. (Model 126) I will sacrifice
• good p9y with frequent increases
for $1,000. Phone 4924769. A24P
Elm Grove Parsonage
• recocrution and the chance for promotion
4 bedroom, full basement,
• advanced training With wondesful people
•
•
2¢" ;
electric beat, newly
JO-in the-A o'Force NuW t_lirps--and help care for
y's 26" tseyeiriAti
decortitet.- IN S. 511t-St;
.,our country while you go places. Contact your
•
seat,$25.00. 1609 A,Locust Drive,
Price 8141,000. Call 7$34770
•,•
'I S•
•• •
•
•
6342or 753-1822.
INTERIO
A21C
EX ERIOR
ONIMMLILarai.J1=3111M180 •
,00 p.m.
A20C
painting; any size job: Al work I
also
bank
gravel,
fiil
dirt
and
SSgt. BOBBY E.- HATFIELD
REDUCE SAFE & fast with topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8569, guaranteed. Use first quality
AcTORY APPROVED AcOpens 7 a.m.
ALL DOG house with GoBese Tablets & E-Vap Water 354-8138, or 354-8161 after 6:00 paint. Free estimate. Call Steve
utron Service, watch and
502-442-2426
tachable floor (Ideal for cats) pills, Holland Drug Store, 109 p.m.
TFC Todd,753-8495.
TFC
repair. Furches Jewelry,
12th & Poplar Street 113welry
"x30", 20" high. It's cute. South 4th Street.
/imp
South 4th Street.
A21C
Phone 753-1712.
A2ONC
AUTOS FOR SALE
AL ft* FOh SALE
8 H.P. RIDING mower, 32" cut,
A1-41•4t***Ii-************************4-4
TIZEN BAND radios-2 way Briggs and Stratton Engine, 4
Fayette 23 channel, Mobile speed. $329.95. 8 H.P. Electric
(installed)
Appearing At The
Ai
1967 _MGR, FXFELLF.NT eonayette base station. _11 -tail$369,0_11obv_Sales,
dition. Has been taken care of. channel, Courier Mobile 23
New and Usedway 68, Benton,Kentucky. A20C
fr.- Strictly Wholesale
Phone 753-8900 between 9:00 and channel. Phone 753-9240.
A24C
10:00p.m.
437-4591
A24P
AIR CONDITIONER truck load
12'x50'
TWO'
BEDROM
1968
sale,
they
while
last.
Thomas A.
* Thum, 20th - Storm
1971 DATSUN 240Z-Silver, 4 oiler, new washer, new air Edison. 10,000 BTU, $161.88.
Hardin,
Ky.
Per
Month
speed,
AC
tape,
FM stereo, Mag conditioner, underpenning. 17,000 BTU, $186.88. 20
Towers Are My Business!
Fri., 21st-Barons
,00 BTU,
wheels, 9,000 miles. Phone 753- ,200. Will sell for $2,800 without $221.88. 23,000 BTU, $241.88.
1972 Model III
* Sat, 22nd -The Touch
9240.
A24C ir conditioner and washer. 26,000 BTU, $261.68. Roby Sales, WILL
To qualified buyers,
REWEB your lawn chairs. FOR ALL your home additions
Phone 753-8657.
A24C Highway 68, Benton, Kenafter a down payment of
For free estimate phone 753$3.00 Couple
alterations, remodeling, etc.
tucky.
$195, cash or trade. The
1965 OLDS 88, full power, air.
Moyle 9445.
A22C Free Estimates. Phone 753* .2 Mile from Paris Landing
balance due is $1987.75,
46,000 miles. Reasonable. Phone 22' CRIS CRAFT Cruiser with 75
TFC
6123.
payable in 36 monthly
436-2145.
A22C .P. Johnson motor and tandem AKC REGISTERE6 brown male.
* New Members Welcome
GARDEN
PLOWING
oiler. $600.00. Phone 753and
Installments. A finance
***********4**
4-114-11-31-*****
A24C miniature Poodle. 'Five mon • discing. Also Bushhogging. Call
150.
charge of $357.81, at an
old. Has had all shots, and now for appointment. Knight's
GOOD USED 1967 VW. Price
APR of 11.08 per cent
AUTOMOTIVE
AIR
conVA LOANS; no dOwn payment IGHWAY 641 Pet Shop. Fish
$675.00.
Phone
TFC ditioning, rebuilt
753-2355 or 753- FENCE SALE at Sears. Call dewormecl. Good with children. Shop,753-4035.
and a total note of
compressors,
Phone
for qualified veteran. 12 years to and supplies, AKC puppies, Tiny
753-9263.
A20C
6981.
A21C Sears for all your fencing needs
62345.56. Kentucky state
Freon. R. C. Evans-Garage, 400
pay. Your lot and all extras can Toy Poodles, Irish Setter,
tax and license adChain link-Redwood and Farm
WILL DO sewing. Experienced. North 4th Street. Phone 753-6976
be financed also. Bill's Mobile Cockers, Eskimo, Spitz. 7 miles
ditional.
1963 CHEVROLET station Fences. Now- on sale. Expert
THE YOUTH SHOP
Phone 753-7294.
A21P or 474-2748.
May22P
• Homes, 3900 South Beltline High- North of Murray, Kentucky.
wagon, 1966 model engine, good installation available. Call Larry
so, 504 MAIN
Removedas Be
way, Paducah, Kentucky, Phone phone 753-1862 or 753-9457. April
tires. Good condition. $250.00. Lyles for free estimate,753FOR SALE
443-6150.
FOR SALE
A21C 24C
Dresses - Knit Shirts
Phone 753-7506.
A20C 2310.
May IC
Carroll Volkswagen, Inc.
Sportzwear
NEW SEVEN piece dining room
FAR-N-TRIM
TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces.
HOM ELITE SAWS
STOP
TERMITES.
Wor 753-8850 800 Chestnut
314 Main
suite;
6 H.P. riding mower; 3'
FOR SALE
East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Wilt
guaranteed. Free estimate.
Thurs.-Fri. Only
Waidrop Saw &
H.P. push mower; Roto tiller and
Sales Department Open
finance two-thirds at $135.00 a LAYING HENS, $.50 each.
Phone Mrs. Keys Keel, 753-4672
ONE INSIDE door; and two
.attie fan. See Red Seaford at
Portable Cutting Board
month.Call 753-6202 or 753Niles Till 7:30
Roosters, $.25 each. Phone 435or Huntingdon Termite Co.,
Lock Shop
lavatories. See at the Ledger St
Garland Used Cars or phone 753Reg. $2.50 NOW 11.25
5333.
A2INC
TFC
Huntingdon,Tennessee, 9861
648
.
Times office, 103 North 4th
3103 after 6:00 p.m.
207 S. 7th
A21C
5975
A22C
TFNC
1968 CHEVROLET PICKUP with Street.
1970-16' ARISTOCRAT vacation
topper. 26,000 actual miles. 6 NEW PLYMOUTH
garden
trailer. Extra clean. Semi self
cylinder straight snift. See at 404 tillers, 5 H.P.
Briggs and Stratton
contained. Sleeps 6. Many extras.
North 17th Street after 5:00
ongine with forward and reverse
Phone 7534022 after 6:00
p.m.
A21P $139.95 Roby Sales, Highway 68,
p.m.
A25('
Benton, Kentucky, phone 527Paris, Tenn.
DOUBLE DIPPED GALVANIZED
1966- CHEVELLE SUPER- 9368.
•
TFt
BALDWIN GRAND,paino, ,used
SPORT, all power, many extras.
superb condition. WOrlitzer
Heavy Duty Rotors 79.95 with sale of tower
8800.00 or best offer. Phone 753grand
piano, used. Two
2558..
A22C JOHN DEERE t row corn drill
repossessed Baldwin pianos. New
- CHECK OUR PRICES and cultivator. Good condition
Baldwin organs and pianos.
1968 F'ORD LTD, four door Phone 753-3917 or 753-9901 after
Practice painos. Rent-To4
:
.)0
o'clock.
A211'
hardtop, 390 motor. Factory air,
Purchase plan. lAinardo Piano
power steering, disc brakes.
ompany, across from Post
Good tires. Phone 753-2960. A22P DACHSHUND
CENTRAL Shopping Center
PPIES for
Office, Paris, Tennessee.
A21C
sale. ARC registered. Phone 436Phone 753-5865
1963 FALCON 4 speed; excellent 5490.
A2111
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
condition. Willing to sell at
in
Kentucky. No increase in
reasonable price, but must sell. USED
rAl(01.
COUCH and chair, and
prices. Country Boy Stores,
ELI -rRoLux SALES di Ser
Phone 767-2032.
/BLUE MARLIN CLUB
A26P also dinette set, $80.00
Army Surplus, 9 miles from
vices. tics 213, Murray, Ky,,C.M.
for
Band
1968 JAVELIN SST 341 with 3 everything or will sell separately.
Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky
Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarWed.-Fri.-& Sat.
I speed' automatic transmission Phone 753-9819.
117 and 164. Open Sunday until
'
A21C
mingten, Kentucky
TFC
,
Phone 642-9804
bronze with white stripes and
4:00p.m.
A21C
11/1.411Pr 18111,12e1.11 Vi nyl top
Excellent condition. 1971'2 HONDA 350. Extendoil
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
Phone 753-9900 or 492-8296 after chrome, front forks; custom
' installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC BET('I 1A DIDN'T kriiiw that 5:00 p in.
A22C paint. Excellent condition 1.ess
l'ncle Joe's Discount Store in
than 5,000 miles. $800.00 firm.
INNer. Tennessee, has over 3,000
pairs of footwear from flip flop, MUST SELL!! 1970 Maverick, Phone753-3180.
AMC I
THE YOUTH SHOP
PAIrrylov, pot
Co many osoroorVoner01 I•49
woCide Ono.
COO& psI
'
shoes, slippers, boots, etc. Uncle. red,exterior, black vinyl interior,
.n
do
,the ,•,•9 ,
504 MAIN
••••.••A•non• And inn* A4A9 Ihos could loin, vo,,f
roceri1 %WV
Deo..okovo. of 99.% opioo. IL ..cillimeavs tope,fews,
AMON wok
•loc is open til 7 p.m. each mie automatic, power steering,
rronr, Vag tosrA,•••.pri• ea" wo..441 An,hne rug 9499991919,
few
0‘-'" SWIM WEAR
and from 1 p.m. til 6 _km. on power brakes, air conditioning. 1972 HONDA 350 cc, gold with
in sa 1.
u9s01ly 4 99 SALE 3.M
usually 39.99
Sunday; Also 99,000 more - • • New tires. Phone 753-7139.crafter black and white trim. Excellent
'PRICE IS RIGHT
nately 102, 136 19.12)
Tsstri(
6
:
OG
P
•
in.
A2le
753-7736.
r.
-Items
•
- •
A22C
Hawaii,-Japart,--EureaSe 8'114-the U.S.. Gointi-plames-doesn't only mean travel. It also means professional advancement, with such benefits as:
• great
w
working conditions and challenging

EXTRA
Ninth
LARGE
lot at 81
suitable

acres so

HARDWARE

THREE
miles
al •
room, u

Galvanized, Self-Supporting

C.B. and TV TOWERS

AMVETS

9.95m Down
'6515

a patio.

LEON ANDRUS

urcharge

BUY THE BEST!! . ..

tractive
room,f
baths,

03elk

ROHN TV TOWERS
TV Service Center
5

ROOM-SIZE COLONIAL

SIGN OVAL RUGS

30.88

More
Classifieds On
Page Eight

4
Rift

BY OWN
large fami
kitchen-din
utility roo
buildings,
central he
9658
TWO WA
'panorama
informatio
2269.
ENJOY
beautiful
bedroom
Estates.
three larg
baths, Jar
irea, den
dining roo
garage d
disposal.
•
25'4 AC
car gara
Kingsw
753-8867 or
WANT A
Country'
Carpeted
Randolph
753-8382.

EN V ES
VESTME
made a
you won'
invest
Bedroom
- located

is

,1972

•
•
•
A•
•

•
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALL

1:EAL ESTATE FOR SALE itEAL
ESTATE FOR SALE

THURSDAY-APRIL 20, 1972 "•,!..

RK WONDER

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

Call
ml-rqs
753-1916
AUCTIoN. *A4g

AU C Ti

N!

Friday, Aprii 21'.% 7:00 p.m.
Almo, -Ky. at Pugh's Grocery Bldg.

ated
.e

SHING,
ee pick
stirnate.
. -Jerry'
pril 20C
mower,

. Phone
AMP

ERIOR
: Al work
quality
Call Steve
TFC

led)

Ky.
additions
ling, etc.
753TFC

IR
conmpressors,
arage, 400
ne 753-6976
May22P

ining room
ower; 3'2
o tiller and
Seaford at
phone 753A21C
T vacation
Semi self
any extras.
:00
A25C
_aino, used
WUrlitzer
ed. Two
ianos. New
d pianos.
Rent-Toardo Piano
from Pool
e.
A21C
of pistols
increase in
oy Stores,
miles from
n Kentucky
unday until
A21C

On
ght

;I*

*J.
LAKE COTTAGE near Cypress
PAPPIPAPA
Creek.
PAPAPARAP
APAPAPAPA
PAPAPAPAPPIPAPAPAPAPAIWPAPAPAMOUIP
BEAUTIFUL BUILDING SITE - SEVERAL LARGE
Lake front lot located in Center
GOOD OLDER FRAME HOME, NEAR DOWNTOWN
'TREES on a desirable corner lot in Lynnwood Estates
Ridge Subdivision. 236' water
Murray,that is suitable for use as a duplex, yet priced at only
-Subdivision,-siith 190'frontage on Hwy. 121 and 225' frontage
front. Ideal for building site.
$8,500. Rental income should be enough to pay for the entire
on the interior street. City water on the property. Bargain
place.
priced at $4,200.00.
Two acres fronting TVA land
on East Shannon Road.
--TWO-STORY FRAME HOUSE ON A two acre tract. Needs
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK HOME AT 1513 Kirkwood. This
100'x200' lot with septic tank
some work,butfor only $6,000 that is to be expected.
ome has two family rooms,a large kitchen with all built-ins,
and driveway on blacktop near
living room, dining room, two ceramic baths, utility room,
Kirksey.
ANTIQUES & COLLECTOR'S TTEMS:
APPROXIMATELY 40 ACRES OF FARMLAND and a fair,
workshop, double garage, and a fenced-in back yard. Also
Three bedroom frame house
2
-bedroom
Copper Boller, Copper Kettles, Silver Pitcher, Wash Kettle, Oak Buffet with
frame
home.
Located
just North of Hwy. 94, in the
has carpeting, draperies, a fireplace and central heat and air.
with carport and large living
brass tearFaxon School area.
drop pulls,Pedalling churn stand---a rarity! Kraut grinder, Grinding wheel,
Owner is moving to the farm.
room and kitchen combination.
Fruit jars
glasses, Old School desks, Old Picture frames, Old Mirrors, Old 041 Heaters,
Just completed in Hazel.
Carnival
TWO (2) TEN ACRE TRACTS OF LAND FOR $5,000 each.
Pitchers, Carnival glass, Churns, Bottles, Stone, jugs, Old Rockers, Old China
WATERFRONT LOT, JUST ACROSS THE BAY from
Three bedroom brick with
Cabinet,
Owner will sell both together for $9,500. Located 9 miles South
Oak Dresser, Hall Tree, Kerosene Lamps,Iron L7-bed, Wicker rockers, Washboard,
Barkley Lodge. Attractively wooded slope that would be
sunken living room, two baths,
Milk
of
Trays.
Can,
Murray,
Cocoa
Cola
in
edge
the
of
Tennessee.
perfect for a walk-out type basement. City water on the
3
central heat and air, garage,
property.
dining room. A real fine home in
CHILDREN:
THE
FOR
WELL-BUILT 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME on a 90'x145' lot,
Sherwood Forest.
3
Baby stroller, Infant bed, High chair,Child's rocking horse, toys
at 1312 Kirkwood. Has a carpeted living room, spacious
060D SOLID OLDER HOME WITH A LARGE, two-story,
Beautiful dreg bedroom brick
)
,
_HOUSEHOLD 11 EMS:
3
kitchen-dining area, washer-dryer connections, built-in
floor plan. Sutuated on an 80'x188' lot slightly more than one
with-Ce-nifit'lle-sit and air,
kitchen range and disposal. Draperies and an air conditioner
Coffee Tables,Sail Ship Clocks, Oldblock from the University Has 3 bedrooms on the main floor
Lamps,Soup Warmer, Heaters, 2 Sewing machines,
ceramic 1L2 baths, priced to
are
included
Electric fans, Small table saw, 55-cup coffee-maker, ceiling lights,
for
$17,750.00.
and 3 upstairs, 2 baths, living room, dining room, kitchen,
move on Belmont.
3 T.V.'s, 2 electric
,elocks, army cot, meat saw, Vacuum cleaners, fireplace set, 3-burner
utility room, two-car garage. An excellent buy for someone
New three bedroom brick with
kerosene stove, 3
ALMOST NEW SPLIT-LEVEL BRICK HOME on Skyline
NEW table top ranges, Portable electric washer,record
desiring a spacious home.
players, Lamps.
opportunity to pick your own
3
Drive, in Panorama Shores Subdivision. Has two ceramic
carpet colors. Extra well conbaths, 4 bedrooms, 2 kitchens, central heat, carpeting,
BRICK DUPLEX AT 1301 Peggy Ann Drive.Ha§ 3 bedrooms,
structed on Belmont.
110'x150' lot. Suitable for use as,a duplex.
living room, family room, kitchen and ceramic bath on the
Real nice aluminum siding
3
owner's side. Has 2 bedrooms, Wring room, kitchen and
home wit% fireplace, carport on
SOLID
TWO-BEDR
OOM
FRAME
HOME
a
with
family
ceramic bath on the tenant's side. Shown by appointment.
40 acre farm with 7 acres corn
room and a fireplace. Situated on a 95'x145' lot on Gilbert
3
base and air cured tobacco base,
Street, in Hazel. A good comfortable little home for $8,500.
MACRE FARM WITH A GOOD 3 bedroom home, large stock
pole barn: Located on Wadesboro
1111
Sycamor
e
Street
barn, good well and spring-fed stock ponds. Lckated 8 miles
Phone 753-8382
Road in Callaway County_
3
TWO BEDttb9M FRAME HO
o",./1
'fVai‘
I
k..•-4 1.4 114 se
southeast of Murray.
br4
V*114ire ON OAS MIMI MIMI MI tat MI we IAI we wewe we we we
Rental
spots-for
we we14:
niatelo,•• •• •
condition for only $4,000. Has c
-if-y iviter
near Keniana Shores.
100'x210' lot.
PARTIALLY COMPLETED LAKE COTTAGE in Pine Bluff
Wilson Realty Company, 202 AUCTION SATURDAY, April 22
Shores Subdivision. Price includes water tap-on fee, brick for
South 4th. Wayne Wilson owner, 10 a.m, at the Jack Blackwell
EXCELLFN
T
3
ACRE
TRACT
LAND
(zoned
OF
R-4)
and
AUCTION SALE
the fireplace, storm windows, built-in range, oven and hood.
phone 753-3263, home 753-5086. Farm across from the Oaks
located just across the street from the University.
Every Friday night, three miles north of Paris on Hwy. 641.
Bill Adams Salesman home 753- Country Club, 3 miles
West of
FOUR BEDROOM. TWO-STORY HOME of brick and cedar
es.
This week we have lots of good merchandise; skill saw,
5657.
1TC Murray.
FOUR APARTMENT uNrrs. SOME FURNISHED, Near
shingles. The construction of this home is not yet completed
electric coffee grinder, spray gun, tables, camel back trunk,
Will sell lots of good items of
downtown Murray. Present rental income allows a 15 per
but it has progressed far enough to display the luxurious
oak dining chair, gooseneck rocker, mahogany spindle back
NICE THREE bedroom brick. furniture, lots of unusual and
cent return on the $24,000 investment.
atmosphere of one of Murray's finest homes. Has 2t2
rocker with put velvet upholstery, wagon seat, spool desk,
$2500.00 equity and assume loan, antique items, naugahyde couch
ceramic baths, wall to wall carpeting, fireplace, kitchen
three
piece, antique oak bedroom suite, old mantel clock,'
less
than
10
years
to
pay.
and
chair,
NINE
Phone
coffee
ACRE
TRACT
and
end
OF
LAND
tables,
,on
a good blacktop road just
built-ins, open staircase, two car garage
bottles, glass, dishes and china, real nice range and
492.8264.
4 miles Southeast of Murray. Priced at $5,500.
TFC T.V. and radios, very nice and
refrigerator, nice bedroom suite, living room suite, television
expensive stereo record player,
45 ACRE CATTLE FARM FENCED and sowed down. Priced
and
miscellaneous items of all kinds.
THREE
AM.-F.M.
BEDROOM
Radio
console,
FRAME HOME on a 125'x125' lot in
upright
BY OWNER, three bedroOm
at $125 per acre.
Hazel. Priced at only $4,500.
brick, paneled family room, deep freeze, double and bunk
Shorty McBride-247
beds, child's antique desk, large
large
lot,
near
James E. Travis-278
schools
and
EXTRA NEAT 2-BEDROOM FRAME HOME at 505 South
oak office desk, bar cabinet,
CHURCH BUILDING, PARSONAGE AND TWO AD-, shopping $19,000.00 C,31.1
753Ninth Street. Situated on an 80'LAO!lot.bRz1ced.$11,250.
walnut night st-and, bar-b-q grill,
JACENT_ 1.11TS withinaiking distance of doserttowp
6658.
A24P
Murray. Call us for details.
other desk and chair, chest of
CONSIGNMEX'
T SALF„April_22.,
LARGE, SOLID 3-BEDROOM FRAME HOME on a corner
- -LOST 41-FOUND - drawers. There will be lots of
lot at 811 Vine Street. Has 2 baths and 2 kitchens, making it
BY OWNER: four bedroom other furniture, such as heaters 1972, 7:00 p.m. Hazel, Kentucky.
•A
Following is a list of items to be
FOUR ROOM FRAME -ROME WITH ALUMINUM SIDING,
suitable for use as a duplex, if desired. Priced $16,500.
house, two baths, wall to wall and fans.
LOST: CAT, black and white;..;
sold.
situated on a one acre lot just North of Hazel. Has been
One
antique
ice
cream
carpet, lots of cabinets. Phone H. There will be tables filled with
completely remodeled inside and out. Available imparlor table and four 14) chairs; four months old male. Lost near'.-,.
B. Turner, 753-6426.
85_ACRE cernz_ FARM WITH APPROXIMATELY 50
A22P brica braes, glass crystal,
mediately.
4- antive show cases; 1-ice Fairlane Drive. Phone 753acres sowed down in permanent pasture. Located on Ky. 614,
candlestick holders, extra old cream
A2OP '
soda fountain, also some 1345.
isehart's Groce .
f 4:1
and
nice
red
wine
set,
Austrian
CANTERBU
IN
Estates;
RY
3
old stock from drug store. The
11, BEDROOM MOBILE HOME on a lake week& lot in'
wine cooler set, lots of china, above
.
:A •
items are from the Hazel LOST TWO Bird Dogs. One black..-,
Baywood Vista Subdivision
.
pn
THREE BEDROOM HOME ON HWY. 121, approximately 3
baths; huge family room with • a riots, war---wgrryDrug Store.
miles Southeast of Murray. Constructed of brick and
fireplace; living' room; utility; handmade ceramics. Lots of art Also offered for sale,,, old wash around Locust Grove $10.00 .
aluminum siding, it has 2 baths, living room, kitchen, family
unique family kitchen with all work of all kinds, antique kettles, stoves, milk cans, reward. Phone 492-8602.
EIGHTEEN
subdivision,
BLOOD
LOTS,
RIVER
IN
with
all
A22P
room, utility room, carport and a 100'x495' lot.
built-ins; central heat and air; bridle bits, chest with marble top, refrigerators, living room suite,
water access and boat launching privileges. Located less
kettles,
collection
of
paper
back
garage. Lots of beautiful brickend tables, lamps, dinette set,
than 2,000 feet from the dock, and priced from $600 to $995.
BRAND NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME ON AN atFOR SALE
work in family room, kitchen, books, 2 small bicycles, toy cars, chest of drawers, washer,
tractively wooded lot in Lynnwood Estates. Has a living
patio, courtyard, and sidewalk. lots of other toys and sporting vacuum cleaner, glassware, and
room,foyer,family room, kitchen with built-ins,
ceramic
Lawn is landscaped. House only 1 goods, golf clubs, 12 ga. gun, shell dishes.
WE HAVE A WIDE VARIETY OF residential and corii-EARLY AMERICAN couch and -.
baths, utility room, pantry and a garage. Also has wall to
mercial lots froin WW1you can choose.Check with us before-year old. Shown by appointment. reloader, old victrola, lots of old
Wayne Wilson Realty and chair, two solid maple end tables
II carpetinueertiratheat and air, concrete front porch and
Call 7534603.
you buy. _
AC records, swing set.
Auction Service, Murray, Ken- and 'lamp: $165.00. Phone 753-.
a patio.
Extra- - special robbertucky-. -Phone-453-826k '
7833
_. _RUC e
buggy, old and sharp.
of sale.
SHARP.
Wayne Wilson, Auctioneer, ASSUME LOAN on 1970 modern
2 horse carts, automatic horse home phone 753-5086.
FOR SALE BY OWNER
Charles 12'x60' house trailer. Two.
walker, lots of tools, 2 H.P. air Thompson, apprentice
Auc- bedrooms, two full baths, Central '
3 bedroom brick, central
compressor, electric motors, 7" tioneer, home phone
753-7565.
heat & air. 12 Ceramic
gas heat. See at South Roade _
Craftsman skill saw, 7'2 H.P. Call us for all
your auction Trailer Park, Cadiz. Kentucky.
baths, fully carpeted,
Evinrude boat motor 'like new), needs, we will hold
consignment James Hite owner. phone 753drapes, outside storage.
semi mounted John Deere sales each
2nd and 4th Saturday 8333 after 5:00 p.m. .
Located at 1510 Belmonte
A22C
mower, red belly Ford tractor, nights at Hazel,
Kentucky, time
Drive.
1954 Chevy, 4 door, runs and 7:00
p.m. If you have items you 18' JET BOAT, turbo craft with.
Drive By Or Call...
looks good. 8 x 35 ft. house trailer, would like to put
on consignment 215 H.P. Gray Marine Engine,
extra nice, mineral calf feeder. call us
753-7761
at the above ',phone full instrument panel, including,
Come expecting lots more items. numbers. We would
Shown Anytime
like to sell radio. A-1 Condition. $2500.00. _
For information call Otto them for you.
A22P Will take good single lever
Price Reduced
Chester Auction Serivce, 435-4042
control 60 H.P. motor or a pickup
I ynn Grove, Kentucky. Not
BY OWNER: Three bedroom, IN LAKEWAY Shores, tw
truck in trade. Phone 436responsible
FOR RENT
for accidents. "It
WANT TO BUY
FOR RENT
FOR RENT
large family room, living room, bedroom
5548.
•
A22P •
house,
paneled
Pays To Sell The Chester
kitchen-dining room, 134 baths, basement. $15,500.00. Pone 4
Way".
THREE
BEDROOM,
two FURNISHED ONE bedroom UPSTAIRS THREE room furA2OP WANT TO BUY .Girl's bicycle,
utility room, carport, two storage 5331.
SPACE HEATERS and Jewelry
A25C bathroom, fully carpeted ranch, apartment, air conditioned, one
26" in good condition. Phone 753rushed apartment, private bath
buildings, patio, carpeted,
case.-The Gallery, phone 753-8301
1626 Hamilton. Available to block from campus. Couples or and entrance. Available April 24.
6030 after'5:00 p.m.
TFNC or 753-4683 or 753-8528. Best ofcentral heat and air. Phone 753AUCTION
SALE,
Saturday,
qualified
April
person.
Interested in singles only. Available May 1st. Phone 753-3718 or 753-5351. A24P
TFC NEED, ROOM For the Kids to
96.58
fer.
A22C
22, 10:30 a.m. rain or shine, 51
/
2
Romp? They can, both inside and managing lower level which will Also new two bedroom furnished
miles
Northeast
Murray
of
J.
house
at
college
12
students.
Rent
duplex,
central heat and air
TWO WATERFRONT lots, at outside in either of these three
Rarbond Jones home, follow NEEDED - NICE 3 bedroom PIT BULLDOG, one year old.
negotiable. Write Mrs. Joe conditioned, carpeted. Available
'anorama Shores. For further houses. Call for details. John
STUDENTS, SUMMER only, 4 signs off Highway 94, just North house within city for $18,500 or good natured. Phone 437Benson,
1206
13elleforte,
May
Oak
12.,
Phone
753-9135
or
753Randolph Realty & Auction Co.
information phone 436bedroom house, furnished near of Elm Grove Church.
less. Buyer has the money. John 4328.
ANC
Park, 111. 60302 or phone 312)
383- 4478.
TFC
A24NC 753-8382.
A22C
_2289.
University. Phone 753-3895 or 753- Will sell forgotten stored items Randolph Realty & Auction Co.
9264.
May9C
.
348/
A21C in buildings on farm and many 753-8382.
A22C NEW 1,000 lb. capacity trailer
THREE ROOM apartment, one '
for a 14', 15' or 16' boat, deluxe
ENJOY THE Summer in this 25'2 ACRES OF land, with two UNIVERSITY MEN; the lower
C'hrysler
items.
1951
usable
door from campus. Couple
*:
beautiful air conditioned three car garage, one mile South Of level of an apartment building
model, all rollers, 570 tires. It's a •
FULLY FURNISHED apart- hearse, Pontiac. and Rambler
l
preferred. Available May Ith
WANT
bedroom ranch la Gatesboro Kingswood Subdivision. Phone will be available to 12 students
TO BUY speed bicycle, dilly__ Phone Noel liejugin. 753'tient, couple preferred. $90.00 transmission, motors, tires and
For information phone 753Estates. Central heat and air, 753-8867.
per month, rent and utilities. 1641 other parts. Gas and electric Phaie 767-2655.
A22P beginning of summer session. 3264.
TFNC 4694 or 436-2233,
A22C •
TFC
three large bedrooms, two full
Miller Ave.,753-1775.
A24C appliances, new electric fence,
$40.00 per student, includes air
baths, large kitchen with eat in 70 ACRES OF Prime Develop- conditioning, heat, water,
19' SELF CONTAINED Utopia 7:
electric and straight razor,7 H.P.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
WANT TO BUY March 17 copies
area, den, formal living and ment Property. JUST RIGHT electricity, kitchen facilities,
living room, kitchen, bathroom. STUDENTS,SUMMER only, two Scott mower, pennies, nickles of Ledger & Times. Please bring travel trailer. Sold new $3,800.00.:
dining room, carpeting, electric For
Commercial
Will take offer or trade for used
and-or private entrance and parking. with shower
and bath. One or two bedrom 12'x50' trailer, air con- dimes, and quarters, old money, by office, 103 North 4th Street. No
garage door, dishwasher and Residential. John Randolph 1626'2 Hamilton, If rented to a
mobile home. Phone 436bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- ditioned. Near University. Phone milk cans, pocket-knives, phone calls please. ,
TFNC 2145.
A2IC Realty & Auction Co. 753disposal. Phone 753-8743.
A22C
glassware, bottles, cans, churns,
club, president or manager, rent ments, South 16th Street, Phone
7533895 or 753-3482.
A21C jars, insulators, bottle canners,
8382.
A22C will be negotible. Phone Mr. 753-6609.
•
A21('
60-one gallon jugs with handles, WANT TO BUY good old tractor, SURPLUS TYPEWRITERS,:
251/3. ACRES OF land, with two
Alexander,753-3827 in p.m. for an
cast iron bathroom set, complete preferrably Allis Chalmers, office size, reconditioned. $55.00
appointment, or contact Mrs. Joe 12'3E60' MOBILE HOME, comcar garage, one mile South of MUST- SE-E-lo --ippred
EXTRA NICE -three bedroom baby bed, large cabinet.
each. Also some adding
Vic- consider others. Phone 754Kingswood Subdivision. Phone Beautiful 3 bedroom brick home, Benson, 1206 Belleforte, Oak pletely furnished, carpet, washer
decorated at 1305 trola-Pathe. massive
Phone 4382143. A221.7 t A22NC Camelot Addition, 2 baths, Park, Ill. 60302, or phone (312) and dryer, air conditioned, house, newly
old piece bf 5048.
753-8867 or 489-2172.
A20C
Overby. Only $100.00 per month. furniture, bunk
central heat and air, carpeting, 383-9264 in p.m.
and iron beds,
May9C located on shady lot, on Highway
;
Phone 753-5809.
A211 gun, 30 (On jack, wagon bed, ho
built-in stove and dishwasher,
MOBILE HOME Axe's, single:1
280, one mile off 94 East, three
WANT A Nice I.ittle Place in the formal
BUSINESS
dining room, terraced' FURNISHED EFFICIENCY
OPPORTUNI
TY double and triple with springs.
water tank, block and line, meta
miles from Murray. Phone 753Country? Ask about this 3-BR
patio, 2 car garage, large storage apartment, close to campus. 5038.
coon cage, oil lamp, encyclopedia
electric brakes, wheels and 8'x10'
Carpeted Frame House. John
A24C
area. Call 753-9556.
A28C Phone 753-6564 for further inEXTRA NICE furnished one and other books. Cushions from
ply tires. See or call at Riviera
Randolph Realty & Auction Co.
formation.
bedroom apartment, air con- bus, small tools, meat grinder
Courts. 753-3280.
TFC TWO ROOM
A26C.753-8382.
BUSINESS
A22C LAKE AREA Property
apartment,
newly
- Comditioned. Part of utilities fur- post office pigonhole cabinet
decorated,
wall to wall carpeting
mercial & Residential - John DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five rtiont
OPPORTUNITY
nished. Adjacent to University large doors with brass fittings
HONDA MIN.'. Trail; 51 2 H.P.
Randolph Realty & Auction Co. and bath, central heat and air, living and bedroom combined campus. Next to White Hall. Murray Post Office), pony, old
Tennessee,Corporation has
Johnson motor; nice oak double ,
ENVESTMENT
EN. 7534382.
carpet throughout, extra large and large kitchen. Phone 753$85.00 per month. Couples only. and gentle, bridle and saddle.
franchise available in this
door wardrobe. Phone 753A22C master bedroom,
VESTMENT - Envestment - We
range. Days 4871.
A21NC Phone
area. Potcntial earnings of
753-3805.
4858.
A26C Seven rabbits, New Zealnd stock
1TP •
made a mistake in spelling - but ARE YOU
phone
753-3648
or
753-6202
after
Paying at Least $110.
$15,000 to $25.000 yearly.
depot scales-60 lbs. No one knows
you won't make a mistake if you
TFC CLEAN TWO bedroom mobile
per Month Rent! Why not pay the 5:00 p.m.
WALNUT OFFICE Desk, $45.00.
Small investment.
how many items will be scrat
invest your money in this. 7 same amount
Swivel office chair, $15.00.
toward owning AVAILABLE MAY 15th. Two borne, private, air conditioned
ched
out
date,
sale
owner
by
Bedroom - 3 Bath - Brick house - your home?
Contact Joe Guion
Craftsman wood- lathe, $75.00..
Call about this 3-BR bedroom apartment, central air has storage building. $65.00 per MODERN MOBILE home, leaving this farm.
- located within yards of MSU. -house on
month. Also unfurnished two private lot, carpeted. $79.00 per
South side of Town. John conditioning. Wall
Oak double wardrobe. $35.00.
(502) 842-6816
drinks
served
Eats
and
to
carpet.
wall
It St Auction
bedroom apartment. Phone 489- month. Phone 753-8313 after 5:00 Douglas Shoemaker in charge of
Three piece gold sectional couch,.
:(After 6:00 P.M.):
Co:753=8342.
A
753-8382.
A22C •
465.00. Phone 753-6079.
A22C 4331,
A21C
Mayi0C

-

TERMS - CASH
Auctioneer - John Randolph

John Randolph Realty & Abction Co.

To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!

Fulton Young Realty, Inc.

4th & Maple Streets

Home Phones:

Phone 753-7333

Fulton E. Young, 753-4946;
Ishmael Stinson, 753-3744
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Lester Maddox Lecture
Ends With Hot Exchanges

FT. Knox, Ky.(AP)-Despite their high cost, tankifire-still
necessary to fight a land-based conventional war, Maj. Gen.
- William -R. Desebry-,--Ft:-Knox commandant-says: Deserbry is the director of a task force of about 35 officers and By Dwain McIntosh
civilians working here on a design for what could be the US.
If that's all you've got on your
to quit."
Army's main combat tank by the end of the decade.
lecture by. Lester Maddox minds, I'm ready
A
The task force was convened after Congress killed the Army's
And he did.
Murray State University
at
nine-year-old Main Battle Tank program on the development of a
Wednesday evening
tank called the MBT70,or the XM803,because it had become "too
deteriorated into a -shouting
expensive."
match between the former
The new task force is to design a tank that is inexpensive, easy
Georgia governor and students
to operate and repair, quick and agile, and that has dependabie
before -tie'ended it-by walking
armament and the ability to operate at night.
off.
Peaturvd- as-a-speaker -inLEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)-About 100 University of Kentucky
Insight '72 symposium sponsent
them
to
students bought post cards Wednesday and
sored by the students governPresident Nixon urging an end of the Vietnam War, during a
ment,Maddox had delivered his
"mail-in" at the post office here.
address
to an audience of about
The peaceful demonstration followed a meeting of some 200
400 and opened the floor for a
students in front of the university's student union building.
session
question-and-answer
The students were told that the National Student Association
when the exchange broke out.
had called a national strike for Friday and were asked to meet
As --he--retreated from.
later to plan their participation,
microphones on the stageobviously _irked by questions
LOUISVILLE,Ky._(AP _1(be grand marshalLof the Kentucky
Derby Pegasus Parade May 4 will be Lorne Greene, who plays from both black and white
his
students challenging
Ben Cartwright on the "Bonanza" television series.
segregationist views-he held
- Comedian Frank Gorshin and singer Paul Anka have been
up the two-fingered peace sign
named honorary marshalls for this year's parade.
Lester Maddox
and taunted them to "Right
The theme of the event will be "Broadway on Parade," and
Shortly before he walked off,
on!".
about 90 units, including more than 30 marching bands and 24
black student marched into
,The running argument was
floats, are expected to take part.
.
_
„
.
a
touched JaiL when one „student the auditorium carrying-the..
questioned him about his black nationalist flag and
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)-An attorney told the Kentucky
standing
in the door of his planted the tricolor in an aisle
continued
expects
a
Wednesday
that
he
Association
Hospital
Atlanta restaurant in the early near the front.
increase in the number of mal-practice suits filed in the state.
During his address Ma9dox
1960's with a pick handle to
William 0. Guethlein of Louisville told the association's.43rd
block blacks from entering in had decried the lack of honesty
annual meeting that doctors and hospitals are winning about 75 to
-.1044Y4.-Jakt
-91-,..t32141-9rtitrt4
pectrically* inentftined
' Tie said thenumber of malpractice suits filed in the state has tegraticin.liticians who campaign on
Maddox, now lieutenant
risen from five in 1956 to more than 200 last year.
set of promises and operate
governor of Georgia, justified
a different set of standards
his action by saying that he was
ter election.'
-fighting for the rights of free
"Having watched the picture
enterprise and private property
SAIGON(AP)-Heavy fighting erupted anew today on two sides- which, he asserted, are basic or.three decades," he said,"1-k
an tell you that the gap today is
,
of An Loc,60 miles north of Saigon, after a heavy enemy artillery human rights.
t a generation gap but a truth
He admitted that he is "still a
bombardment of the war-torn provincial capital. Six, North
segregationist and will always ap. And it is not just in
Vietnamese tanks were reported destroyed.
litics. It's in education, the
disclosed meanwhile that ships of the US. 7th be a segreationist."
U.S. ".
hurches, business and the
One student asked how he as a
Fleet battl • orth Vietnamese MTG planes, torpedo boats and
this week in some of the heaviest sea action of the professed segregationist could news media as well."
shore ba
'Maddox, who served. as
Indochina war. Two US.ships were damaged and four crewmen equally repreSehr all people
overnor of Georgia from 1966
were wounded, while one MIG and three torpedo boats were both black and white-as an
o 1970 and was elected
elected public official.
reported destroyed.
Maddox,smartly dressed in a ieutenant governor in 1970
The allied commands also reported that the current North
hen he could not run to-sue--Vietnamese-offensive-;--Anitshed Vietnamese casualties--on-both- bloc,-sports-jacket with-white
himself, recounted several
sides last week to theii highest levels since the 1968 Tet offensive. stripes and two-toned black and
tance6 of corruption and
white shoes, retorted that
Antiwar demonstrations continued into early morning at the government is different,,from ••fficiency he found in state
University of Maryland where 19 persons were arrested Wed- home, business and private government when he assumed
nesday night. Demonstrators threw rocks, fireworks, and property because government that state's highest office.
Dr. Charles G. Hurst, Jr.,
firebombs and police fired tear gas in the most serious clash is supported by tax money from
all Ihe people Land therefore president of Malcolm X College
since the resumption of US. bombing of North Vietnam
in Chicago, was scheduled to be
must serve all people.
triggered a new wave of campus protests.
1 U.
77rr
111
spring
Bombarded repea
y with
ition if Insight "neon Tuesday
campuses. Elsewhere te.achins, workaholic.,'.rallies and class questions on racial matters,
veiling. However, he canceled
boycotts were planned as students set votes on a coordinated Maddox offered some answers.
is,appearance because of
antiwar strike for Friday.
But the tone of the exchange
ess. Efforts are being made
y the student government to
WASHINGTON ( AP)-White House aide Peter M. Flanigan grew louder and louder until he
eschedule his lecture at a later
testifies today on his role in three antitrust cases against In- finally said to his questioners:
"Are you obsessed with race?
te.
ternational Telephone & Telegraph Corp. and his knowledge of
San Diego obtaining this year's Republican National Convention. Race, race, race-I'm sick of it.
In the 20th-and what may be the last-day of public hearings in
the-oontroveray--surrotmding -Acting ,Atty. Gen. Richard G.
(Continued from Page!)
IGeindienst and ITT,Flanigan also was expected to tell the Senate
the world. He is approved by
Judiciary Committee about two meetings attended by ITT of(Coatimed from Page 1)
educators as one of the most
" ficials last year.
cocaine and morphine,less than constructive modern authors.
As popular on the lecture
WASHINGTON (AP)-AFL-CIO President George Meany 2 per cent.
Referred to repeated or platform as for his written
said today President Nixon has failed to control the economy
fairly and effectively. He called- on Congress to revamp wage- habitual users, the study shows works, Mr. Stuart has spoken
that about five per cent of the to hundreds of groups of
price policies and enact an excess-profits tax on business.
Using such words and phrases as "mess," "farce," "empty students use amphetamines on educators and students. He is in
promises," "dismal record," "unjust," and "unbalances," a regular basis. Feger said constant demand throughout
much of that use is by students the, nation and neighboring
Meany said the system is weighted against the American
working man with rising prices, rising profits and depressed in an effort to keep awake states as well as throughout his
examination home state of Kentucky. Anduring • the
wages.
nually he travels thousands of
schedule.
Findings of habitual users of miles by automobile and air to
hallucinogens, barbiturates and speak to fellow Americans.
Mrs. Hodges has endeared
SAN ANTONIO, Tex. 1 APT-Former President Lyndon B. opiates were reported by Segal
herself
to audiences both far
said
less
"negligible."
He
to
be
Johnson has improved enough from a heart rhythm problem to
than one per cent use drugs in and wide with her wit and
allow his heart specialist to return home to Georgia.
Dr. J. Willis Hurst of Atlanta flew here Monday after Johnson any of these three categories charm on the stage, as she
brings forth the best of any book
had a brief burst of rapid heart action while recuperating from a regularly.
The research also shows that she reviews. She lives the parts,
heart attack.
as she shares them with the
On Tuesday, Hurst said he probably would spend several days drug use is distributed about
.audience.
She has preteAted
sexes
and
between
the
equally
here, but officials at the Army's Brooke Gencral Hospital said
that freshman and senior more than one thousand book
Hurst returned home Wednesday evening.
"President Johnson's irregular heart action extra beats has students are the heaviest users. reviews for university, college,
"Freshman seem to tend to high schools, civic, fraternal
improved in a very gratifying manner," the hospital said Wednesday. "He continues to feel well And his progress is quite experiment more-and- most and church groups in Illinois,
often quit using the drugs," Tennessee, Kentucky,
satisfactory.Segal explained, "while the Washington, and Idaho.
TOKYO ( AP)-The Chinese People's Institute of Foreign Af- senior class includes more of
Her professional affiliations
fairs has hosted a banquet in Peking for Sens. Mike Mansfield of those who have become 'Include membership in
the
Montana and Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania, now on three-week visit habitual users through their International Platform
to mainland China.
previous years."
Speakers' Association. She is
The New China News Agency said that among the Chinese ofSuggesting that the research listed in "Dictionary of Inficials present at the banquet Wednesday was Kuo Mo-jo, vice "may be a reflection of the type ternational Biography" and
chairman of the National People's Congress Standing Committee. of student who comes to Murray "Who's Who Among InMansfield, Democratic leader in the Senate, and the State," Segal said that about 95 ternational Performers in
the
Republican leader arrived in. Peking Tuesday.
per cent of the students who Fine Arts."
have never used drugs report a
HOLLYWOOD( AP Pk-Actor Charles Boyer will end a five-year
religious affiliation.
absence from movies to costar as a 210-year-old man in a musical
Segal compared the drug use
remake of "Lost Horizon," producer Ross Hunter announced
(Continued from Page Il
survey to a similar study made
Wednesday.
department Murray Middle School. Most of
Boyer will fly from his home in Paris for the role this summer. in the psychology
last year on drinking. He said the boys in the Impact team are
His last film was "Barefoot in the Park," in 1967.
the comparison shows "that planning to become ministers
WASHINGTON ( AP T-Agriculture Secretary Earl L. Butz,-just
more students -drink than use and most of the girls plan to be
back from Moscow, was asked to comment on his impressions of
drugs."
missionaries.
Soviet Communist party Chairman Leonid Brezhnev and Butz
Of 88 students questioned in
Rev. Paul Thornhill, pastor of
recalled that the subject of rainfall come up in their discussions.
the drinking study, 69 said they the Murray Church of the
"He talked about the difficulty of crop production in the
drink-mostly beer.
Nazarene, said they
were
Ukraine with limited rainfall where they have about 16 or 17 inSegal went on to say that 19 of pleased that Robin had joined
ches," Butz said Wednesday.
the 60 who drink show the the team and felt she would be a
"He said that with that kind of rainfall neither the capitalist god
potential to be problem real asset to their work.
nor the Communist god can get corn."
drinkers, demonstrating such
Miss Bayles has one sister,
as drinking Kathy, age eleven, a fifth grade
warning, signs
MIAMI, Fla. ( AP)-Gus Hall, general secretary of the Comalone, drinking before break- student at - the Murray Middle
munist party in the United States, met Wednesday with North
fast and permitting their School. Thetr mother, Mrs.
Vietnamese leaders in Hanoi, Radio Havana reports.
drinking to interfere with their Foley, is assistant operations
The broadcast, monitored in Miami,said Hall and a delegation
everyday ,lives.
officeeat the Murray Ilratich of
of other American Communist party officials met with the
He added that the research the Hopkinsville Federal
secretary of the North Vietnamese. Communist Workers party.
"The principal subject of the-ta)ts was the coordination of the - shows that the incidence of 'Savings and Loan- Associatioh.
'TgoiffMridVtgrielt against -1718- aggrtisnwrar-tftwrismar-Tyr
related to whether they come grade science at Trigg County
Indochina and also the relations between the Communist parties
from a wet or dry county.
School, Cadiz.
...
in both countires," the broadcast said.
•

World News Briefs

Survey ...

Stuart ...

People In The News

Robin Bayles...

Dr. Hatcher Renamed President
Of Kentucky's Folklore Society
Mildred
Dr.
Hatcher..
associate professor of English
at Murray State University,
was reelected head of the
Kentucky Folklore Society,
which met during KEA, in
Louisville, on April 14. This is
Dr. Hatcher's third consecutive
term to serve as president of
this organization. Formerly she
had been a member _of_ the _
Board of
The program for this meeting
featured a nationally known
folksinger, Mrs. Yvonne
Gregory, who accompanied her
songs with either her dulcimer
o or her autoharp; Dr. George
Boswell, professor of English,
University of Mississippi, and a
past president of the society,
who discussed "Faulkner'S
Folklore"; and Walter D.
Haden, a.ssistant ,professor of
English at the University of
Tennessee at Martin, who gave
a paper on "Vernoh Dalhart."
Thenl following a request that
he do so, he concluded his
contribution-by singing one of
Dalhart's songs.
Before coming to Murray, Dr.
Hatcher had been the president
of the Tennessee Folklore
Society for her second term and

„

the position of NCTE Liabon
officer for the Middle Tennessee
English Group. For more than
twenty years she has been
active in the National Council of
Teachers of English, which she
has served at various times as a
member of panel discussions, a
judge
of
the
Annual
Achievement Awards, a special
Public relations representative
for the Golden Anniversary,
later as a member of the public
relations committee, and a
program participant at several
annual conventions. At present,
she ishy appointment the_DICTE
liaison officer ffor the F.D.E.A.
English Group of Kentucky.
Having published numerous
articles in the journals of
folklore organizations of different states, and in other
publications, Dr. Hatcher is
listed in the "Dictionary of

sketched in "Who's Who of
American Women"; "Two
Thousand
Women
of
Achievement" (London,
"American
England);
Scholars," third abd fourth
editions; "Leading
Personalities of the South"; "Who's
Who in the South and -Southwest"; "Who's, Who in
-A-irser
E duce tiv&';
"Community Leaders of
America"; 'The Royal Blue
Book"; the "National Register
of Prominent Americans"; and
"Kentucky Lives."

Edgar Pride's
Mother Expires
On Wednesday
Mrs. Emma M. Pride, mother
of Edgar Pride of Fairlane
Drive;- Murray, passed away
Wednesday at two p.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. She
was 84 years of age and her
death followed an extended
illness.
was arnembr
The
of the Clay Baptist Church at
Clay. She was born July 30, 1887,
Clayin
and was the daughter of
the late Wayne and Mannie
Moore Hammack.

Ica
HELP WANTED

Mission Control advised them
to take more potassium to
avoid possible irregular heart
beats.

Death Claims
Mrs. Masan
Mrs. Hinchcliff
At Hospital
Dies Tuesday

Word has been received of the
death of Mrs. Oapl Hinchcliff Of
PhOenix, Arizona, age 63, who
died Tuesday at three- p.m.
while undergoing open , heart
surgery at a hospital there.
Mrs. Hinchcliff was the
daughter of the late George and
Bertha Cooper Myers of
Calloway
County and the
granddaughter of the late Jim
Frank and Alice Kelley Myers
and Jeff and Alma Cooper, all of
Calloway County. She lived in
Paducah and Marion before
moving to Phoeniii in 1950. She
was the widow of Harry Hinchcliff.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Peggy Wease and Mrs.
Kathy Copen, two sons, Albert
and Robert Hinchcliff, and
seven grandchildten'.. all of
Phoenix, Arizona; one sister,
Mrs. Wanda Long Trafalger of
-Indiana; one brother, George
Myers, Jr., of Paducah; aunt,
Mrs. Dolly Haley Of Murray;
uncle,Eafford Cooper "of Hazel.
Route One; several relatives-in
Calloway County.
Funeral servicesavill be held
Funeral • Horne,
Arizona.

Phoenix,

Death claimed Mrs. Maggie
Mason of -Hazel on Wednesday
at 2:30 p.m7 at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. She
was 78 years of age and the wife
of Everett Mason, retired rural
mail carrier who died April 8,
1954.
Mrs. Mason was a member of
the Hazel Baptist Church. She
was born December 16, 1894, in
Calloway County and was the
daughter of the late Tom
Outland and Alice Housden
Outland. ,
- The deceased is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Rex
Robinson of Puryear. Tenn.;
one son, William I Billy ) Mason
of Hazel; one brother, Leonard
Outland of Hazel; four grandchildren; one great grandchild.
The funeral will be held
Friday at twap.m. at the chapel
of the Miller Funeral Home,
Hazel, with Rev. B.R. Winchester officiating.
Pallbearers will be Bob
Miller, Johnny Valentine, Jack
Newport, Ralph White, Homer
Maddox, and Gaylord .Forrest.
• Internient will be in the Hazel
Cemetery
with
the
Funeral Home where friends
may call.

HELP WANTED

WANTED: .
SALESMAN

lnsu
Joke

FOR REAL ESTATE FIRM
Reallstate Experience Necessary

Apply In Person To . . .

DON TUCKER, Realtor
502 Ma le Street
SPRING HAS sprung! The
weather's great-so get out of the
house, start earning money as an
Avon Representative. Discover
hova-: easy it. _is to sell_ Avon
products to friendly people. Call
collect 365-9424 before 8:30 Lin.
or write Mrs. Janet Kunick,
Mgr., Route 2 Box 136-A, Princeton, Ky. 42445.
A22C

WANTED FLOOR Lady or
foreman for a knit shirt factory.
Must know how to instruct and
assume responsibility. Phone
eellect - S02-443-6491,- -Paducah.
A24C
Shirt Company.

YOUNG MAN to operate dish
machine and do general kitchen
work, 4 to 5 hours nightly. Experience preferred. No phone
Apply Colonial House
WANTED EXPERIENCED
A26C
Smorgasbord.
Welder. Apply; in -pel-SOilto-Five
Points Welding Shop.
TFC
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS!!
WANTED BABY-SITTER on Cooks, waitresses, dishwasher.
A20C
weekendsin my home. Must have Phone 753-6713. •
471,
9719,
WARTED 'klillEONE
lend a
garden at 1102 Olive Street.
Phone 753-2519.
1TP
EARNINGS AVERAGE $3.00 an
hour as counselors for Vanda
Beauty Counselor Cosmetics. No PART TIME counter girl wanted.
experience necessary. Equal Apply in person Big B Cleaners,
opportunity. Phone 489-2416. A21C Central Shopping Center. A21C

Survivors areher son, Edgar
Pride of Murray; two sisters,
Mrs.CT. Vaughn of Evansville,
FOR SALE
Ind., and Mrs. Margaurite
Duskin of Downey, California;
TRIUMPH 650 motorcycles; 1971
four grandchildren; seven great
Bonneville, 1970 and 1968 Tiger.
grandchildren.
Phone 435-4895 after 4:30
Funeral services will be held p.m.
A21P
Friday at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Edwards Funeral Home, 1971 SCHULT MOBILE hOme,
Clay, With Rev. Cecil Irvin- 127)&5', Early
La.t decor.
officiating. Burial will be in the Two bedrooms, utility room, Will
International Order of Odd sell cheap or take over payments.
Fellows Cemetery at Clay.
Phone 435-5852 or 435-5851. A25C
Friends may call at the funeral
home.
FNNLS SS & XB Restaurant
guest checks, sold at cost, $10.00
The J.H. Churchill Funeral per case (100 books). Sold in case
Home of Murray had charge of lots only. Ledger &'Times Office
Or
tee .
ISC

Mission Control emphasized
there was no concern about the
health of the-men and that the
move
was
merely
precautionary.
Capsule communicator Don
Peterson told them medical
analysis indicated "your potassium levels are running a little
low and we recommended you
drink more orange juice.
You've got a long day ahead,
so we recommend you eat more
food."
A potassium-laced diet was
ordered for Apollo 16 after the
Apollo 15 moon walkers suffered episodes of irregular
heartbeats last summer.
John W. Young and Charles

TH1
APRII
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Apollo 16 Astronauts Prepare
To Descend From Lunar Orbit
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(API ,- Two Apollo 16 astronauts separated their lunar
ship Orion from the command
ship today and prepared to descend from orbit to explore
where man has never been-a
mountain region of the Moon.
John W. Young and Charles
M. Duke Jr. cast off on their
lunar adventure three hours
after they donned their moon
suits and climbed into Orion,
the moon landing module, to
thoroughly check cohimunications, fuel, electrical and
other systems.
Eager to start, they boarded
the ship 40 minutes early.

Se
•1

FOR SALE
ONE GOOD- used Tappan gas
range and one Frigidaire
refrigerator. AlsoliT Buick body.
Phone 435-5993 after 5:00
p.m.
A22C
CREOSOTED-POLES and Penta
treated lumber. Also styrofoam
logs for dock flotation. Murray
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
Street.
1TC
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NEW X-11 Reducing Plan, 42
tablets $3.06. Money Back
Guarantee. Safe-T Discount
A22C
MOBILE HOME, 12'x60', four
bedrooms, 111 baths, furnished,
excellent condition. Central heat
and air. Phone 492-8304.
A22C

PANASONIC CAR stereo with
me airaf&r, speakers, casette
. Value $185.00. For
M. Duke Jr. were set for an
$125.00 Phone Bruce,753afternoon drop to a rugged, un9251..
A25C
dulating plateau high in Ire
Descartes Mountains where WESTERN SADDLE, practically
they seek proof of ancient vol- new. One shallow well pump and
canic activity and hope to find tank,--$2Q.00. -One- old-milk can:
the source of original lunar Phone 753-5809.
A21C
rock.
Touchdown of the landing REFRIGERATOR, $25.00. 9,700
ship Orion was scheduled for BTU Fedders air conditioner,
3:41 p.m. EST, leaving Thomas $40.00. Old boy's bicycle, 26",
K. Mattingly II alone in lunar $10.00. Phone 753-7228 afternoon
orbit.
and evening only.
A25C

Mr. Metzger
Passes Away
Last Night

LOUISV
may not b
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SUZUKI 100 motorcycle. Good
condition. Phone 492-8644 after
6:00 p.m.
A21P

TABLE TOP electric water
heater, 30' of ,2" flexible copper
tubing, 6 metal folding chairs,
mirror dresser with chair and
two small matching storage
chests. 38"x56" garage window,
pole lamp, Phone 753-7477. A21C
Henry F. Metzger of 1605
Kirkwood Drive, Murray, died
suddenly Wednesday at 11:45 CLEAN RUGS,like new,so easy
p.m. at Brownsville, Tenn. He to do with Blue Lustre. Rent
was stricken ill while he and his electric shampooer $1. Big K.
wife were on a business trip 'at Bela ire Shopping Center.
A22C
Brownsville.
The Murray man was 63 years EXCELLENT, efficient,
of age and had been associated economical, Blue Lustre carpet
with the Kuhn Brothers for cleaner. Rent electric shampooer
many years. He and his family $1: Begley Drug-Store. Central
had resided in Murray for the :Shopping Center.
A22C
past eighteen years and he
managed the Kuhn's Store on
YELLOW AND Chrome formica
the west side of the court
top breakfast table with extra 12"
square before it closed the first
leaf and four upholstered matof the year. He was now with the
ching chairs. See at 1506 CanKuhn Brothers working with
terbury Drive, Canterbury
special problems at the stores
Estates.
.A2INC
throughout the area.
Mr. Metzger is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Edna Deering CRAFTSMAN 10" Bench saw,
Metzger of 1605 Kirkwood like new. Used just a few hours.
Drive, Murray; twin daughters, Phone 753-7948.
A25P
Mrs. Stephen
Henrietta )
Morgan, 405'South 12th Street,
Murray, and Mrs. James SPINET ORGAN, Mediterranean
Jane 1- 'Hall ot-NrMinTwille, style, 244 - note manual, 13 note
Tenn.; one son, Bill Metzger of pedal board, Leslie speaker,
, Somerset; ore sister, Mrs. Fay 'automatic
ghythm
drum,
chimes,
etc.
Durham of Chattanooga, Tenn.; cymbals,
one brother, A. B. Metzger of Reasonable. Phone Mayfield 247Auburn, Ala.; one grandson, 6842;
ADC
Stephen Carter. Morgan 61 4
South
th -Street, Murray.
Funeral arrangements are FIELDS HOLIDAY lantern,
el43
00
1 41x for pickup.bed. _
incomplete,. but .1
6-45"`Fiid
M
rM. ax iurc ill
Funeral Home after ten a.m. on windows. Price $250.00. Phone J.
T. Todd,753-4935 or 753-5606. A21C
Friday.
.
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Insurance Man Goes Through With
Joke; Wins Gourmet Cooking Contest
LOUISVILLE, Ky.( AP)- It
may not be easy to be a gourmet cook, but it doesn't always
take a lot of experience, as a
Louisville insurance man can
tell you.
He won a gourmet cooking
contest once, without previously
having cooked anything more
complicated than a hot dog.
His specialty: a roast suckling pig with an apple in its
mouth.
The man who cooked it insists that his name not appear
in print.
The occasion was an art show
for the Louisville Art Association. The organizers thought it
would be interesting to have
the ten best gourmet cooks in
Louisville prepare their specialties and award prizes.
The chef-for-a-day says the
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A20C
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when he found his named listed
as one of the proposed cooks,
and his spatially listed as roast
suckling pig.
The first thing I did," he
says,"was look up-my name in
the phone book. There were two
listed, but they were both me.
So the one in the paper couldn't
be anyone else."
He found out it wasn't; a
friend had submitted his name
and "speciality," and he had
been chosen as one of the ten
competitors.
"I figured the only possible
-response to a- joke of.that kind
was to go through with it," he
says.
The problems started right
away. "I decided I should cook
two pigs," he says, "one for
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practice, and one for the show
itself.
"One difficulty was finding a
pig. A suckling pig is a baby
one. I called all the butchers,
but they don't have piglets. And
the farmers around here didn't
have any either, because that
Was the time of. the year tvhen
they put piglets out and let
them eat a lot and they grow
very big, very fast"
"I drove to Scottsburg, Indiana, where there was a farmer with pigs that were still
small. Even then it wasn't
easy, because the little pigs
a all in a _pen, and, he
wasn't about to go in and catch
one for me.
"So," he continues, "I had to
go in and get one myself."
When he finally did get a pig,
up: killanother problem came
Mgr.-- "The closest I'd ever come to
anything like that was seeing a
steak on my plate, so I didn't
even know where to start.
"They had an old map there
though, • who made .his living
just killing things,'so I asked
him to do it forine ---

Crowner Named
State Chairman

Jack Crowner,Farm Director
for WAVE Radio and Television
•uisville,. has been wimps'
June Dairy Month Chairman
for the State of Kentucky for
1972. Announcement of his
selection was made by Harmon
H. Barlow, Jr., Route 2, Cave
City, President of American
Dairy Association of Kentucky.
Aer June Dairy Month
Chairman Crowner will direct
e mon r ong spec _ events o
ADULTS 96
pproximately 25,000 dairy
NURSERY 6
armers of Kentucky. These
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
ctivities range from milking
Baby Girl Green ( Doris Ann),
tests to parades, athletic
Route 1, Kirksey.
vents, and county dairy
DISMISSALS
incess contests in all sections
Mrs. Sandra Lee Clayton and
f the State.
Bah), Girl, Route 3, Murray,
A graduate of Michigan State
William Hugh Shipley, Box
Hazel, Miss_ Mary Elizabeth
Smith, 801 Waldrop, Murray,
Richard Allen Payne, New
Concord, Mrs. Margaret
Druscilla Hughes; Puryear,
Tenn Mrs. Mary Jane Roberson, Route 1, Alino, Ronald
Dean Carroll, 505 North 5th,
Murray, James Napolean
Kindred, New Concord, James
Graves Burkeen, Route 3,
Murray, Solon S. Shackelford,
703 Elm St., Murray, Mrs. Polly
Graves Keys, 1322 West Main,
Murray,IVIrs_liois Irvan Miller,
1401 Main, Murray.

Hospital Report

April 16, 1972
ADULTS 102
NURSERY ..5
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Jack Crowner
Baby Girl Ferguson (Mrs.
Ferguson),
1506 College with a degree in Radio
LuRae
and Television and minors '
Parklane Dr., Murray.
Agriculture and Journalism,
DISMISSALS
Crowner has served in man
Miss Karen Linn Carraway,
leadership capacities includin.i
522 S. 7th St., Murray, Walter
chairman of the Kentucky
Hopkins, Rt., 1, Almo, Mrs,
Association of IFYE.; an
Patricia Lynn Morrison and
president of the Kentucky Fa
Baby Girl, Rt. 5, Benton, Miss
Press and Radio Association
Joyce Faye Kendall, Rt. 2,
He has originated programs fo
Puryear-, Tenn.. Mrs. Jane -radio and
television aUdiences
Stubblefield Potts and Baby
in a 70-county area of IndianBoy, Rt. 2. Murray, James Dale
and Kentucky on almost al
Cochran, 732 Fairlane Dr., phases of agriculture.
Jac
Murray, Mrs. Novie Hale. 635 'Crowner
has
receive
Murray Ct.,
Murray, Mrs.
numerous national regional an
Anna Myrtle Dill, Box 567, state . awards
including:
Murray, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth
Distinguished Service Award
Miller, 713 Riley Cts., Murray, from the National
Future
Milburn Evan, Rt. 6, Murray, Farmers; The Hoosier
Co-op
Gardner Thomas Edwards, Rt.
Award for 1969 from all the
2, Hazel.
Cooperatives in Indiana;
Kentucky
Bureau
April 17. 1972 •
Communications
Awards:
ADULTS. 107
National Farmers Organizatio
NURSERY
Radio-TV Award; Nationa
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Milk Producers Co-op Award
Baby Boy Ringstaff !Mrs. Kentur.ky
Honrary Sta
Agnes Ringstaff ), Rt. 6, Benton. Farmer Degree; Indian
DISMISSALS
Honorary
State
Farmer
Miss Dorothy Sue.Holt, Rt. I, Degree; Indiana Farm Burea
Dexter, Mrs. Betty Lou Smith, Appreciation Award; Kentucky_
104 Mimosa, Murray, Frank 4-11 Meritorious Service Award;
Jay Wainscott, 1628 Farmer, Kentucky Quarter Horse
Murray. James Harrison Love, Association
Award; .plu.
205 S. 12th St., Murray, Mar- numerous county and chapter
shall Foster, Hazel, Connie Awards.
Elihu Cain, Sr., Rt, 5, Murray,
His hobbies are 9uite unusual.
Williim Freeman Fitts, 113 N. His main hobby is sarving as
7th St., Murray, Ebert Alfred Major in the U.S._ Air Fort'
Patterson, 407 S. 10th St.". Reserve, and his unit in In-

It turned out that things still
weren't going to be simple, because the old man insisted that
the chef-to-be help him kill and
Skin a cow before he would dispatch the pig. So the incipient
chef helped slaughter the cow,
the old man killed the pig, and
the prospective culinary whiz
drove him with it.
With the help of a cookbook.
he began his adventure.
"I was glad I decided to cook
one pig before the. one* for the
show," he says. "I learned a
lot on that first pig. It wouldn't
fit in the oven, and I had to
sort of push it into itself to get
it in. It came out looking more
like a roasted dromedary than
a roasted pig.
-Also, I found out you have
to open the pig's mouth before
rigor mortis sets in, or you
can't get Wok/fed later to ptit the apple in. If you open it after
it's cooked, it tears the skin and
doesn't look good.
"So you have to open we
mouth as soon as the pig is
killed and put a peg in to hold
it."
-Having learned these lessons,
he was ready to try his newfound specialty for the contest.
He made arrangements with a
local stockyard employe, who
'agreed-to-bend the rulesa little
and get him a baby pig.
The man called the office one
day to say he was leaving work
and was leaving-a -baby pig in
a phone booth in front of the
plant.
"I couldn't talk him into
waiting till I got there," the insurance man says, "or giving
me the pig some other time.
"Ittook my secretary exactly
half an hour to tell everyone in
the middle of the day to pick
up a pig in a phone booth."
So with his one-pig culinary
experience in mind and his
cookbook in hand, he was ready
to start on the second pig.
He roasted and basted carefully, and gently put the apple
in-the-propped upen inoutlf.
-Be took his masterpiece and
set it up at the contest.
His heart sank.
"There was a man there with
a huge salmon that was just
gorgeous," he says, "and another fellow had a pheasant
with the feathers still in it _that
was very elaborate."
When the judges came
around, one of them warned
him of his chances.
"This is a very hard thing
you've tried to do," she told
him, "if it isn't done just right,
the meat gets dik-a-out because
pigs at that age don't have any
fat."
"She -took a piece of the pig,
looked at it, and put it in her
mouth. Her brow wrinkled, and
I thought l was lost."
Then she pronounced her decision.
"Excellent! I don't know how
you did it," she said.
The man won first prize. And
the pig was devoured by the art
patrons until only a skeleton remained.
"One very conservatively and
well dressed -gentleman with
his elegant looking lady came
by after it was all gone and
asked for some, he says. -I
just pointed at the skeleton. But
they spotted some meat on one
of the bones.
"So he reached in and tore it
off the skeleton, and this very
refined looking couple wandered off among. the art patrons gnawing on their pig

4'Ffir:m

Gertrude Billington
„Cony. Div.).

From

six month's active did) in
Vietnam.

Many phone calls came in
after the triumph was announced in the papers, from
people wanting advice on cooking.
"I tried to tell them the
truth, that I didn't know anything about it, but they
wouldn't believe it, he says.
"They told me I just didn't
want to reveal my secrets."
A little while later, another
group in the city decided the
gourmet cook idea was a good
one, and called asking for a. repeat performance.
What might have been a
brilliant chef's career was cut
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. _
on our bright ideas, too. They
could pay off handsomely.
AQUARIUS
41:4
1Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
If you have a problem to
solve, wait until the early afternoon when planetary influences will be better than in
the a.m... You may have to
modify some of your demands.
PISCh'S
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )01:.\P
Though restlessness and
sonic contention may prevail, it
is within your power to cope
with them and make this day a.
memorable one.
YOU BORN TODAY are . a
.e...„ imaginative
•dividual ; endowed with a great
love of beauty and marked
manual dexterity. Benevolent
toward your fellowmen, you
often become physicians,
nurses and workers in
humanitarian cautes. -You-zr1soa cursory glance.
have a deep -love for family and
CANCER
home; are a traditionalist at
(June 22 to July 23) et) heart and extremely proud of:.
Avoid extremes in action or your heritage. The arts appeal
words. This can be a day of to you and, properly trained,
tremendously useful per- you could make a great success
formance if you note immediate as a writer, designer, interior
needs,..and_forget past disap- ciecoratoT or painter. Other
pointments.
fields suited to your talents:
LEO
Teaching, horticulture, danc(July 24 to Aug. 23) %/244a ing, lecturing. Traits to curb:
Many problems which have Obstinacy and a tendency to be
been bothering you may be dogmatic. Birthdate of: Queen
resolved-now. Good deeds-of the Elizabeth
of England; H.A.
past may also pay off. It should Taine, French historian, critic.
be a very happy day.
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
VIRGO
.nclud,ng a detallecl day
FOR 1972
10
t Aug.- 24-tfr Sept. 23) 11P-% -kay4Liskc loaatis1.--4001131110 pde,
one and marnage, and a corn
If you attentpt to gain your
prehens,ke character analysis —
now evadable For yOur dSerSOnat
way by unconventional methforecast. send SI 00 plus 25 centS
cool for postage and handling to
ods, it could cause discord.
newspaper. care of Horoscope Book
Emphasize reason, logic, harDepartment. Box 173. Oka Chelsea
Slaton, New York, N V 10011 Print
mony.
your NAME. ADDRESS w.th ZIP, and
DATE OF BIRTH
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 'Den
Situations may place you in
n ct with
o
who are
.
e otcmg ru .
rg e
will. not get you anywhere,t
however. Be discreet and
amiable.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nilet'
;
If yesterday was well spent,
this day should be even better.
Your thinking should be sound
-and-you- have- e-few-chance -to
take a big step forward.
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) eri
d
If in doubt as to procedures,
consult an expert who can set
you straight. But, once having
solicited the advice, do not
ignore it.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) bit"
Be prepared for interruptions, necessary delays.
Some order and specifics will be
disrupted, perhaps not showing
ecIW till later. Clew the at,
mosphere of tensko___
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21) .
Admonition for this day:
Avoid haste in all things,
especially in making decisions.
Look closely at all situations.

IS

th's

History beats out 'progress'
Government right-of-ways
usually roll over everything in
their paths. If a house blocks a
street eitetisiim OtTiVidehing,'
out comes the house. Right?
.
-Wett, usually: -Rat
recent events at historic Thoroughfare'Gap, Va., may have
turned all that around, at least
in special cases.
A new stretch of Interstate 66
freeway was blueprinted
through Thoroughfare Gap. It
was to run through an old sixstory stone mill, once occupied
in turn by both Union and Confederate forces during the Second Battle of Bull Run.
Federal highway officials
were told by local citizens that
the mill was 220 years old and
'steeped in American history.
So Interstate 66 turned aside
for Beverley's Mill. Plans were
-redeafted'so-rnotortsts-will be
able to see the mill as they ride
past, just as George Washington used to do on horseback
when he traveled through
Thoroughfare Gap.
Francis C. Turner, federal
highway "adrilin-rstriltor,. ex;
plains it this way;
"The preservation of historic
buildings and areas is foremost
in the minds of those of us who
have the responsibility of building today's sorely needed highways."
Even so, there have been instances when the -government
went to court to fight a demand
that it reroute a highway even a
few yards: That's whiit makes
the Thoroughfare Tap story
good news,
Most of the old 'Beverley's
.Mill's machinery is still intact.
Its three-foot-thick walls are
OUtir-a.s ever. During
ington's time the mill was
known as Chapman's Mill, a
name that appears repeatedly
in old Army log books of the
Revolutionary War.

The mill ground flour for sevinto an Isla Vista parking lot
en generations of Chaprnans
and surprised a burglar in the
and supplied American forces
act of jimmying open an apartThrough five wars since it was
ment window:
-.
built in the -1740s. It is a me"Had we begn hi a vehicle, he
morial---of---a -great-American-.
1111V0-41091% -or heard_iis_
family, whose members in- coming and been long gone,"
cluded Dr. Nathaniel Chap- one officer said. "Another adman, first president of the
vantage became apparent
American Medical Associawhen he bolted between two
tion; Parson Weems, who
buildings. He was such a fast
wrote the first biography of
runner we never could have
Washington, and Louisa Chap- caught him on foot, and
man, who was Washington's couldn't have squeezed through
sister-in-law.
in a car. On bikes, we caught
In the Civil War it was a temhim before he'd gone a block."
porary fortress for each side. • The-increased ability to catch
The famed battles nearby were
criminals was an unexpetted
named for the Bull Run Mounbonus when law enforcement
tains through which Thoroughofficials decided to improve.
fare Gap passes.
community relations by putting
After the death of the last
lawmen in closer touch with the
Chapman owner in 1876; the
people they protect.
mill became the Beverley's
-we started by getting menMill_ namedfix the
owner- -out-of-their -vehicies,:"___Boseles._.__
explains. "Ptilice cars-physSo if you're driving along Inically isolate. TOO many cititerstate 66 in Virginia somezens only see a 'cop' as he rolls
day, be on the lookout for Bevby in a big cruiser, and rarely
erley's Mill and think of the
meet him unless there's trouWile that the government used
ble."
some ._common_ sense and let
progress giire wicji tifililat&y. There was a time not too long
ago when cops and University
of California at Santa Barbara
students mixed like gasoline
and water.
Today the student rioting at
nearby Isla Vista and the'core___
stant clashes with police have
subsided. Now policemen
astride ten-speed bicycles are
catching burglars and making
friends on the UCSB campus
and at ISIa- Vista. •
The cycle-borne cops fit nicely into a campus community
where more than 10,000 bikes
used every day-Uasli-Po-lice Chief Derry Bowles says
the bicycle patrol is working
out well.
The other day, for example,
two officers wheeled quietly

Six Officers
ANNAPOLIS, Md. ( AP) -Six Navy chief petty officerswill be assigned to the commandant of midshipmen at the:
U.S. Naval Academy to advise
--fatttrelunior officers-on how to
deal with enlisted men.
Capt. Phillip J. Ryan, deputy
commandant,said their assignment was a result of the academy's constant evaluation -4 .
midshipmen training.
"We discovered that the
whole area of enlisted relations
was a vo'-he_said_."iniact,
about the only contact our midshipmen had with enlisted personnel was on the summer
cruises and then not for a very
extended period of time."

c_o4„
%.1scrFEDDERS

SAGITTARIUS
4 Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
4(
You should find yourself freer
to spend the day according to
your own desires now. Stellar
influences favor the completion
of confidential financial arrangements.
CAPRICORN
!Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) v..) 61'
Your outlook and approaches
will be most important now. In
all that you do, consider your
motives carefully. Do capitalize

Exhibition Race
Scheduled Sunday
An afternoon program of
exhibition harness racing will
be conducted next Sunday at
The Red Mile
under the
sponsorship of the Gentlemen's
Driving Club of Lexington
Admission will be free.
Albert Adams, president of
the Gentlemen's Driving Club.
several
announced
that
,exhibition, non-wagering races
would be held, serving as tuneup for the Red Mile sprim:
racing season, which ))per,
Friday, April 28.
The program will start at 1
p.m. and free educationa:
literature will be distributed
the public.
There will be other
giveaways for children If
eluding coloring books an
comic books.
Touritit protection
%ItN11,.4 it PII - Rot.
.eciiritilirector. of .1, ;11,
'Manila,
the
metropolitan police
tourist police of the Tra% el all,!
Industry Board hase
the Hotel Securit!,
to coordinate a campaign t,
ensure the %arty Ill
%isitors in downtown
Ermita
Belt). Jaim
de las- Rosa,
officer. says the tvevm Intl. oti
is-ill help in sids iitg tt,iiri.t
problems in general.
and
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KNOXVILLE, Tenn.—The
development of a new mobile
envi-raninentel education
laboratory is among an array of
iprogriuns involved this year in
TVA efforts to encourage environmental awareness in the
Tennessee Valley.
"We need to make young
people aware of the enyiror-nental problems we face

today, and the opportunities for
environmental improvement,
so they will be able to learn
skills that can be applied to
these _opportunities in the
future," according to Jonathan
Wert, TVA specialsist who
works with schools throughout
the region to help establish
environmental education
Programs.

Development of the new
mobile learning laboratory Is
part of the effort. This
demonstration van, which will
be operated by Mr& Geraldine
Hall of TVA's Division of
Forestry, Fisheries, and
Wildlife Development, will help
give teachers the equipment
they need to conduct lessons in
the field.

". .
441hen *Where plan afield
trip to aTVA- reservation-or—We
farm, late, or river in the
Knoxville-Oak Ridge area, they
can call us and we'll follow'
them out with the mobile lab,"
Mrs. Hall said. "We expect to
have it in operation this fall—
but we hope to have an opportunity to show it to teachers
at werkshops this-summer."

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Thursday Evening *
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10:30 Tonight
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9:40 News
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* Ledger & Times TV Schedule For Friday *
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5:25 Weather
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7:00 Etridy!s
9:30 Creat. Feat.
3:30 News
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6:30 Apollo-16
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5:00
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10:00 News
6:00 News
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10:00 News
4:00 Movie
News
5:30
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6:30 Dragnet
10:30 Theatre
4:30 Dance Party 10:30 Apollo-16
5:25 News
8:00 Room L272
6:00 News
7:00 Sanford-Son 600 News
530 News
11130 Anderson
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700 O'Hara
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9:30 Primus
7:00 Sanford-Son
7:00 Meeting
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8:00 Movie
10:00 News
7:30 Movie
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
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10:30 Tonight
9:30 Felony-Sqd
9:30 Don-Rickles
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10:00 News
10:00 News
10:00 News
.
12:00 Movie
10:30 Movie
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10:30
11:30 Movie
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000
: The Hour
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10:30 Bewitched
11:00 Password
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1230 Make-Deal
1:00 Newtyweds
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18 Counties
To Receive
Bookmobiles

The lean*, "toels" -in -the_Include
binoculars, microscopes, insect
collecting and mounting
equipment,,nets, an underwater
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Gov.
scope, and other items.
Another new TVA en- Wendell H. Ford has announced
vironmental education effort is the names of 18 Kentucky
growing around the 60-year-old counties that will receive new
Nolichticky :Dan which im- bookmobile this year.
pounds Davy CrOckett Lake
The 18 counties are: Bell,
near Greeneville, Tennessee. Caldwell, Christian, Clark,
During planning to retire the Estill, Floyd, Greenup, Hardin,
dam's small, obsolete
Hatt, Henderson, Letcher,
generating units, waterfowl Marshall, McCracken, Mercer,
biologists --identified- an *- MiihIenberg,Perry,Shelby-and
portunity to establish a
Union.
sanctuary for ducks and geese
Six of the bookmobiles have
in the 600-acre lake and develop already been delivered to the
an outdoor learning center with counties and the remainder are
trails and observation stations scheduled for delivery by the
'on surrounding land.
end of the summer.
TVA is proceeding with repair
-"The blue-and-white Kenwork_op_theAtc.41
rainfflar
tucky ViolCfriobile-,
built originally, by a private sight throughout the compower company before World mein-wealth, provides inWar I, and is making plans for formation access to citizens in
the educational development. 96 of our 120 counties," the
In Land Between the Lakes Governor said.
families and school, groups
"This small library on wheels
have filled the Conservation
Education Center again this is used ih its traditional role to
families,
spring, according to John reach rural
Paulk,supervisor of the center. schoolchildren and, senior
Hundreds of teachers also will citizens as well as its more
be attending environmental recent service to shopping
education workshops this centers and concentrated urban
summer in Land Between the areas."
Each of the bookmobiles was
40-mile-long
Lakes, the
recreation and 'conservation provided by state funds at a cost
"TVA
Tenwestern Kentucky and
Governor Ford also recomnessee.
mended and the 1972 General
-We have helped establish an Assembly approved the purenvironmental education chase of 12 additional bookcooperative in the northwestern mobiles during the 1972-74
Alabama area, " Pau& said. biennium.
"This Bear Creek Watershed
These,like the first 18. will be
Education distributed to counties which
Environmental
Project involves 13 school request them on the basis of
systems with a combined
need and population to be
enrollment of more than 50,000 served. Basically, the new
students."
bookmobiles will replace those
The Project recently hired that are 1962-64 models or older.
a director who will be helping
en- train teachers in environmental
schools develop
virofimental ,education education techniques.
prograTin utilizing school sites — lir some 50b elementary-and
and community resources in junior high schools across the
watershed. Tennessee Valley, students are
the Bear Creek
TVA is providing financial currently working in the
assistance.
classroom with Arbor Day tree
Another project under way in seed kits put together at Tlilf.A's
the western end of the Ten- Forestry
and
Fisheries
nessee Valley is a cooperative- Laboratory. Soon they will be
effort with Kentucky's Murray setting out the seedlings on

Snail _ _Vitt :will

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
4.invigoral
(colloo)
Ventilate
Doctrines
Trials
Establishes
Regret
Girls name
Openwork
fabric
Prohoun
Behold.

1- Drink Slowly
4 Agreement
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seaport
12 Fuss
13 Ireland
10
II
14 Scandinavian
verse
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16 Chief
19
executive
-22
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21 Negative
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26
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40 Flinch
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5 DAYS

LUXURIOUS HOTEL!MOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS
Meals and Transportation not included
in

FABULOUS

in

EXCITING

or

FLORIDA

MIAMI BEACH • HOLLYWOOD • FT. LAUDERDALE

PLANNED SOCIAL PROGRAM
Beach and Pool Parties ... BarON THE WORLD FAMOUS
beques ... Dancing ... Movies
"STRIP" Around-the-clock daz... Bingo . . . Entertainment .. .
zle and glitter . . . Flirt with
. . . Wading
Dame Fortune in the Casinos!..
Pools . . . Baby Sitters . . . Tots
Stage Extravaganzas with
and Teen Parties . . Playworld's greatest stars of Broadgrounds . . . Supervised Activway, Hollywood and Television!
ities . . All Oceanfront Resorts
Participants or holders of these Certificates will be invited to attend a land
sales presentation by GAC Properties, Inc There is no obligation to attend.

TILLIE',
Ti-h5 lE
56T. 5NDRKLE
AND TfiAT5
CYTO

COMPLIMENTARY!
DINER'S BONUS BOOK

BAHAMA ISLANDS CRUISE

OVERNIGHT WITH STATEROOM on the luxury liner
"FREEPORT•." Visit a native night club, spectacular
gefeing -casino end lavish stage show
. : all at ,special low price.
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YES—SOMETHING
THAT REQUIRES VERY
LITTLE CHEWING --WE HAVE SO MUCH TO
TALK ABOUT
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SAVE PLENTY OF MI
Dining in famous Florida restaurants and visiting world-renowned attractions.

HERE'S HOW YOU GET YOUR "HOLIDAY FOR TWO"
1. Invest '25.00 or more in a 6% Passbook Certificate,
2. Receive your "Holiday for Two" Certificate absolutely FREE!
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Invest $5,000 for 5 Years and
Receive 8 per centinterest
PLUS A New Motorola
Quasar Portable Color TV
Absolutely Free!

Invest $3,000 for 3 Years and
Receive 7'2 per cent Interest
PLUS A New 19" Portable
Motorola B&W TV Absolutely Free!

Invest $1,000 for 1 Year and
Receive 7 per cent Interest
PLUS a New Stereo Tape
Player Absolutely Free!

Purchase Industrial
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Court Dismisses Attempt Radiation
To Delay Telephone Hike dangers
red uced

Ithocrndat Lake
imal's fool
l'S Pune
e of
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Court of Appeals has dismissed an attempt by the state
to void or delay an emergency
$25.5 million yearly rate increase for South Central Bell
Telephone Co.
The brief order Tuesday by
Chief Justice Sam Steinfield—
rejectiny the attorney general's
appear-tdrew a sharp dissent
from Appellate -Jadge Earl Osborne.
"I am of the opinion the attorney general has a right to
know why the action is being
dismissed," he said.
"I sat with the other members of the court during the
oral argument lasting one
hour) and was present in the
conference rooiRwlien the case
was discussed. I am frank to
say I do not know why it is
being dismissed."
Osborne said the South Central rate boost -is excessive to
the point of being confiscatory."
- -He said it -was "arbitrarily
permitted to be placed upon the
telephone users -this state by
the Public Service Commission
as an emergency measure
when no emergency in fact exThe appellate court order
malted another victorious round
for South Central Bell, which so
far has gained - all it wants in
its latest rate request.
The utility has encountered
less luck with its previous re-

PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS, April 16-22, 1972,
will be observed as National
Library Week, and communities throughout the United
States will make a concerted
effort to focus attention on the
importance of reading and
libraries in our national life;
and
WHEREAS,today, more than
ever before, we need to read in
order to be prepared to face our
problems: expand our mastery
of the scientific revolution in
which we live; enlarge our

quest fora $14.8 million rate
boost. That move was sought in
1970, denied by the PSC and appealed by the company.
But before the case came to
any conclusion, South Central
Bell filed for the $25.5 million
extra—not specifying whether it
regarded the previous $14.8 million request as a dead issue.
The PSC on March 16 ordered
the latest rate raise to go into
effect immediately as an emergency measure and said the argument over the increase itself
would be ruled on later.
Hancock appealed to Franklin Circuit Court, which ruled
the emergency approval was
not appealable.
He carried the case to the
high court. which now also has
turned him down.
Thus the new South Central
Bell rates continue, subject to a
refund if the PSC does not
eventually approve the entire
increase.
The telephone utility is the
largest in the state and Serves
73 counties. It contends it must
have the additional revenue to
meet demands for new and improved telephone facilities.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Laura Mur:-. avatild-iiilier petition to
high court that South Central
claims and the Franklin Court
apparently agrees—the PSC order is not appealable because
there is a provision for refunds,
and.it therefore would not determine final legal rights.
"However, it should be pointed out that the -order determines final legal rights for all
those who make long distance
phone calls through a .phone
booth," she said. "There is no
possible way for them to recover the money."
She added the same applies
to anyone whose phone is taken
Out beeause he IS iinabreTo Pity
the higher rates and for those
who cannot afford the higher
installation charged—up from
$8.50 to $22.50.

For years many physicians
have warned that radiation
doses absorbed by people undergoing X-ray scanning might
be dangerously high. Some
doctors have called for a reduction in radiation dosage from
the mobile scanners that tell
children and adults whether
they have tuberculosis.
Now University of Chicago
scientists believe they have developed a fluorescent scanning
device that subjects patients to
less than one-thousandth the
usual radiation dose for chest
and other X rays.
Dr. Paul B. Hoffer of the university and the Argonne Cancer Research Center says the
device can be used safely to detect child diseases or examine
pregnant women.
It uses a solid-state power
system to help cut radiation
and is as accurate as previous
scanning equipment which
throws off doses possibly
harmful to the human body, according to Dr. Hoffer.
The new system has been
used with more than 95 per cent
accuracy in diagnosing more
than 600 thyroid cases, he adds.,
"The detector also can be
to iinprOie The cluality cancer-screening tests, including brain scans," Dr. Hoffer
says. "We hope it will allow the
use of certain radioisotopes in
cancer screening which could
not be used in the past because
the radiations they emitted
were too difficult to detect accurately."

Just as you begin to wonder
whether industry and government really are getting together to achieve some sort of
breakthough in the battle to
clean up the environment,
along come some encouraging
developments in this direction.
One of these is a project in
which St. Louis, Mo., engineers
are building a plant to grind up
rubbish and other municipal
solid wastes to mix with pulverized coal to fire up power
plant boilers and generate electricity.
cisrd by
o
Federal State Market News the city of St. Louis, the Enviof other peoples of the world
ronmental Protection Agency
who are inextricably our neigh- Service April 19, 1972
and the Union Electric
(EPA)
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
bors; renew our spiritual and
Co. •
Report
Market
Includes
9
and
heritage;
cultural
William D. Ruckelshaus,
Buying Stations
WHEREAS,there is a need to
EPA administrator, thinks the
Receipts: Act. 866 Est. 700 experiment has great possibilrededicate ourselves to the
Barrows and Gilts 25 cents ities in the drive to clean up
ideas and ideals of a free
higher Sows steady to 50 cents trash and provide a spin-off
society. Since ours is a society
based on the choices made by lower
product as well.
the many rather than the few, US 1-2 200-230 lbs. M.7
"-qhe fuel value of munici
US 1-3200-250 lbs., 22.75-23.75 solid waste is about half that of
Its greatest concern must be the
development of ever' in- US 2-4 240-260 lbs., n.75-23.25 coal," explains RuckeLshaus.
dividual to his highest capacity. US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 22.25-n.25 "The St. Louis project, if successful, will provide a way to
Its vitality, its very existence Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 19.50-20.50 use energy that otherwise
depend upon the extent to which
all the people have formed the US 1-3 300-500 lbs., 19.00-19.50 would be wasted. The procehabit of finding out; of weighing US 1-3 500-650 lbs., 19.50-20.00 dure would become available to
across
alternatives intelligently; of US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 18.00-19.00 a number of large cities
Boars over 300- lbs., 17.00-18.75 the nation to help solve their
reading to be informed.
waste disposal problems and
WHEREAS, reading has
acquire some additional fuel
always been- an unparalleled
for electric power as well."
source of entertainment,
This is how the process
suddenly "a better-read, betterworks:
informed, America" is imFerrous metals are removed
perative. The printed word has
magnetically before the waste
become a necessity to keep us in
is shredded into particles.
watchful readiness to exercise
Glass and other flame-resistant
materials are ground up along
responsible citizenship. Only a
NEW YORK (API — The
with the wood and paper.
wide variety of reading can
three major television networks
The process will require
inform us of what has been and
announced plans Tuesday for
300 tons of St. Louis
about
what is, and can train the
extended live coverage of the
imagination to forge ahead into astronauts' landing and walks waste a day — nearly 30 per
cent of that collected by city
what might be in the future.
on the moon.
trucks. The ground waste is
THEREFORE, I, Holmes
ABC said its coverage will
Ellis, Mayor of the City of start Thursday at 3:30 p.m. ES- mixed with pulverized coal, at
Murray, Kentucky, .do hereby Tfor the lunar landing, return a ratio of 10 per cent to 90 per
proclaim the Week of April 16- to the air at 7:30 p.m. for the cent respectively.
Soon this mixture will be fed
22, 1972, to be:
first moonwalk and again at to a Union
Electric Co. 125LIBRARY WEEK
11:35 to report the ending of the megawatt boiler unit for a fullwalk.
scale process test. Union Elecand call on our citizens to join in
On Friday, ABC plans live
an occasion which will coverage at 6 p.m., 7:30 p.m., tric's contribution will underwrite the cost of storage, hanrecognize the vitality and 9:25 p.m. and 10115 p.m.
and firing of the solid
dling
strength of the printed word in
Other programming is for waste. EPA has put up
imtoday's world and its
6:30 p.m., 9:15 p.m., 10:25 p.m. $1,743,600 and the city of St.
portance to our survival, and to and 11:30 p.m. Saturday; 436
Louis another $677,300 to help
participate in the planned ac- p.m. Sunday; 3 p.m. Wednes- finance the experimental projtivities of our local library.
ect.
day and 3 p.m. Friday.
This, the 11th day of April,
All times on ABC and other
The recovery of power-gent =
1972.
networks are approximate.
erating heat from the burning
Holmes Ellis, Mayor
CBS plans live coverage of municipal solid waste is fairCity of Murray, Kentucky Thursday at 3:30 p.m., 7:30 ly common in Europe but rarep.m., 9:25 p.m. and 10;15 pan„ ty has been attempted in the
and on Friday at 12:30 a.m., United States,
12:56 a.m., 1:40 a.m., 6 p.m..
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day, 2:30 p.m. April 26 and 3
A method tailed neutron acAlit%
the
bENOwse
th• •••feoAng
p.m. April 28.
tivation uses the reactor to dewont less
II Pion you .01 less
..h,lce NO. leol well
NB(' will have live coverage tect traces of mercury, arsenic,
too lot. vrelaht
Cont you, pociog• ,oday on Goo,on1••
3 p.m., 7 p.m., 9 p.m. and cadmium and nickel. The subat
no
bock
money
0,
,•.9h 1 toss
of •
11:45 p.m. Thursday, and Fri- stances, when irradiated with
qu,n1,0.110,00d
day at 1:25 a.m. and 8:30 p.m. neutrons, throw off characterPayless Discount
On Saturday, NBC will have istic gamma rays which can be
S 4th Street & Maple
live coverage at 5130 p.m.. 9 detected, identified, tneasured
Mbrray, Ky
and analyzed.
p.m. and 11:30 p.m.
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RCA
Spring
Bargain Bee
We've got alwooniye full of RCA bargain,.—
TVs,tattles, stereos, tape units. Brand
new,factory fresh merchandise. With the
features you want most. Better hurry
though—at prices this tow, these extraspecial values won't last long. Come in
now for a honey of. dealt

RCA AccuColor
qualny in a compact console, at a price you
can live with. Automatic
Fine Tuning and
AccuTint for fiddle-free tuning.
co
25,000-volt (de-gn av_erage) New Viita
chassis delivers
brilliant, high contrast pictures. Slides out
back of cabinet
1O~ easier servicing. -come
see this one in action.
A.FT

In• GLENDALE
Model GQ 599
23 dlegon•I pectwe

Purchase Area
Hog Market

in three room-flattering console styles

Announce Plan
For Moon Walks
TV Networks

The LE AINL, I ON
Model GQ A23
t 3' dtasonal Foctu!e

Almost half of the crwr al functions of AccuColor 60 models are
performed by Solid State devices -which account for 60% of the
operating components
• RCA's finest picture tube features radiant phosphors surrounded
by a black matrix f or brilliant, sparkling color
• AccuTint— RCA's one-button automatic-- gives you natural
flesh tones and consistent color on all channels.
• Automatic Fine Toning locks in the best signal electronically

Just three of the many RCA Color TV values

8t ELKINS
WARD.
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Petticoat
war seen
returning

The 19th annual version of the
World's %west-fish Fry in
Paris,-Tenn., tua -sportsman's
delight. It features a golf
tournament, a month-long
fishing rodeo, and this year, for
the first time, a baseball
tournament.
This annual celebration is
used to promote tourism in
Paris and Henry County,
revealing the ties with Kentucky Lake and the Land
Between the Lakes recreation
area.
Held each year in Axil, the
week-long fiesta attracts the
young and old, the famous and
not-so-famous. This year the
dignitaries will be led by
Senator Howard Baker and his
expected election opponent,
Congressman Ray Blanton.
Also on hand Tor the festivities
will be the WSM-TV "Monster
of Terrormonies, " Sir Cecil

Supermarket chains are
being advised to -expect the
anger of women on the warpath" again this year, unless
the -pattern of inflation is reversed.
The warnings emanate from
Ringlet% editor of
William
Supermarketing Magazine.
In e series of articles scheduled for publication
April and May issues, Ringler
provides subscribers from
throughout the food marketing
industry with the results of a
survey embracing the thoughts
of a quarter of a million consumers.
There are causes for pause.
And a surprise or two.
"Let me remind you," Ringler tells the store operators,
Paris-Henry County Jaycees,
"that the circumstances of the
marketplace (today) are very
much similar to those of 1966."
In that year, he recalls, ”the
consumer marched (in cities)
across the United States. The
supermarket industry called it
'the petticoat rebellion.' It was
a boycott. Women were on the
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene M.
warpath.They were angry. The Schanbacher and Mr. and Mrs.
issue was rising food prices." Stan Hendrickson have an
The editor reminds super- teresting dis la
e
a
market operators that some Calloway Coun y
before he boy"Wg'e.
Lflifittt 1101fiartfie strewcotts
University teachers have
State
declares,
now, Ringler
But'now,
have
there is evidence indicating traveled widely and
that "the rebellion only went collections of interesting items
underground." He predicts it from several countries.
Hendrickson taught social
will surface again-"stronger,
more powerful, Much better or- studies at the University of
ganized"- il food prices soar Kabul in Afghanistan for four
years while on contract from
in '72.
If recent sharp gains in veal Columbia University. Mrs.
and pork prices may be the tip- Hendrickson was librarian at
off, they will.
the American International
Supermarket operators have School in Kabul. Some of their
reason tci be disappointed by travels-include India„, Iran,
the response to the survey Pakistan and Indonesia.
question of whether food stores
Dr.Schanbacher taught at the
are primarily responsible for Haile Sellassie University in
rising prices or are merely Addis Ababa,--the-eapiWlaitycf
'prisiiing-along higher-iv-Wale Ethiopia, on a USAID contract
prices they must pay.
from the University of Utah. Dr.
"The consumer holds you Mrs.Schanbacher and their
not the farmer, not the manu- and
exfacturer, not labor or govern- two children 'traveled
Africa, Turkey,
ment - responsible for rising tensively in
food prices," Ringler reports to Israel, Greece, Italy and many
-storv-operatces-trorn results (if other-yountries.
The display is timely because
the survey. "Even where you
close dialogue-with the shopper,65 per cent still feel you are
responsible."
Superrnarketing Magazine
also will note the following consumer responses to its detailed
questioning, conducted in all
major marketing areas of the
United States:
Q. — Is king_prieingeeprieeper-measure labeling very
helriul?
A. - Four out of every five
shoppers queried said they favor this concept. The better
educated expressed greater fa-

Fish Fry, sponsors, also are
expecting Governor GeorgeWallace of Alabama to make an
appearance. All leading candidates for the Presidential
nomination were invited to
attend.
The fishing rodeo, sponsored
by the Kentucky Lake Vacation
Association, began on April 3
and will eirtinue through April
30. The contest offers prizes
each week for the largest
catches of bass and crappie. At
the end Ofthe incinth.prlied ill
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be given to the angler who has attracted over 100 golfers last
caught the largest fish •
A new event this year is the
tournament for the
entire
month.
Fry Baseball Classic
Fish
Persons -desiring to par- which will -feature three area
ticipate in the event have only to high school baseball teams plus
register their catches with any the Henry County High School
boat dock or resort in the
Patriots, the host school.
county.
The- tournament will tak€
April 29 and 30 belong to the place-TrickiL.god Saturday,
golfer's as the annual Fish Pry April-28-4k -at- - the- OptimistInvitational Golf Tournament Field in Paris with gametirne
swings into action at the Paris set for 1:00 p.m.
which has been
The
-Country ChM. :Me' Rowney

sanctioned by the Tennessee
Secondary Schools Athletic_
Association, will pit host Henry
County against Huntingdon in
the first garrie_andCamden will
pla7y-14eKensie in the- -seeond.
On Saturday, the losers will
play a consolation Ramp_ while
the winners will battle it out for
the championship.
On hand to present the
trophies for the finale will be
Hostess Princess Susan
Sbeeley. .

Polident
Tablets

ihoPs
; oz
Value

1.17 Value

.Shop Classified

Joseph C:Smith founded the
Mormon Church on April 6,

Visine
Eye

Bayer Aspirin
100's

Roll lip Savings

...
95'

Value

Spray

1 1.49

Value

Right Guard
Anti
Perspirant

Deodorant
2-Oz: -4`
89' Valu•

In 1969, h
qualification
Breathalyzer
University, a

Vaseline
Intensive
Care
Lotion
10oz
$1.19 Value

BUY YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS
fe r

WHOLESALE
PRICES

Crest .
Toothpaste
Family Size
$1.09 Value

Stuffed Roa
Vven Pots
Salad BoWr
Baked Custer
BAKE
This desser
time.
4 eggs
1/2-teaspoon
1 quart milk.
1 teaspoon va
In a large
eggs slightly
salt and beat
ually and v•
scalded mil
Strain into e
lard-cups-Pi
low roasting
211INIel .
(about 2 q
cups almost
tard. Bake irt
degree oven
inserted in
clean - abo
move cups fr
wire rack.
Serve in cu
with a small
out. Serve pl
sweetened st
or frozen. Ma

Quantity Rig ts Reserved Prices Good Thru 4-2442
While Quantities Last

Private Water
Ideal For A
Vacation
tiome
So you're fins ly getting

•"

Kentucky
Association a
President of
Order of Po'
been a mem
• Sheriff's
Dot. Spann
former Helen
have one chi
soon to be

Plus Only
50,Pharmacists Fee
prescii-pliobs then
you judge who has
the lowest prices!

being -observed in 1972 and
celebrated in conjunction with
National Library Week.
Everyone is welcome to come
by the library to see this large
display, a library spokesman
said.

serious about building that
vacation home-that special
hideaway out beyond the noise
and cares and....
....and the city water mains?
Q - Do giant economy sizes
Stop worrying. You don't
represent real savings?
A -"Yes" answers outniun- really need that city water, and
you won't have to pay for it
bered the "noes" by 2 to 1.
either. You can get all the good
Q.-Do you believe that sav- fresh water you need 'light at
ings reflected in food store the site you've selected for your
weekly "specials" are offset by vacation or second home. This
price increases in other prod- is underground water-cool,
ucts?
clean and good to the taste.
It's available right beneath
A - One out of every two
shoppers surveyed feels that your property. All you need is
store operators deliberately your own individual well and
raise the price of other items to automatic, electric water
compensate for attractive spe- system to bring this water
cials they feature. The maga- directly to your faucet.
With your own well and water
zine sees a credibility problem
here because "most consumers system, you'll have a number of
are completely unaware of how advantages over your city
sale items are selected," that cousins. Best of all, your costs
specials can help solve distri- will be low. A Water Systems
butioq,. problems, increase 'Council study shows that the
brand awareness, etc.
total cost of a private well and
water system-inclfding
Q - Should food stores offer equipment, and installations'
operation and maintenanceadvice on nutrition'
A - Sixty-three per cent of averages less than half the cost
those surveyed answered in the per gallon of "city water." And
there will be no unannounced
affirmative.
increases in your monthly
.
Q -Do coupons and cents-off water bills.
You'll have your choice of
advertisements influence buysites for your vacation home
ing?
A - Three out of five con- too.since ground water is found
steners- said they are affected just- about everywhere.- And
there's plenty of it-over 97
by such offers.
percent of our,country's fresh
Q-Should food stores carry water is linderground: only 3
products that may harm the percent is surface water, in
lakes and streams. You can use
environment?'
A -The fact that 84 per cent as much water as you want,
of shoppers responded in the since there are no restrictions
negative confirms that the on usage for private water
ecology issue will he asound a sy4temsAVhen you.wani to take
a bath or wash your car, you
long time.
can.
For more \ information on
modern wells and water
Q - Would easy-to-untler-, systems,send 25 cents in coin to
stand mer2bandise data codes Dept. V. Water Systems
be very helpful in assuring the Council, 221 N. LaSalle St:,
buyer fresh produce?
Chicago, Ill. 60601: Ask for
A - Almost nine in 10 said "Pree Water: A Guide to
• .
yes:Private • Wells and Water.
Systems."

Dal
In January,
began his ern
City Police De
promoted to
County Poli
1971, then
Detective An
Dot. Spann
Calloway Co
Sheriff under

Toast to please awry
manlier of your family
—Toast selector light
to dark

Si 00

Lawn Grass Bags
We're so su
better pean
putting our
our mouth
• agree Shedd
send- us tie
name and a
turn the lull
Bet you don

53 20 Value

_
Future
Floor
Polish
I

• Official League
Baseball

tak
Store Manus
of this coupo
the consume
eours)n

27oz

Si 45 Value
la% niuq

ASK YOUR DOCTOR.TO PHONE YOUlci PRES27AP-T-s,
"IV"
it
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Quota Club Law Appreciation Month
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Dale Spann
In January, 1965, Dale Spam
began his employment with the
City Police Department. He was
promoted to Sergeant in 1969, to
County Policeman in January
1971, then to City-County
Detective An January 1972.
Det. Spann has also served
Calloway County as Deputy
Sheriff under Woodrow RickIn 1969, he received his
qualification certificate from
Breathalyzer School at Eastern
University, and was graduated
• -Louitville.
'et.
ann is a mem r o e
Kentucky Peace Officers
Association and has served as
President of the Fraternal
Order of Police. He has also
been a member of the Kentucky
Sheriffs Association.
Det. Spann is married to the
former Helen Crutcher and they
have one child, Rickie Dale,,
soon to be three years of age.

__Tom _Reagan_
Jerry Maupin
PTLM. TOM REAGAN,
On October 6, 1963, JERRY
Route 3, Murray, only recently MAUPIN became employed as
joined the.. City.Police Depart- Conservation Officer for the
ment, 'January 1, 1972. He at- State of Kentucky with a federal
tended a Basic Law Course commission as United States
during February and March Game Warden assigned to
which
was
imitructed by Calloway County and-Kentucky
Tommy Phillips.
Lake.
Ptlm. Reagan was retired
Mr. Maupin is a member of
from the U.S. Navy upon the Southeastern Association of
—completion -of --twenty -con---Game- ir Fish-Commissioners,
secutive years of active duty. the Civil Defense Fish &
While in the Navy, he was Wildlife Resources, and is
awarded the Good Conduct Hunter Safety Instructor for the
Medal, the Presidential Unit National Rifle Association. He
Campaign Medal. He has
served in the European
Theater, the South Pacific
Theater, and Australia and
Africa.
Ptlm. Reagan is married to
the former Thelma Lee Briscoe.

ee

MAN A 111S, —Br aril-- imported from Rolland—but lo(AP) — Manaus, capital of cal milk production is low.
The free port was established
Brazil's jungle state of
Amazonas. is a city of almost in 1967 to bring new money into
what had been one of Brazil's
crazy contrasts.
most economically depressed
Tobegin with, it's a free port, state capitals. Officials say the
but it's nearly 1,000 miles from project has had tremendous
the ocean.
success, creating new jobs and
Even though they live on the _ attracting-outside investment.
-banks of one of the world's big- The free port also has alto
gett rivers, the mighty Rio Ne- many people in Manaus to live
gro, near where it joins with the in a style that makes Brazilians
even bigger Arna;on River, c_iti- - -in other areas jealous. --zens of Manaus must buy driekA middle-class "Manuara"
ing water in ptastic containers ...usually...11as sophisticated11 they don
-1. Want'torLik On
reophonic equipment in his
tracting dysentery.
home, plus air conditioning and
Manaus
A "Manuara," or
several electric fans. He often
resident, may never have seen owns high-precision cameras.
the sea, but he can eat a dozen He has one, sometimes
two,
kinds of tasty river fish as big cars in the garage. His
as those caught in the ocean. dresses in Japanese silk wife
and
Yet wild game, which abounds wears the latest Italian bikinis
CITY OF CONTRASTS —.Buried deep in the Amazon jungle, Manaus, Brazil, is a city of
jungle,
is
in the surrounding
at nearby riverside beaches.
contrasts.
The city still is not connected by road to the rest of Brazil, but free poet
hard to come by in the city.
But our "Manuara" can continprivileges allow some Manaus residents to lead lives that make other Brazilians jealous
Even the poorest inhabitants ue to live like this only as long
The government is buildingof Manaus have at least one_ as he stays-in—Manaus: If -he-_Negro without fear of running to the piers and from there to
Japanese transistor radio, leaves, he will have to pay al- aground, unloading a ship is a shore by hooks that ran on thick roads, however, that will link
Manaus to the rest of the coun-•
which can be bought here duty- most prohibitive duties on the complicated operation in Man- cables.
Surrounded by practically try.
aus. During the rainy season
free for as little as $4.50. But goods.
the river sometimes rises more impenetrable jungle. Manaus
If you tried-to Make it overoranges are luxury. They have
Non-residents can tale out than 20 feet.
can be reached only by boat or land through the jungle to Manto be flown in from Sao Paulo,
The Manaus harbor has two plane. The trip from Sao Paulo aus, you probably would run
1,700 miles southeast,- and cost $120 worth of goods duty-free
each time they leave Manaus.
British-built floating piers, by land and river takes nearly into some primitive Indians.
$2 a dozen.
Although the biggest ocean linked to the mainland by 500- two weeks. The same journey But it is extremely rare to see a
Rich, creamy butter can be
found in any food store:. yet liner could easily whip about - --fbot1ong-hinged-rciadways. ear- -can be Made by jet in five pure-btooded Indiair-on the
streets of the city.
milk is scarce. The butter is under full steam on the Rio go is transferred from the ships hours.

Order of Police.
In 1970, Mr. Maupin was
selected as "Best All Around
Conservation Officer" in the
State of Kentucky and has been
nominated for "Officer of the
Year" for three years. He has
successfully completed three
FBI schools on court procedure
and law enforcement.
Mr. Maupin, a native of
CallowaiCounty, is married to
the bitter Mae Witty. -They
reside at South Sixth Street,
Murray, with their three
children, Ricky, age 14, Krista,
lige- Mare Lisa age-t.

Stuffed Roast Lamb Shoulder
Broccor
Oven Potatoes
Bread Tray
Salad Botir
Beverage
Baked Custard
BAKED CUSTARD
This dessert bakes in a short

,

I

4 eggs
.
1/2 tealpoon
1 quart milk, scalded
1 teaspoon vanilla
In a large mixing bowl beat
Ray Hill
eggs slightly; add sugar and
PTLM.
RAY
HILL, a native
salt and beat to combine. Gradually and vigorously stir in of Calloway County,began work
scalded milk, then vanilla. with the City Police August 16,
Strain into eight 6-ounce cus- 1970. He is a member of the
cups. Place cupsin a-shal- Fraternal-0i del -ofFoliceand-of—
low roasting pan (abeut 17 bill__Ahe_Kentucky,._Beace Officers
by 2inches); pour boiling water Association.
(about 2 quarts) around the
Prior to his employment with
cups almost to height of cus- the city, he was territorial
tard. Bake IS a preheated 350- manager for Blankenship Auto
degree oven until a silver knife
inserted in center comes out and served two years in the
clean — about 30 minutes. Re- Army.
Ptlm. Hill ispmarried to the
move cups from water: cool on
wire rack. .Cover and chill. former Linda Jean Bell. They
Serve in cups or loosen edges have two children, Susan Rene,
with a small spatula and turn 2, and Kelly Ray, 1. He and his
out. Serve plain or with sliced family live at 1605 Catalina
sweetened strawberries, fresh Drive, Murray. .
or frozen. Makes 8 servings.

Chester Yarbrough
CHESTER YARBROUGH
has been radio operator for the
City of Murray for approximately five years. He and
his wife, the former Nola Vera
Morris, reside at 1625 Farmer
and are the parents of two
daughters, Marilyn, 22, and
Joyce Thee, 26.
Mr. Yarbrough is a native of
Calloway County and was
employed as assistant foreman
of the State Highway Department for four years and served
Calloway County as magistrate
of the Fiscal Court from 1953 to
1957.
Mr. Yarbrough is an excellent
fiddle player and has won
numerous awards for this activity.
Apollo-Spacecraft Names
CAPE KENNEDY,Fla. t AP)
—The Apollo 16 astronauts selected two completely opposite
names for the two spaceships
they are riding to the moon.
The lunar module is called
Orion, after one of the brightest
constellations in the heavens.
The command ship is. called
Casper, after the friendly ghost
of the cartoons.
• John W. Young and Charles
M. Duke Jr. chose Orion because, in Young's words, "it's
one of the brightest constellations and will be prominent throughout our flight. It's
one we're-sure of."

Your money back if you don't like it.

Shedd's Peanut Butter
We're so sure we make
better peanut butter we're
putting our money where
our mouth is. II you don't
Agree Shedd's is the best.
lend
'flame and address. We'll return the lull purchase pTice
Bet you don't.

;lily

\.•

I

FILL ALL YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS
WHOtiSALE
Plus 50C
Pharmacist
Fee
for
Stop and think for a moment. Just how much are you spending
"peirtriptiMm during a year? Have you ever taken the prescription your
doctor writes and shopped for the best price? Your prescription belongs to
you sad Begley's just wants the opportunity to prove that we can save you
money on your prescriptions.
cents
• •- We are selling all prescriptions at wholesale price plus only 50
pharmacist's fee. Just ask your doctor for your prescription and bring it by.
We'll give you our price -and you have absolutely no obligation to us. But we

think you'll find our price so low you can't afford to have it filled elsewhere.
Each and eyery-prascription is filled by our registered professional pharmacist exactly as your doctor orders. The only difference is our low price:
Try us and see. You can't lose a thing - and you have tremendous smings
to gain. Begley's wants to be your friend -and we think the best way to be a
friend is to save you money plus provide the personal. courteous service
that has Made Begley's popular for over fifty years.

Thomas K. Mattingly II explained his reason for selecting
Casper.

Peanut Butter

take this coupon to your favorite store

"When you watch the astronauts on television, their spacesuits look like white blobs," he
said."My Wile said they_leoked
more likt Casper. than astronauts. I chose the name right
iftert-4644--es-Na iU

Store Manager : YOU are :i tit Mowed to a,I a.our agent for redemption
of this coupon. We will pa you '71I phis .I,g handling, provided you and
the consumer have c.n.plioJ with the terni. of thi.offer Offer Terms:
..Thinoounionk.04 iiigtv-v! o.r_rdermeirti you-from ilietvioliumet pi
,
pueeM.tnit...7ne 12 ,,,. jar lit' Sliedd'Peanut Hotter. Ans miles
—thine-M
tax must he paid Is% clIrlill1111tr, lov,.ives showing "nig Inirehase a
on. redeemed mthu he shown on
sUf ic'
%15Mit414111MMOIThiliittwtg+.01
vit... I um/. mail
tst
ri
it 119041:11 user
0130116 I "AC). hr,O, ef
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Business Mirror

_Country Music Corner

Future Changes Affect Businessmen's, Operation

'The Farm Band' To
Enter Music Industry
good idea or not, Gaskin himBy ALBERT GORE Jr.
self decided to join the band,
Writer
Tennessean
Nashville
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (API - "because I can give them good
vibes."
The-Stephen Gaskin commune
near Swnmertmen, Tenn., is
While the musicians play and
about to enter Music City's mu- the singers sing and the dancsic business with a -single re- ers dance, Gaskin stands in the
lease this week and a two- middle of it all and sort of
-record albiurrto be Teleased in sways bac* and forth in-time to
May.
the music-looking like nothing
A dozen or so members of the so much as a man over 30 who
commune, calling themselves learned to dance long before
The Farm Band," completed Chubby Checker 'taught people
recording sessions for the al- how to do the twist.
bum in a suburban GoodlettsThe music is rock 'n' roll
ville studio last week.
with an exotic touch from the
Claude Gray, a country mu- violin and french horn. The
sic singer on the "Million" la- songs, all of them written by
bel, decided to try his hand at members of the commune,
producing the group's records have such titles as: "The Prayafter "discovering" them last er." "Lord's Work," "Joyful
December on his way home to Noise," "Keep Your Head Up
Texas for Christmas.
High," "Changing Yourself"
Gray said he picked 'IR two and "I believe It."
hitchhikers who fold libri about
the commune and invited him
to come visit. When he did -go
he said he was impressed with
the music be heard.
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The single coming out this
week has."Loving You" on one
side and "Keep Your Head Up
High" on the other.

Wit Akiernakers, represented
.-Id—
ents in Japan led to a
First, the hide market ing sta
shifted. Demand rose for leath- greater demand for leather by the American Footwear Iner jackets and coats, each of from that country, which nor- dustry Association, claim they
which consumes enough leather mally takes 40 per cent of U.S. have no choice unless a ban is
placed on hide exports. They
for several pairs of shoes. At hide exports.
All this, say the shoe people, seek a presidential order to enthe same time there developed
a rage for wide, wide leather adds up to higher prices-or force the ban.
The situation in trucking is
does it? For hides, to be sure;
belts,
in.some respects_
'These changes developed already the price has risen Similar
Truck
sales are booming, and
from
18.5
cents
to
31.5
cents
a
shortly after Argentina, one of
seems
possible that 2.5
It
now
one
year.
For
shoes?
pound
in
the world's biggest hide exportwill be sold. this
ers, decided to drop from the The answer might be different: -million units
Commerce Secretary Peter year. Nobody foresaw it. Equalmarket so as to build up its
breeding stock: Europeans, who -G. Peterson called industry- ly, surprised are industry
market
usually buy 9 million Argentine leaders to a conference in cials and stock
analysts.
Washington,
the
purpose
being
hides a year, began placing
Why did they err so badly?
their orders in the United to keep any increases within a
Primarily
because they were
range
acceptable
under
Phase
2
States.
guidelines. A $6 increase might looking at the old market and
At the same time, rising liv- be
estimating how much it could
excessive.
grow. But human nature played
a trick on them; it reshaped
that market.
A large part of the answer is
Admission for the shovt--ie - revealed by a breakdown-of
rhatir
tl'e
rayl-Sta
will PrteUniVelli"
esent itS final
teriaiThe
seCo
Canadand major
i- production $1.50, with tickets going on sale sales figures that show the bigmajor production of the year, in the new facility, the to the general public Monday, gest increase in demand is for
"The Imaginary Invalid" by University Theatre production April 24. Season ticket holders smaller trucks such as vans
Moliere, on April 27, 28, and 29. is sponsored jointly by the may reserve seats beginning and pickups.
Scheduled for 8 p.m. each drama department, Sock and Friday, April 21. Tickets and
And why should this be so?
leeri
atnree ausidn
toyTh
Univecrsiy
eD
idoacteatedin thepri
psi om.
ama
:a
honor
clu
al4, and
Alp
uha
es reservations may be obtained th Thinking at the moment is that-ama
the ticket office of the theatre-or the leisure market has much to
in the
by calling 767-4421. Center,- -the
-do with it.
French farce is translated and
directed by James I. Schenipp,
technical director and a
member of the drama faculty.
--Schentpp describes the
rre- etnnit-- tistro-r_
inadequacies of the medical profession in the 17th century,
Long John Slivers
which may still have some
pertinence today."
is giving away
As the title suggests, the
action revolves around -"a
a POOL TAKE!
hypochondriac who is being
bilked by a bunch-of quacks,
and the complications which
Wanna get in
arise when his brother tries to
talk-him out of his hypochonOil the drawing?'
dria",.Schempp continues.
ibel2;marnher cast is headed
by Grey Hurt of Paducah in the-.
title role of Argon. Other
Come in and register,
characters
are played by
no purchase required!
Barbara Fulton, Kevin tally,
arid-Nancy Schempp, all of'
Paduah; ,Kay Threlkeld,
Versailles; RiCk Willett, Eddyville; Sue Haaker and Jim
14SSAF000 O5
Scamahorne, Louisville; Ward
-•
1
Webb, Clinton; Randy Powell,
S. 12th St-Murray
Benton; Rick
Stephens,
Owensboro; and-Patil-Sargent,

By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK(AP)- To businessmen,the future is that part
of the road up ahead that disappears into a fog of shapes
and mysterious, indiscernable
signals, in which it is equally
dangerous to slow down or
speed ahead.
Even in an age of pinpoint
surveys, planning is often just
an educated guess.
Iii 1116-The
industry,-for
example, who could have foreseen the various factors that
conspired to produce a situation
that industry officials now
claim will result in price increases of $1 to $6 a pair?
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'HAIRSTYLE F-0-R-A -PRINCESS—.
Britain's Princess Margaret wore this hairstyle in attending
royal film performance at Odeon Theatre in London.

Water Shortages Could
Be Solved Underground

Between sessions, Gaskin
The group is made up of talked briefly about the death
-Water survey warns of dii•e runniN out _of _unpolluted
drums, violin,french_ horn,sev- of Juditb-liewlen,--4-commtme---area shortage"the headline iti
Surface
-evilguitars,a bass,piano,
-member -WhVffie.d IBIt'tneltetfliaorbtgztti- rielt9114Per-* 77Trelilea1ly, -we -have more
and a lot of singers and danc- when she was allegedly held reads.
.-underground water, but we use
ers.
down so tightly during a conmore surface water. The
"Serious
water
shortages
for
After a good deal of deliber- vulsion that she suffocated.
much,of the nation in the next Ground Water Resources Ination over whether it was
— "There wasn't much „juice few decades," the story goes on. stitute reports that more than 80
(life) on the farm for a long "Millions of people living in percent of the water used in the
while," be said.
areas where cheap water now is U.S. comes from expensive
taken
for granted will face surface sources rather than
Three members of the comrationing
and much
higher from our far more plentiful
seccharges
of
mune still face
ground water sources.
water
bills."
ond-degree murder in conAnd there's plenty of water
nection with the death. Gaskin
Growing water shortages, underground, about 35 times
and two other followers are pollution-the alarm is being more than in surface water
Improve both production and-. type •in ynor hild=14.411202(1:
awaiting appeal on charges of sounded everywhere by public sources. --TM--- 111Kri-gratiter
tire prices. Call your KABA
pdke.sessing marijuana.
officials, conservationists, and water resources that are less
technician
Gray, new to the role of pro- the communications media. than one-half mile under the
ducer, talked enthusiastically There's good reason for this surface constitute 97 percent of
our__Wtalanigyate time.
about the_upcomingaleneral anxiety.
But the solution-better This "hidden reservoir"
"This record is going to be
KABA Techntiaii
the biggest thing in gross sales management of all of our water amounts to 97.5 billion acre
Murray4
that's ever been recorded in resources, and especially the feet-a supply that will last the
dArelopment of our abundant United States about 7,800 years
Nashville," he said.
Phone 753-2984
underground water supply-is at the current rate of depletion.
Gaskin, who claims the group sadly overlooked. The story of Conclusion: ground water is our
Complete
is "not in it for the money,"is our . underground
water most under-used national
Breeding
trying hard to change the name resources remains largely resource.
Service
tol.1
of.the label on the album from
. Reclaim there
Stf t S
"
With increased usage and a ground water, the Grouno"Mandala:
continually growing demand, Water Resources Institute
our country's surface waters- points
out that adequate
the water found in lakes and
supplies for use in homes, on
rivers-are threatened by farms, for city supplies, and in
depletion in many areas. While industry are found almost
we're not likely to run out of everywhere in the United
water, we are in danger of
States.
Ground-- water-has
*PING-PONG DIPLOMACY WITH CHINA
important and little known
advantages. It is usually
*THE TATE MURDER TRIAL SENTENCES
suitable for general use in fa
*THE CALLEY TRIAL
natural state since it IS filtered
*THE FRAZIER-ALI FIGHT
by soil, gravel and sand as it
By JULIE FLINT
descends into the earth.
*CIVIL WAR ERUPTS IN PAKISTAN
Associated Press Writer
Therefore, it needs little if any
*NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV DIES
LONDON (AP) - Europe's treatment an important fact
*U.S. FACES MONETARVORISIS
most fashionable feet are up in considering the high cost a
the air-on strapped, stacked treatment facilities that are
*PENTAGON PAPERS DISCLOSED
soles and haughtily high heels. being built to "clean up" our
* EARTHOUAKE HITS LOS ANGELES
Girls love them. Men hate surface water supplies.
*THE APOLLO MOON VOYAGES
them. Stores sell them by the
Ground water also stores
hundreds.
itself, with no loss through
"'They come in and they go evaporation. It is protected
`
1").
right out," grinned a shop man- from the sun and atmosphere,
S._)
ager in London's Kings Road. and is generally cool when
s*.rV
"Girls even like to wear them drawn up from the ground. _
in the rain, open toes and all."
And it is less expensive to
2...
-41011111111111
.
.
0
The new fashions, reminis- obtain and less expensive to
cent of the late '30s and early use, primarily because it is
'40s, have caught on clean available right at the point of
All the big news events of the year written by people
use and requires less treatacross the Continent.
who were there... scores of exciting photographs in •
Only Rome has refused to ment. A recent study shows that
ground water artually costs less
swallow the tall story.
color and black and white that take you where the acParisiennes are pacing the than half as much as water
tion was ... plus, a 16-page map atlas of the world in
boulevards in five-inch heels, supplied from surface sources
color. All this in one fascinating 316-page volume, The
rolled-up
blue jeans and mul- for a central municipal system.
World In 1971 .For only $4.95, this entertaining and
tistriped socks. Londoners are
Obviously,
intelligent and
Informative book can become part of your home liwalking tall on platform shoes far-sighted management is
brary. Send for your copy today/
needed for both surface and
and bright wedge heels.
Dutch girls, however, prefer ground water sources.
For . more information on
the- *leg to the heel, wearing
THE WORLD IN,,1971
them with jeans, apron dresses ground water, send 25 cents in
The Murray, Ky.,ledger
and skating rink minis. The coin to Dept. U, Ground Water
P.0.6.66
slimmest
heels are at least an Resources Institute, 221 North
POUGHKEEPSIE, N.Y. 12601
LaSalle St., Chicago, Ill. 60601.
inch; the thickest five or six.
But noreveryone likes them: Ask for "How Water Wells Can
Enclosed is
_ _ . Please send
"Outrageous," said a -young Help You".
copies of The World in 1971 at $495 each to
man on Paris' Left Bank. "But
Name
perhaps funny as a fashion
fad."
Named Ombudsman
Address
And in London, the escort of
City and State
Zip No.
a tall blonde modal ceMPAUL,. Minn. (AP)
pilined: "We used to see eye to Theartrice Williams has been
eye. Now I look her straight in named ombudsman for the
.Send gilt certificate to
state corrections system by
the chin." . '
Girls agree that heelsman- Gov. Wendell Anderson,
ship presents a number
of other said he is the first such omAddress
_
budsman in the United States.
problems.
City and Mete
Zip No
A Swedish secretary found
Williams, 37, is black. He has
her - four-inch shoes comfort- served as executive director of
would atm like to order: The World in 1965 ($3) _ ,
able, but said they were impos- the Phyllis Wheatley CommuThe World In 11106 ($3)_ _; The World In 1967 ($3.50) .;
sible to walk in. She described nity Center in north MinThe World In 19011($3.50) ; The World In 1969($350)- ;
her efforts as a "strutting kind neapolis since 1965.
The World in 1970 ($3.95)_; On Guard: Protect Toward,
The ombudsman post is an
of stumble."
Against the -Criminal ($1) ; Triumph and Tragedy: The
experiment proposed by state
price
Another
problem
is
r•--• ol the Kennedy's($3) ;The Torch Is Passed ($2) ;
Corrections Commissioner Dahigh by European standards.
The Warren Report(81.50) ; Help, Help! Another Gay!„($3)
'In Paris, the new styles start vid Fogel. He will have author.
Eisenhower: A Gouge of Greatness (S3)_ ; What You
at $23. In London, the average ity to investigate complaints by
Can Do About Drugs and Narcollts($1)__;How to Get Into
Inmates and make any investicost is almost $16.
- a Coale (S1).__; Footprints on the Moon ($5)_iEnclosoci
`'And that," said one Chelsea gations he believes are'needed
I.
▪ is
,
:pdeRtiortehlor tee booPt chocked seer*.
to promote a better correctiongirl, "is a lot of=lor
.
a lot'
l
,.
*4130-Mlef!gfirdifidikflia•Maikilli
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Select
Sires

J. C. Kemp

Szirk

MSU Theatre To Present Final Play

LongJohn Silvcr

The Year's Top News Stories and
Photos in One Low Priced Volume

You Are Cordially Invited

Shoe Fashions
Take To The Air

to the

Bank of Murray's
Showing of the

New University Branch
Sunday April 23 1972
26 pm
University Branch
North 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky
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:1 - N€ws. 7-Pocket:-Size Protection
People C- oifts -in AeroseIC---ari-all heart.
in clutch

resented
wear Intm they
a ban is
s. They
er to en-

TEL AVIV (AP) — spreads widely and is easilf
A sharp-shooting squirter •scattered by the wind.Jacobson
His canned foam,
which directs a jet of dis- added, is designed for use by
a
would-be police agencies and airlines.as
abling foam into
mugger's face is being heralded well as private persons
by an Israeli research company
It can )e used. in the _most
as the latest thing in cheap crowda situatiOns, such its
pocket-sized protection.
street riots, passenger planes
The product. called 13ro- without contaminating Ole;
'
tecto-jet," comes in a plastic' personr
'Jacobson said the compound
containerwith a. pistol-like
will cause temporary blindness.
shape.The foam "neutralizes any and shortness of breath but has person for 15 minutes, yet with- no after effects.
The Israeli said he took the
-spray in anti-personal aerosols

eking is
mg, and
that 2.5
$ Id this
t Equaltry off-market
badly'
y were
ket and
it could
played
eshaped
wer is
war'of
the bigis for
as vans
be so?
t is that
much.to

By FRANK MACOMBER _
Copleikevis Service
Text by William N. McElrath
Just about the time you dea..
cide the old-timera May be
Music by Eugene Butler,
right when they claim people
don't care.about each other_ like
they did in the good old days,
along comes an incident to give
you some new hope.
It started when 6-year-old
Anthony Bernardino fell into a
30-foot-deep hole. He was flying
his kite near his El Monte,
Calif., home, stepped on some
boards which gave way and
down went Anthony to the bottom of the hole, unhurt but
frightened and alone in the
dark.
What followed as rescue
workers labored desperately
for seven hours to free little
Tony became a nationwide
news story. But that's only'Part
of it. Tony Bernardino's plight
as he clung to life, nearly
buried in sand and dirt, seemed
to act as a catalyst for people who otherwise would have beer('
,
going their separateowv=
•
tent -anly on their
oblivious to most of,
SQUIRT-GUN — An Israeli firm says this squirter is the latest
going on around them.
thing in cheap pocket-sized protection It directs a jet of
None of the people who gathdisabling foam into a would-be mugger's face.
ered aroond that dark hole in
the ground knew Tony Bernarout causing ill effects," the pro- principle of high-expansion
dino, except his parents, Mr,
foam used in fire-fighting, minducers say.
and Mrs. James Bernardino.
a prin- iaturized it to the personal levon
based
device,
The
whom
neighbors
once
at
all
Yet
ciple of fire-fighting, was devel- el, and introduced an eye irrithe Bernardinos didn't even
A musical drama for soloists and chorus
oped by Israel Product Re- tant into it.
recognize were gathering to ofThe idea of the foam squirter
Aviv.
Tel
of
Co.
search
fer their help. AR that seemed
Dr. Amnon Jacobson, the began as an anti-hijack concept
to matter was that Tony must
president, claims it is but soon proved usable for other
firm's
that
of
out
up
safely
be brought
to existing aerosol situations, Jacobson said.
superior
shaft where a piling for a rapid
He has been developing the
because it acdevices
spray
transit system roacievas to be
curately shoots the disabling product:in cooperation with the
sunk.
chemical,in a concentrated jet Israeli ponce
Pretty soon, as professional
The .jet foam is said to have
at the target without affecting
rescue workers began to aran effective distance of about
over Israel. This drama
others
Sairuel was the twelfth and last of the judges whom God placed
aive, neighbors were talking
prayer for a son,
Hannah's
life:
In comoriaori,_ he said, the. one yard
his
of
events
significant
most
the
of
several
is based upon
--with each other as though they
service to
Samuel's
and
Samuel,
of
dedication
the
the journey from Ephraim to Shiloh,
were old school chums. An hour
scene in which Samuel, hearing the
the
with
concludes
It
Temple.
the
in
Eli
priest
old
the
earlier few if any of them ever
heareth."
voice of God calling him, replies: "Speak, Lord,for your servant
had met,though their homes alla
were within a block of the rescue scene.
El Monte Fire Chief Charles
Masten was too busy to notice it
at first. But later, when Tony
-safe--and-aveli-and-warrrr-4-••-"----••••-- once again, the chief recalled
MIN a smile:
"Those people who weren't
even nodding acquaintances
barb, chopped hot dogs or, for
By JOY STILLEY
before Tony Tell in the hole
those who like the unusual, a
Associated Press Writer
were like old friends when they
NEW YORK (AP) — Take combination of fish sticks,
started working together as
cream cheese and lemon gelavolunteers. It seems as though 11,000 chickens.
e tine.
skin,. quarter, Alit, slic:
people start getting to know
Eight home economists
each other better if you give be, naive, dice, cube, pound
them a touulitni PPM,like—Y or grind:kid stilffIngS, season- screened -the IMusands 6f—reciTony's rescue. It's too bad it ings, flavorings, sauces, fruits, pes in a process that will eventakes something like that to get vegetables, nuts, soft drinks, tually lead to a cookoff among
people together. But most folks
hard drinks, gelatine, cheese, the finalists in 50 states and the
think of their own problems un- soup, milk, eggs, molasses, ce- District of Columbia. In additil someone gets a really big
real or ice cream. Boil, broil, tion to a few cases of queasiproblem, like Tony had."
barbecue, bake, roast, simmer, ness from the stranger comOne neighbor who lived less
binations panel members got
fry or grill.
saute,
than a block from the Bernarsome laughs.
for
hours
dino residence knelt
There's a chicken recipe for
"Take one whole friar,"
on his knees at the edge of the every taste among the 11,000 wrote one contestant, possibly
shaft, just to talk to Tony and
submitted in the National Broil- under the assumption that intry to comfort him. He had nev- er Council's chicken cooking
gredients could be acquired
er heard of the Bernardino
contest. The nation's chicken from religious orders as well as
family until that fateful evecooks, male and female, young grocery orders.
ning.
and old, have included among
rt4'
x101111111t1111
Every part of the chicken exis
this
that
now
"I expect
entries cept the peep has its chamtheir
in
ingredients
the
over, and everybody helped to
almost every edible item in a pions. Aside from such delisave Tony, some of those
XXXXXXXII
well-stocked grocery.
cacies as breast of chicken
neighbors will start getting toyour
ways,
of
N
of
days
••••61.
the
XXXXXXII
for
hundreds
in
,"
fixed
Masten
Nostalgic
gether regularly
WWWWW rule
youth, the Saturday movie mat- there's gizzard goulash, heart
says."It figures they have a lot
in common now — a little boy's
inee, the county fair? Circus kabobs, wings Chinese style,
life."
chicken may be just your dish, crown roast of drumsticks, recSo next time you hear how
with a popcorn-peanut coating ipes calling for feet, and neck
farmers in the old days used to
skins used for sausage casings.
flavored with lemonade.
get together and in one day
Something a bit more sophis- Plus 14-carrot chicken soup.
build an entire house for an im- ticated, perhaps? There's
Despite the many off-beat
poverished neighbor or raise a chicken a la mode—with ice recipes, one seasoning didn't
barn on a new farm in a matter cream. If you like to think get a mention. Nobody sugof hours, remember the story of pink, try chicken topped with gested putting pot in the chickTony Bernardino and his neigh- strawberry ice cream mixed en instead of putting thicken in
bors. It might make you feel a with rose wine.
the pot.
little better about people today.
In fact, eating the dinnertime
cocktail is in vogue in chick*
*
*
enrnunching circles this year.
—from beer
Along the same lines, Cleve- Alcoholic beverages
re
ne—figu
champag
to
dealers
auto
Ohio,
land,
The first evidence that glass
realized their city was having prominently in the recipes as
blowing was invented as early
some pretty nasty financial cooking liquid or in sauce.
Those who prefer to keep as the First Century B.C. was
troubles. It had gotten so bad,
papolice
chickens sober can try ba- unearthed recently by Prof.
40
their
some
in fact, that
Old City
have
nana caramel sauce. And Nahman Avigad in the
trol cars which should
of Jerusalem.
been out on the road were in the chickens cooked in tea, coffee,
Avigad said that he had found
garage in need of repair. There cola, sauerkraut juice, cranberancient cistern containing
an
in
money
just wasn't enough
ry juice, orange juice, sour glass waste and rejects of a
the police department till to fix cream or honey are guaranteed
workshop. Coins dated the cisthem up.
not to give fowl fanciers a tern in the third quarter of the
e
Automobil
Cleveland
So
hangover.
First Century B.C.
Dealers Association members
The stuffing could be rhugot their heads together. DealTrip Canceled
erships ranging from Cadillacs to work.
"The question was how best
to Ramblers volunteered to put
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.
their mechanics to work and could we help overcome Cleve) — Lang Smith's trip has
AP
repair the police cars for free. land's shortage of funds and
10 days after he started
The repair work would have put the cars back in service." ended
Pt-year, 50,000-mile
planned
a
an
in
Cleveland
Schroder,
Says IA..William
cost the City of
around the world.
estimated $44,000, for most of charge of Cleveland police car journey
Smith set sail April 8 in an
.
the cars were in pretty poor maintenance:
-2-foot sailboat made of Sty11,
far
doing
is
association
"The
shape.
"We knew there were no po- more than we thought possible, rofoam, leaving from a point 25
lice cars on many of the streets and it is a great service for the miles south of here. Fifty-five
•
where they belonged," explains city. It is one of those programs miles later he hit a submerged
John G. Porath, the auto deal- that shows the entire nommuni- log near the east end of Vanjrandhur:aditookat
ik, ..ValrEM.IsiezetvinAnecirmet
44
Irt. „ ,:iiktke..stka!L_Pr_______.,..eudeit--S° • •4Y,!Phfi.i4fatt- 4.140tlitt
zens want to cooperate."
to call off the quest.
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ynamic Old Testam

icken Cooking
Receives
Various Entries

CIS

I

MUSICAL DRAMA
With

•

SYNOPSIS

a

full Stging, Costtithing
And Lighting!

Suliday;4011 23rd
at 7.

In The Sanctuary of the

First Baptist Church, Murray, Ky.
NO ADMISSION CHARGE

Glass-blowing art
practiced in 100 B.C.

XXXXXXIIII
XXXXXXII
xXX1111111111
X XXXXX11§
XXXXXXXX
xXXXIIIXX.
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Pictured here are the combined Junior-Middle School Choirs of First
Baptist Church of Mayfield, First Baptist Church of Murray and
Immanuel Baptist Church of Paducah.

Hannah

Elkanah

Eli

Samuel I

Samuel II

Anna Keith

Evens Gremillion

William Keith -

Chuck Whitnell

Kurt Youngblood

Kim Clark

Samuel Ill

William Sams

Voice of God
Narrators & Worshipers

Choirs

Accompanist

Carol Waters

Director

Rudy Howard
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Bel Air Shopping
Center

Sot

These Prices Good Thru

In

Sat., April 22

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday
Phone 753-8304

CalII

DEP BALSAM
MIST
-ITTT 625-oz.

MEMBER
di UNITED

Seel
A

Regular '2.25 Value

WELLA BALSAM
-7t

CONDITIONER

wella.

Dr. Clell I
identifies
Egret. We
the World
Roger the
anZ does
'markings
does.

1 28

balsam

Regular '1.98 Value

See our First Aid Kit Display
in this store. Auto, travel,
compact. Just in time for
your vacation travel!

• • •
Gigiette
PLATINUM-PLIJS

Regular '1.49 Value

Baby

Week
JOHNSON and JOHNSON
BABY
POWDER

All At Discount Prices

BABY
LOTION

BABY
OIL

BANPAID -

UBLE EDGE

sheer strips

11

Regular '1.89 Value

95' Value

50 STRIPS

Regular
'1.69 Value

50 Tab!
Joltnsons

DENTAL FLOSS

Regular 85' Value

894 Value

79' Value

Johnson & Johnson
Dermicel

dermicel

- GAUZE PADS

cLOTHfirstaid taPce

NEE)

FOR EVERY TAPING

2x 3 Inches

t4

WMU
Plan

Rall5

Regular 85' Value

50 Yards

BAND-AID
plastic strips

CLOSE-UP
TOOTHPASTE
Regular

/
1
2"x5 Yds.

130 Balls

The qus
Woman's
the Blo
Associatk
Jonathan
Assembly
------at ten a.r

59' Value

Regular 83' Value

See the Johnson &Johnson_ thsplay_of
Band-Aid Brand Adhesive Bandages. Plastic
value pack with 20 FREE! Johnson &
on t -First Aid Kin'!

50 Strips

SOW
COSMETIC

YOU CAN

NOW

FEEL IT WORKING

or Mint
Medium Size
Regular 69' Value

PUFFS
18 Ounce

Family Size
Regular
'1.09 Value
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Give Yourself A Closeup Smile!

Regular '1.69 Value

WESTCLOX WATCH
BONANZA

FOSTER
GRANT

Mens and Womens
17 jewel, white and yellow
gold watches.

Fun Sunglasses for Everyone!

Many Styles To Choose From!
Now is a good time to
6
purchase your Mothers Day 1/
Fathers Day and Graduation'
•
Gifts!

Fun In the Sun Time Is Here!
Ladies $ 1.49-'2.49 -$3.00
Clip-On $3.49 and $5.00 Clip & Flip

$2.49

mens $1.49 $2.00 2.493.49
All Sunglasses at Discount
Wi
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looking
styles. colors and tints. ‘it such attractive
prices.
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Buy Your
Sunglasses
Now!
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